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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
The rapid development of the modern natural sciences, engineering and
medicine has been the main cause of the overall industrial and intellectual
revolution the humanity has been experiencing over the past two centuries.
The work you are about to read humbly pushes ahead the wheel of mod-
ern natural sciences by propelling it particular wheelarm called electromag-
netism. Moreover, it adds a modest contribution to building the bridge to
future application of spintronic devices. Spintronics (a neologism meaning
spin transport electronics [1, 2]) is an emerging technology combining two
twin fields of physics: electronics and magnetism. The first one is based on
the existence of electric charge and the second on it magnetic property: spin.
Spintronics takes, therefore, twofold advantage of the electron.
The birth of spintronics dates back to ferromagnet/superconductor tun-
neling experiments pioneered by Meservey and Tedrow [3] and the initial ex-
periments on magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJ) by Julliere [4] in the 1970s. In
the 1980s this investigation line was further explored by experiments on spin–
dependent electron transport phenomena in solid state devices [5]. Though,
the first turning point that attracted lots of attention of the scientific com-
munity and accelerated the progress of industrial magnetic devices was the
discovery of giant magnetoresistance in 1988 (GMR) for which Albert Fert
and Peter Grünberg were awarded the Nobel Prize (2007). This effect can
be observed in a device consisting of two ferromagnetic layers separated by a
nonmagnetic spacer where the resistance of the device depends on the rela-
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tive magnetization configuration of the adjacent ferromagnetic layers. Hence,
if both are magnetized along common direction the resistance of the device
is low. On the other hand, if the respective configuration is antiparallel the
current applied experiences high resistance. This effect, translating the mag-
netic state of the element into voltage, found numerous applications in the
sensor and information storage industry.
Another breakthrough came in 1996 when Slonczewski [6] and Berger [7]
introduced the pioneering concept of spin transfer predicting a new way of
manipulating the magnetic state of the sample by employing spin polarized
current (SPC). It was shown theoretically that such current exerts a torque
on a thin magnetic film due to transfer of spin angular momentum influenc-
ing the magnetic configuration of a ferromagnet. This discovery, together
with the great progress in the nanotechnology, set new era in the spintronic
research. During the next years new fabrication techniques brought about
nanosize devices where combined effects of electron charge and spin could be
observed confirming theoretical prediction.
In general, spin transfer torque (STT) manifests itself in the current in-
duced magnetic switching (CIMS) [8, 9] and the generation of microwave
oscillations [10, 11]. Considering that in its first form, field controlled, mag-
netoresistive random access memory (MRAM) required large external fields
in order to invert the magnetization throughout the sample volume its prac-
tical design encountered certain disadvantages i.e. in order to produce suffi-
ciently strong fields very large currents had to be applied. Hence, the CIMS
effect brought about the novel idea of current–controlled MRAM. On the
other hand, this solution not only decreases the power consumption but also
reduces the read and write times making it a viable non–volatile alternative
to DRAM and FLASH memory technologies. Along with its high efficiency,
the ability of retaining data, even if power is lost, makes current–switched
MRAM subject to thorough study these days but industrial ST MRAM is
yet to be delivered.
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The second spin torque (ST) driven phenomenon is the steady state pre-
cession, which by means of GMR or TMR (tunneling magnetoresistance)
converts magnetization changes into voltage variations. This provides the
functional base for the design of GHz and sub–GHz range current–controlled
oscillators that could be used in mobile wireless communications or novel logic
and signal processing applications. The main advantage of such spin torque
nanooscillator (STNO) is its small size and possibility of integration with
the standard CMOS (Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor) transis-
tor technology. The application tailored design and optimization are still a
challenge to scientists and engineers since low output power (pW and nW)
and broad linewidths have to be improved before a reliable and cheap STNO
is on market. Lately, the increase of power was demonstrated by coupling
multiple oscillators [12, 13] but mechanisms that lead to coupling are not
very well understood yet. Therefore, proposing a better and more reliable
solution is a challenge yet to be taken.
On the other hand, the struggle to reduce the linewidth is also ongoing
[14, 15]. As has been reported in [14] the synchronization of multiple modes
oscillating in the common ferromagnetic mesa might also lead to narrower
linewidths. The second ferromagnetic layer serves as the reference. The
design of sample used in this case is called the point contact geometry (PC).
As the name indicates the current is confined while it is injected to the top
of the magnetic layer via nanosize etched hole in the insulating layer.
In parallel, the linewidth problem has been approached by investigating
the devices with pillar geometry where the current spreads across the entire
cross section of the nanosize pillar. The novel idea of allowing both ferro-
magnetic layers of a MTJ to evolve dynamically demonstrated that modes
excited in each layer can be coupled to each other resulting in great improve-
ment of the linewidth [15]. The major drawback of this solution is that the
absence of the reference layer significantly reduces the output power. Both
cited experiments were carried out in the current perpendicular to plane
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(CPP) geometry assuring large current densities required to observe STT
effect. Second design aimed at different application is the current in-plane
(CIP) which is, however, beyond the subject of this thesis.
After this introduction the reader should be aware of all the obstacles
the spintronics community is struggling with. Almost one and a half decade
after the discovery of STT, the state–of–the–art SPC driven devices are still
only laboratory prototypes and not industrial reality. As for the memory
applications, the possibilities brought about by CIMS have not been fully
exploited and the ST MRAM is yet to be delivered. STNO are somewhere
further on their way to the factory production line but still more understand-
ing of physical processes behind is required. Therefore, this thesis pointing
along these lines, is dedicated to the investigation of SPC driven magnetic
oscillators.
1.2 This work
This section points out the general lines of the work presented within. Also
for less familiar readers a broad introduction to the up to date achievements
in spintronics and state–of–the–art experiments is provided.
In general, this work is dedicated to the numerical study of the current
induced magnetization oscillations in spin valves. From the application point
of view oscillators working at low, or even in absence of external field are of
particular interest. Even though the existence of such oscillators has been
predicted theoretically [16] and demonstrated experimentally [17, 18, 19, 14]
there is a huge gap to be filled out with the numeric modeling providing
the basic understanding of predicted and/or observed tendencies. Therefore,
in the following an exhaustive systematic modeling is carried out revealing
details about little known physical processes behind reported trends. The re-
sults of this study are compared to the experimental data yielding qualitative
explanation of features governing magnetization dynamics.
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First, the quasi–uniform magnetization precession in pillar geometry with
nonstandard ST profile is investigated by means of macrospin and micromag-
netic simulations. Later, gyrating vortex mode in the PC geometry is studied.
However, this geometry and this mode are both beyond macrospin approx-
imation and, therefore, only full micromagnetic study provides the correct
description of the observed dynamics. The common feature of two different
oscillators studied within this work is the possibility, at least in principle, to
work in absence of external field.
Since the work deals with SPC one should start with brief introduction to
STT and models that have been developed for its calculation up to now. From
the practical point of view, considering that STT originates from spin asym-
metries of the two independent transport channels, its properties are related
to device design and materials. Hence, STT and CPP–GMR phenomena are
inseparably correlated [20] and depend on the same structural parameters.
First, Valet and Fert [21] incorporated most of them into a model, consid-
ering two independent conducting electron channels which obey Boltzman
diffusive transport equation. Further generalization of Valet–Fert model [16]
provided an unified description of STT and CPP–GMR in diffusive transport
limit. On the other hand, the torque modeled within Slonczewski framework
[6] was based on ballistic assumptions and is to be called standard torque
throughout this work.
For symmetric spin valves, with both ferromagnetic layers made of the
same material, such as Co/Cu/Co, the diffusive model predicts standard
STT, which does not vary qualitatively from Slonczewski’s results [6]. In
this case, flowing electrons drive CIMS [22]. Moreover, the generation of
microwave oscillations is possible only in presence of applied fields higher than
the coercive field [11]. This STT–driven behavior has been recently observed
in Py/Cu/Py (Py = Permalloy) experimentally [23, 24] and numerically [25].
Also an asymmetric structure Co(40 nm)/Cu(10 nm)/Py(3 nm), where the
free and the pinned layer are made of different material, might exhibit this
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behavior as a consequence of the layer thickness ratio supporting standard
torque as reported in [26].
However, it has been shown that in an asymmetric pillar geometry, where
layer thickness obeys certain conditions and bulk and interface asymmetry
factor and spin diffusion length are different in each magnetic film, an anoma-
lous, wavy–like, dependence of STT on the angle between magnetization vec-
tors can be observed [16]. The STT vanishes and changes its sign in a certain
noncollinear magnetic configuration because of the appearance of an inverse
spin accumulation in the nonmagnetic spacer. Therefore, on the contrary
to standard STT, which stabilizes one of the collinear magnetic configura-
tions and destabilizes the opposite one, wavy torque stabilizes both of them
for certain current direction and destabilizes both of them for the opposite
direction. The latter is of particular interest as it leads to excitation of os-
cillation modes in absence of any external field. Asymmetric structures have
been recently thoroughly investigated theoretically [16, 27, 28] as well as ex-
perimentally at low and zero applied field [17, 18]. Nevertheless, the wavy
torque–induced magnetization dynamics has been studied so far only in the
macrospin approximation [29, 30] which does not describe correctly the dy-
namics at low applied magnetic field [18] and is, thus, not able to reproduce
the experimental observations completely. Therefore, part of this work is
dedicated to the calculation of the STT in the diffusive transport limit and
comparison of the systematic numerical study to the experimental findings
[31, 32].
Understanding magnetization dynamics requires development of mathe-
matical models describing real processes observed in nature. The theory of
micromagnetism, in which the magnetization is described as a space depen-
dent continuous field [33], is the appropriate framework to describe magneti-
zation on the nanoscale and will be used throughout this work. On the other
hand, so–called macrospin model, in which the magnetization of each layer is
treated as a single spin, is often used. Providing much simpler description of
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the system it might lead to general understanding of the observed features.
Thus, before comparing results emerging from both models, one should real-
ize that the concept of single domain magnetic particle in many situations is
simply invalid. In principle, the exchange energy density of a closed M (r)
configuration increases as the particle size decreases and this could justify
macrospin approach below certain critical size of the system even though
spin torque makes the estimation of this critical size difficult [34]. However,
as reported in [35] the steady state precession of a thin square nanoelement
exhibits complicated transition from quasimacrospin to chaotic behavior al-
ready at the size of 30 nm, which invalidates single domain approximation
for most of experimentally studied systems. Moreover, Berkov and Gorn [36]
micromagnetically identified some artifacts of macrospin model in the ballis-
tic transport limit. These artifacts might cause misleading interpretation of
the origin of observed phenomena [11].
In this work the reader will find a comparison of the predictions of both
micromagnetic and macrospin models for a particular problem i.e. current
induced oscillations in an asymmetric spin valve in the diffusive transport
limit. Certain differences will be pointed out.
The remaining part of this work focuses on the PC devices, which repre-
sent a class of experimental systems where macrospin approximation is never
valid. In PC geometry only full micromagnetic analysis can be applied for
the description of magnetization dynamics. Moreover, highly nonuniform
modes like a magnetic vortex studied within this work are also beyond single
spin approximation. Therefore, in Chapter 4 and thereafter numerical study
will refer to the micromagnetic study only.
A challenging example of low frequency magnetic vortex mode in PC
device is going to be investigated. First traces of low frequency oscillations
have been reported in Ref. [37] but first convincing evidence of ST induced
dynamics of magnetic vortex was provided in constrained pillar geometry [38]
and later in the extended PC device [39].
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Vortex mode has raised strong interest because of its unique character-
istics. First of all, the oscillations can be sustained in absence of external
field [19] at relatively low current densities. Moreover larger power outputs
(nW) are obtained together with narrower linewidths as compared to other
modes. Numerous theoretical models [40, 39, 41] along with numerical and
experimental studies [42] have characterized vortex mode. First, it has been
shown that the out–of–plane component of the magnetization in the PL is
essential for the vortex to be excited into steady motion [39, 43]. Later it has
been demonstrated that also a nonuniform in–plane magnetized polarizer [44]
can give rise to current induced vortex dynamics. Still, in all of the studies
so far the polarizer has been assumed to be static in time, which in many
experiments was fulfilled by introducing exchange bias or SAF to the PL.
Moreover, it was long believed that the vortex state is only stable in layers
of certain thickness [45, 14]. This work shows that this assumption requires
verification when ST driven dynamics is considered.
Aiming at comparison with experimentally reported but poorly under-
stood behavior, a systematic study of a vortex mode in a single PC device
has been carried out leading to discovery of new features of this mode. In
particular, it has been shown that in a system without exchange bias, the
geometry itself assists ST in expulsion of vortex from below the PC area.
Therefore, not only the STT effect as believed up to now, but also inhomo-
geneous magnetostatic fields, present in the sample as a effect of its geometry
might play crucial role in the excitation of vortex mode. An excellent quan-
titative agreement between numerical and measured data has been found
leading to a qualitative explanation of the observed trends.
Another interesting and so far little studied system is a spin valve with
two active ferromagnetic layers [46, 15]. It has been demonstrated in pillar
geometry [15] that the coupling between the vortices nucleated one in each
magnetic layer leads to very narrow linewidths. However, no study of such
vortex pair in PC geometry has been performed so far and, therefore, further
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part of this work is dedicated to exploring this new and promising subject.
The results of this numerical consideration might be of help to experimen-
talists designing PC based double vortex STNO.
Other milestone, as far as synchronization in PC devices is concerned,
was reached by Ruotolo et al. [14] by proposing an array of four point con-
tacts opened in a common ferromagnetic film by means of nano–indentation
technique [47]. The unique property of this system, called hereafter hybrid, is
the non flat profile of the thick layer. The power reported in this system was
found to be field dependent exhibiting its highest value at 0 mT. Addition-
ally, the sample behavior was shown to be history dependent, i.e. application
of small in–plane fields in the nucleation process hindered the appearance of
the single spectral peak. Although very convincing experimental evidence
of synchronization was provided the understanding of the reported trends is
still far from being complete. The explanation provided in [14] is rather con-
fusing and definitely insufficient. Already the definition of the active layer
and the initial state, determined in the last Chapter of this thesis, proved
not to be compatible with [14]. Therefore, despite the technical difficulties
this particular geometry introduces, the final part of this work is dedicated
to study of such multiple contact system.
1.3 Guide to this thesis
This thesis presents computational study of different low field STNO. There-
fore, some parts of this work might be of interest to the reader seeking the-
oretical bases of the STT effect (Chapter 2). Other parts are rather use-
ful for an experimentalist searching for the explanations of observed trends
(Chapter 3, 4, 6) and/or fabricating the spin valve with a design for particu-
lar applications (Chapter 5). Moreover, the numeric difficulties encountered
when studying vortex mode in PC devices would be interesting for the reader
rather familiar with the micromagnetic simulations (Chapter 4). Therefore,
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this guide is presented in order to define the particular interest of each sec-
tion.
Chapter 2 derives the dynamic equation of magnetization motion starting
with the quantum mechanical counterpart for a free electron. This dynamic
equation is then supplemented with the diffusive ST term whose derivation
based on model [16] is carried out. Numerical implementation of the ST
into the dynamic equation required the development of an application in
Mathematica [48] for the calculation of ST term, which has been carried
out in collaboration with Pavel Baláž and Prof. Józef Barnaś from Adam
Mickiewicz Univeristy, Poznan (Poland). Later in the chapter numerical
modeling of magnetization dynamics and its technical aspects are presented
for the macrospin and micromagnetic models together with the limitations
involved.
Chapter 3 takes advantage of the ST derivation from previous chapter
and applies it for the computational study of a STNO pillar at low field.
Both mesoscopic models are employed for the modeling of magnetization
dynamics driven by the wavy torque. The results are compared to the exper-
imentally reported trends. Very good quantitative match is reported yielding
qualitative explanation of observed features.
Chapter 4 is dedicated to the vortex based oscillator in a single PC geom-
etry. A complicated system fabricated by means of nano–indentation tech-
nique is considered. The frequency dependence on both current and field ob-
served in a real device were matched quantitatively with the computational
results. Moreover, qualitative explanation of observed phenomena led to the
discovery of novel way of tailoring vortex-based STNO. This part of work
was carried out in collaboration with the experimental group CNRS/Thales
from Palaiseau (France).
Chapter 5 presents the results of investigation of a double vortex mode.
An interlayer–coupled oscillator in a single PC geometry is studied i.e. both
ferromagnetic layers were allowed to evolve dynamically which led to nu-
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cleation of two vortices, one in each layer. This mode was first described
qualitatively by indicating the differences in the frequency of the GMR sig-
nal and the radii of the vortex orbits in both ferromagnets arising from the
location of ST active interfaces. In particular, limiting cases of ST acting
only on the top and only on the bottom layers were studied. The quantita-
tive analysis of this system was also carried out leading to predictions that
will certainly be of interest for the future experimental study of double vor-
tex STNO, in particular the design of the spin valve structure itself for this
novel application.
Chapter 6 deals with the analysis of a multiple contact system. The com-
plicated geometry of the valve and the complexity of the synchronization
mechanism itself in such sample presented a great challenge to the possibil-
ities of the state–of–the–art hardware and software resources. Despite these
difficulties some preliminary study of phase locking was carried out.
Finally the conclusions are presented in Chapter 7 along with the future
outlook on the research in the field of spintronic oscillators.
2. THEORETICAL AND COMPUTATIONAL
TECHNIQUES
This chapter serves as an introduction to the physical fundamentals of the
magnetization dynamics and SPC associated phenomena. Their interpreta-
tion requires modeling on the level of the nanoscale. In the following such
models are described, their validity range is specified and their limitations
are pointed out. Moreover, some details with respect to the computational
techniques are given.
2.1 Magnetization dynamics
The purpose of this section is to provide basic description of magnetization
dynamics starting from the quantum mechanical counterpart for a free elec-
tron spin [49].
A precessional state is obtained as a solution of such problem. However,
in reality precessional states observed in presence of conservative fields tend
to adapt to a final remanent state. Therefore, to fit experimental observa-
tions and theoretical predictions the phenomenological damping had to be
introduced. Finally, an interesting effect of sustaining oscillatory states by
means of counterbalancing such damping is introduced. This phenomenon is
called spin transfer effect and it is derived from transport theory.
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2.1.1 Precession
In the spirit of quantum description the temporal evolution spin operator




〈S〉(t) = 〈[S,H(t)]〉. (2.1)
If the spin is under the sole influence of time dependent external field (H(t)),
the Hamiltonian equals Zeeman term (in vacuum)
H = −gµB
h̄
S ·B, B = µ0H, (2.2)
where µB is the Bohr magneton, g is the gyromagnetic splitting factor and







It is useful to relate the classical angular momentum of a moving mass to
the dipolar moment of a current loop in an uniform magnetic field. The first
one reads
L = me(r× v), (2.4)
with me being the electron mass. On the other hand the force exerted on
current element (intensity i and length dl) by the field B equals
dF = idl×B. (2.5)
After integration the torque exerted by B on the current loop of area A reads
τ = iA×B, A = An, (2.6)
n denotes unit vector perpendicular (normal) to loop surface. Analogous to
the torque acting on a magnetic dipole due to B, the current loop dipole is
classically defined as
m = iA, (2.7)
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The charge velocity v and the electron charge qe being negative, and current






Similar geometric relation can be written for the spin
m = γ〈S〉, (2.10)








Now the dynamic Eq. 2.3 can be written in form
d
dt
M(t) = γ[M(t)×B(t)]. (2.12)










one obtains final form
d
dt
M(t) = −γ0[M(t)×H(t)]. (2.14)
Multiplying it successively with M and H leads to
d
dt




[M(t) ·H(t)] = 0. (2.16)
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Equation 2.15 states that the modulus of the magnetization remains un-
changed during the motion and Eq. 2.16 that the angle between the field and
the magnetization is constant as function of time. Both equations together
provide complete description of magnetization precessional motion around
the field with frequency reading
|ω0| = γ0|H|. (2.17)
2.1.2 Damping
A well known empiric observation is that every system tends to reach an equi-
librium state when subject to static field i.e. magnetization precess around
the field until it align with it. However, the such static state (i.e. sample
magnetization aligned along the field direction) observed experimentally can
not be reached as a solution of the precession equations derived in previous
paragraph. Therefore, a damping term, making the magnetization align with
the field after some finite time, has to be introduced. Standard, phenomeno-
logical way to include damping term is to replace the field H in Eq. 2.14
with an effective field including ohmic type dissipation





where Ms is the saturation magnetization of the material and α is the damp-
ing constant. By inserting 2.18 into 2.14 one obtains the equation known as
Landau–Lifshitz equation of magnetization motion
d
dt







In order to obtain an explicit expression one has to multiply both sides
of Eq. 2.19 by M× and consider that M × (M × M/dt) = −M2s dM/dt.
It results in the following dynamic equation, called also Landau–Lifshitz–












2.2 Spin transfer in the diffusive transport limit
The electron transport model presented in this section is to be used later
throughout Chapter 3 and, therefore, here it is explained from the funda-
mental point of view. In particular, the spin current and spin accumulation
are defined and their role in the spin transfer effect is explained. The condi-
tions for diffusive type of transport to be considered are specified and certain
constraints of the model that simplify the calculations are presented.
2.2.1 Spin current and spin accumulation
In presence of SPC the magnetization is subject to one more torque – ST
which is exerted on a ferromagnetic layer due to the absorption of the trans-
verse spin component at the interface. The right side of the corresponding
LLG equation is, therefore, supplemented with the new term τ
d
dt






[M(t)× (M(t)×H(t)] + τ.
(2.21)
It is the appearance of this term that gives rise to the STT effect which
has been lately thoroughly studied both theoretically [6, 7, 16] and experi-
mentally [23, 11]. ST treated in the ballistic transport limit was first studied
by Slonczewski [6] and Berger [7]. An alternative approach, which is based
on theextension of the two–channel model [21], based on solving diffusion
equation was provided by Barnas et al. [16].
A typical system where STT can be observed is a trilayer structure sand-
wiched between semi–infinite electrodes as the one presented in Fig. 2.1.
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The electrodes are typically made of gold or copper. The trilayer consists
of the bottom ferromagnetic layer called the fixed (or pinned) layer (PL),
the nonmagnetic spacer and ferromagnetic free layer (FL). Often uniform
magnetization constant in time is assumed in the PL. Practically it is fabri-
cated thicker than the FL taking the advantage of the fact that ST is only
active at the interface. Alternatively, PL magnetization can be fixed by an
exchange bias or a synthetic antiferromagnet (SAF) multilayer to fulfill the
static assumption.
Fig. 2.1: A schematic view of a typical spin valve. The trilayer consists of two ferro-
magnetic films separated by a nonmagnetic spacer. The whole structure
is sandwiched between two electrodes.
In multilayer systems spin dependent mobility, in terms of two–channel
model [21], origins from the difference between the electronic bands and
scattering cross–section for impurities of majority and minority spins at the
Fermi energy. The difference between spin–up and spin–down electric cur-
rents defines spin current and the imbalance between the electrochemical
potentials determines the spin accumulation which is a non–equilibrium phe-
nomenon. In ferromagnetic films (F) transport properties are determined by
free–like s–electrons and magnetic properties by narrow and spin split bands
of quasi–localized 3d–electrons which are responsible for rather large spin–
flip scattering by spin–orbit exchange and at magnetic impurities. Spin–flip
scattering destroys the spin accumulation but in CPP geometry it can be
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disregarded provided that the layer thickness is smaller than the spin diffu-
sion length, lFsf , which defines the magnetoelectronically active region when in
contact with normal metal (N). For the calculation of the spin currents and
Fig. 2.2: The trilayer under study. F1 and F2 are ferromagnetic film, whereas
N stays for nonmagnetic spacer. The structure is sandwiched between
semi–infinite copper electrodes. Because of the noncollinear alignment
of the magnetization in F1 and F2 each ferromagnetic layer has its own
quantization axis along its magnetization vector direction.
spin accumulation a trilayer consisting of two ferromagnets (F1, F2) sepa-
rated by a nonmagnetic spacer F1/N/F2 sandwiched between the electrodes
has been considered (see Fig. 2.2). The electrodes are assumed to be semi–
infinite. A SPC is injected into the nonmagnetic spacer and magnetizes it
effectively over a decay length defined by spin diffusion length lNsf . The spin
relaxation in such nonmagnetic metal can be weak leading to large lNsf . The
spin accumulation is extended from the interface into the ferromagnet. In
a noncollinear system, where the magnetization vectors of F1 and F2 are
not parallel, the injected spin current is also noncollinear. As a result, the
distribution function inside the film f̌ is a nondiagonal 2×2 matrix in the
spin space and the spin accumulation can point in any arbitrary direction.
Its transverse component cannot penetrate into the F2 and is, therefore, ab-
sorbed at the interface transferring angular momentum. This effect is known
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as the spin transfer torque.
In the diffusive transport limit the spatial variation of f̌ is described by
the diffusion equation. Additionally f̌ is assumed uniform in the film plane
and varying only along the axis normal to the film. The way to proceed with
the calculations is as follows:
• 2×2 distribution matrix in spin space for all F and N layers in the
system is specified
• spin and charge currents though interfaces as function of the distribu-
tion matrices in the adjacent film are defined
• matching boundary conditions are introduced
• spin conservation law is applied: difference between total in- and out-
going spin currents equals spin relaxation rate
• continuity of the charge current across all interfaces is observed
• a system of linear equation is solved and all unknown constants are
determined by CPP–GMR parameters, and mixing conductance.
The mixing conductance at the interface N/F can be interpreted as a mea-
sure of the angular momentum transfered from the spin accumulation in the
normal metal to the ferromagnetic order parameter. Its imaginary part acts
as an effective field. Brief interaction, as the spin current penetrates the
ferromagnet (typically couple of Angstroms), makes the spin precess a finite
angle around the exchange field. The angular momentum transferred this
way affects the ferromagnet in the same way as the magnetic field parallel to
the spin accumulation [50]. In presence of conventional scattering processes
it governs the STT effect.
Model description is based on [16] and starts with diffusion equation for
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where Ď is the diffusion 2×2 matrix in the spin space, 1̌ is the 2×2 unit
matrix and τsf is the spin–flip relaxation time.
Magnetic film
In a ferromagnet strong exchange interactions are based on Coulomb in-
teractions and the Pauli principle [50]. Therefore, the component of the
distribution function corresponding to the spin orientation normal to local
magnetization can be suppressed. If additionally one assumes that the quan-
tization axis is parallel to the local spin polarization, the equations for elec-
trochemical potentials of spin majority ū↑ and spin minority ū↓ electrons can



























where l2↑ = D↑τsf and l
2
↓ = D↓τsf , and η defined as
η = −D↑ −D↓
D↑ + D↓
. (2.26)
Moreover, the electrochemical potential as a sum of an equilibrium contri-
bution ū0 and non–equilibrium part arising from the spin accumulation g
reads





(ū↑ + ū↓), (2.28)





(ū↑ − ū↓). (2.29)
Solving Eq. 2.23 and 2.24 provides explicit expressions for ū0 and g
ū0 = η[Aexp(x/lsf ) + Bexp(−x/lsf )] + Cx + G, (2.30)
g = Aexp(x/lsf ) + Bexp(−x/lsf ), (2.31)
and the constants A, B, C are to be determined from boundary conditions
at proper interfaces. To complete the description of the transport in the
ferromagnetic film one has to determine charge and spin currents. For an
arbitrary quantization axis the 2×2 ǰ–matrix in the spin space reads






where ρ(EF ) is the density of states at the Fermi level per spin. When the





(j01̌ + jzσ̌z), (2.33)
where j0 = (j↑ + j↓) is the total particle current and jz = (j↑ − j↓) is the
z-component of the spin current. Final expressions read
1
ρ(EF )




jz = −C(D↑ −D↓)− 2D̃
lsf




D↑ −D↓ . (2.36)
The set of equations 2.30, 2.31, 2.34, 2.35 provides complete description of
the diffusive transport in the ferromagnetic films.
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Nonmagnetic film
In the 1D model the spin accumulation becomes a vector in the nonmagnetic
film and, thus,
ˇ̄u = ū01̌ + g· σ̄, (2.37)
with
ū0 = Cx + G, (2.38)
and
g = Aexp(x/lsf ) + Bexp(−x/lsf ). (2.39)




(j01̌ + jσ̌) (2.40)
1
ρ(EF )







[Aexp(x/lsf )−Bexp(−x/lsf )]. (2.42)
Note than all the constants A, B, C, G are different in different layers.
2.2.2 Boundary conditions
The distribution function and the currents have to be matched at each in-
terface. According to [51] such boundary conditions across normal metal –
ferromagnet interface in absence of spin–flip scattering at the interface (with
the axis z along the local quantization axis in the ferromagnet) can be written
as
e2j0 = (G↑ + G↓)(ūF0 − ūN0 ) + (G↑ −G↓)(ḡF0 − ḡN0 ), (2.43)
e2jz = (G↑ −G↓)(ūF0 − ūN0 ) + (G↑ + G↓)(ḡF0 − ḡN0 ), (2.44)
e2jx = −2Re{G↑↓}gNx + 2Im{G↑↓}gNy , (2.45)
e2jy = −2Re{G↑↓}gNy − 2Im{G↑↓}gNx , (2.46)
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where gN (gF ) is the spin accumulation on the N (F) side of the interface,
G↑ and G↓ are the interfacial conductances in the spin majority and spin
minority channels and G↑↓ is the spin mixing conductance of the interface.
This set of boundary conditions has to obeyed at all interfaces. One
should also observe physical constraints for potential in the semi–infinite
electrodes and continuity of the particle current across all interfaces. More-
over, distribution functions and spin currents in magnetic films are written in
the coordinate system whose axis is along the local spin polarization. There-
fore, in the nonmagnetic film these equations are written in the system whose
z–axis coincides with the local quantization axis of one of the adjacent ferro-
magnetic films. Each ferromagnet has different quantization axis and, hence,
the distribution function and the spin current have to be transformed from
one system to the other. All above mentioned equations hold but addition-




x = gx sin φ− gy cos φ , (2.47)
g
′
y = gx cos φ cos θ + gy sin φ sin θ − gz sin θ , (2.48)
g
′
z = gxcosφ sin θ + gy sin φ sin θ + gz cos θ. (2.49)
The spin accumulation (from N) with polarization normal to the mag-
netization direction cannot penetrate the ferromagnet (F2). Therefore, the
transverse component of the spin current at the interface is absorbed exerting
torque on F2, which can be written as the difference of the normal compo-





(j⊥L − j⊥R). (2.50)
2.2.3 Spin torque
This section presents thoroughly torque calculations and link them with the
CPP–GMR experimental data. For the numeric implementation of the torque
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in the diffusive limit it is convenient to divide it into
τθ = aIm× (m× p), (2.51)
and
τφ = bIm× p, (2.52)
where m and p are unit vectors along the magnetization of the F1 and F2
and I is the charge current. Alternatively one can write them in a scalar form
τθ = aI sin θ, (2.53)
and
τφ = −bI sin θ. (2.54)
On the other hand Eq. 2.50 yields

















(jx sin φ− jy cos θ) |x→x0 , (2.56)
where x0 = d1 + d2 denotes the position of the active interface in the spin
valve. Comparing Eq. 2.53 with Eq. 2.55 and Eq. 2.54 with Eq. 2.56 one
obtains parameters a and b as functions of spin currents. Having solved
the boundary condition for the spin currents and inserting the solution into
Eq. 2.55 and Eq. 2.56 yields a and b as functions of sole parameter θ. Nu-
merically they are to be calculated as follows. A solver for system of linear
equations provided in Mathematica [48] has been employed for development
of a code aimed at the determination of all constant parameters entering
boundary conditions.
At this point one should note the correlation between STT and CPP–
GMR experimental data as these serve as input data in the developed ap-
plication. The GMR is related to the spin dependent electronic conduction
in ferromagnetic metals and the model description presented in this chapter
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accounts for this data as follows. The asymmetry of spin majority and spin






where ρ↑, ρ↓ are the bulk resistivities, R↑, R↓ interface resistances per unit
square for spin majority and spin minority electrons respectively, β and γ
are the bulk and interfacial asymmetry coefficients. For nonmagnetic layers
Eq. 2.57 is used with β = 0. The conductances G↑, G↓ are equal to G↑ = 1/R↑
and G↓ = 1/R↓. The bulk parameters entering the description i.e. mean free
paths and diffusion constants are expressed in frames of a free electron model
by using parameters defined in Eq. 2.57 and relevant Fermi energy, which
is assumed to be equal in magnetic and nonmagnetic layer. The diffusion













with me electron mass and n = (1/6π
2)(2meEF /h̄
2)3/2 being the density of











is determined by simple relation
η = −β. (2.61)
For nonmagnetic layers the same definitions hold but λ↑(↓) and D↑(↓) are in-
dependent of the spin orientation. Spin diffusion lengths enter description as
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independent parameters and values shall be taken from GMR experiments.
Two remaining parameters: real and imaginary part of the mixing conduc-
tance are to be derived from ab inito calculations [52]. Combining all above
mentioned relations the torque has been calculated from Eq. 2.50 and even-
tually a and b (scaled with h̄/|e|) have been fitted with a series of cosine
functions
a(θ) = a0 + a1cos(θ) + a2cos
2(θ) + a3cos
3(θ) + ..., (2.62)
b(θ) = b0 + b1cos(θ) + b2cos
2(θ) + b3cos
3(θ) + ... . (2.63)
One can compare angular variation of the ST for a symmetric (Fig. 2.3a)
and an asymmetric (Fig. 2.3b) pillar structure. The term symmetric refers
to a pillar where both ferromagnetic layers are made of the same material,
whereas in the asymmetric one two different materials are used. The first
one resembles the standard torque [6] and supports standard behavior i.e. in
absence of external field current–induced switching can be observed whereas
in the presence of applied fields higher than the coercive field, the generation
of microwave oscillations is possible. The uniqueness of the ST from Fig. 2.3b
manifests itself very clearly. It is the existence of certain critical angle θ at
which the torque vanishes, that induces interesting dynamics at zero and low
field. Above the threshold current both collinear states of the magnetization
are unstable and the only solution of the LLG equation is the steady state
precession or a noncollinear static magnetization state [53, 16]. It is worth
emphasizing that the out–of–plane (OP) torque is 2 orders of magnitude
smaller than its in–plane (IP) component, which means that the latter does
not markedly influence the magnetization dynamics.
2.3 Mesoscale models
Within this work two models to describe magnetization dynamics are em-
ployed. In the limiting assumption of a quasi–uniform magnetization within
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Fig. 2.3: Angular dependence of the spin transfer torque normalized to h̄j/|e|
for (a) symmetric Py(8 nm)/Cu(10 nm)/Py(8 nm) and (b) asymmetric
Co(8 nm)/Cu(10 nm)/Py( 8nm) pillar.
the particle the macrospin approach can be used. However, real systems may
undergo complicated transitions, which are far beyond this simple approach.
Therefore, thorough understanding of physics behind observed phenomena
calls for more sophisticated model. Micromagnetic approach, assuming mag-
netization as a continuous function of position, provides a powerful tool for
study of magnetization dynamics.
2.3.1 Macrospin model
Macrospin model, often referred to as single domain model, treats the sample
as a single spin in the whole volume. The energy functional of such element
can be written as




s m · hd − µ0M2s m · hext, (2.64)
where x̂ defines the easy axis, K refers to the anisotropy, hd the demagnetizing
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The first term in 2.64 is the uniaxial anisotropy, the second term de-
scribes demagnetizing effects (self magnetostatic term) and the third term
the Zeeman energy. The effective field reads




= hK + hd + hext (2.66)
and is introduced into Eq. 2.20 as the field term. The obtained dynamic
equation is the first order ordinary differential equation (ODE) for a single
spin.
2.3.2 Micromagnetic model
Micromagnetics, treating the magnetization as continuum, provides the pos-
sibility of dealing with spatially nonuniform states. In general the density
functional can be written as




s (m · hd)− µ0M2s (m · hext). (2.67)
The exchange energy
First of all, the finite exchange energy is introduced. Hund´s rules determines
energy minimization by ordering electrons into nearly degenerate atomic lev-
els. The first rule imposes spin maximization i.e. as many electrons with spin
in one direction are gathered in partially filled atomic orbital before spins in
other direction are added. The energy gain that motivates Hund´s rule is
that Pauli exclusion keeps the electrons with the same spin further apart
on average, thereby lowering the Coulomb repulsion between them. This is
called the exchange energy. The transition metal ferromagnets exhibit both:
strong exchange splitting and strong hybridization. The exchange splitting
stabilizes a spin-polarized ferromagnetic state by generating a self-consistent
shift of the majority-electron band states to lower energy than the minority-
electron spin states. That way, the kinetic energy cost associated with po-
larization formation is compensated [54]. The micromagnetic exchange is
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the interaction that tends to keep all magnetization moments aligned in a
common direction adding an energy cost when the magnetization rotates as
function of position. From quantum point of view, the exchange hamiltonian
reads
Wi,j = −2JSi · Sj, (2.68)
where J is a constant and Si is the angular momentum of the i–th spin. It
describes just the first neighbor interaction since J decreases rapidly. If the
angle between neighboring spins θij is considered to be small it can be written













where S = |Si| = |Sj| and mi is the unity magnetization vector (antiparallel
to the angular momentum). If one assumes m = αi + βj + γk the position
can be approximated with a continuous function
αi − αj = vj ·∆α, βi − βj = vj ·∆β, γi − γj = vj ·∆γ, (2.70)
with vj denoting position the the j-spin with respect to i-spin. Subtracting
the constant term, which has no influence on dynamics, and combining 2.69
with 2.70 one can write Eq. 2.68 in form
Wij = JS
2|mj −mi|2 = JS2[(vj∆α)2 + (vj∆β)2 + (vj∆γ)2]. (2.71)












Note that only first neighbors are considered and factor 1/2 is introduced to
avoid double count of interaction in each spin pair. For a simple cubic lattice
with the atomic length a and where |vj| = a and n = a−3 the exchange
energy density is reduced to
εex = A[(∇α)2 + (∇β)2 + (∇γ)2], (2.73)
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Equation 2.73 was derived for a simple cubic lattice but in general it holds also
for different types of lattices. The exchange constant A strongly depending
on the temperature introduces temperature dependence into 2.73. In the














The magnetocrystalline anisotropy defines preferential magnetization orien-
tation in a material and depends on the crystalline structure of the material.
The associated energy represents the energy cost of magnetizing the sample
in certain direction with respect to the favored direction. The energy func-
tional for the anisotropy contribution is given for uniaxial and cubic materials
as
εK,u = K1(m · u)2, (2.77)
























(m · uK)uK , (2.79)
hK,c = − 2D
µ0M2S
m, (2.80)
where D is a diagonal matrix [55].
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The self magnetostatic energy
The energy associated with the magnetostatic interaction in the sample is
called self magnetostatic or demagnetizing energy. Even though the sys-
tem is discrete one can apply continuous description of this interaction not





s m · hd, (2.81)
























where R = r − r′ and R = |R| = |r − r′|, V denotes volume, S surface.
This field, analogous to the electric field created by the electric charges, is
calculated by integrating over the volume and surface charges, which are
defined as follows
ρM(r) = −∇M(r), (2.83)
σM(r) = n ·M(r), (2.84)
where n denotes unit vector normal to the surface S.
The energy density functional based solely on exchange and magnetostatic







This is material characteristic parameter (temperature dependent) and in
ferromagnetic materials and their alloys rarely exceeds few nanometers im-
posing severe constraints on the mesh size in numerical simulations [55].
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External field






which leads to the field contribution
εext
µ0Ms
= −m · hext. (2.87)
2.4 Computational techniques
For the macrospin study presented in Chapter 3 the self magnetostatic con-
tribution to the effective field in macrospin approximation is calculated based
on the demagnetizing tensor coefficients given in [56]. For the time integra-
tion of Eq. 2.21, Heun solver was employed [57]. Stability studies were carried
out in order to assign proper time integration step.
In the micromagnetic model magnetization and external field are assumed
continuous and, therefore, 2.20 is an differential equation for which analytical
solutions do not exist except for a very few idealized case. For problems
of practical interest it needs to be solved numerically. In order to do so
a spatial discretization of the sample volume and, thus, all expressions for
energy and field terms derived in the continuous limit have to translated to be
consistent with the discrete description. The discretization of the continuous
magnetization vectorial field is done as follows M(i, j, k) = Msm(i, j, k),
where i : 1, ..., Nx, j : 1, ..., Ny, k : 1, ..., Nz, with Nx, Ny, Nz being the
number of cells in each cartesian direction. This way the volume of each cell
reads ∆V = ∆x∆y∆z with modulus of Ms being constant inside and the
magnetization in each cell is assumed to be uniform. The magnetization is
treated as a continuous function of the position in the material. Once the
system is discretized a set of ODEs is obtained, which are solved using fourth
order Runge–Kutta solver.
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Moreover the cell size has to be chosen smaller than the exchange length
in order to resolve the spatial variations of magnetization correctly. Thus,
the size of the computational cell has to observe these constraints.
2.4.1 Exchange energy
The discrete form of the exchange energy density reads
εex(i, j, k) = A[(∇mx(i, j, k))2 + (∇my(i, j, k))2 + (∇mz(i, j, k))2], (2.88)

















In the finite difference approximation the derivatives are substituted with
the ratios of value increments in the nodes of the mesh or in the centers of

















where ∆x, ∆y, ∆z define the size, whereas ∆x, ∆y, ∆z represent finite dif-
ference operators in each direction. In each point the magnetization reads
M (i, j, k) = Msm(i, j, k) and, therefore, in the neighboring cell (in +x di-
rection) the expression takes form M (i + 1, j, k) = Msm(i + 1, j, k). Thus,



















[2− 2mx(i, j, k)mx(i + 1, j, k)]. (2.92)
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One derives analogous formulas for y and z–component and additionally con-
siders the next neighbors situated in the negative directions, obtaining finally































εex(i, j, k)∆V, (2.94)
and the associated field term reads




m(i + 1, j, k) + m(i− 1, j, k)
(∆x)2
+
m(i, j + 1, k) + m(i, j − 1, k)
(∆y)2
+
m(i, j, k + 1) + m(i, j, k − 1)
(∆z)2
] . (2.95)
The approximation of the partial derivatives with the finite differences only
holds provided that the angle between the magnetization vectors of the neigh-
boring cells is small.
2.4.2 Anisotropy energy
The anisotropy, representing local interaction, can be easily translated into
a form compatible with the micromagnetic assumptions. The numeric ex-





εu(i, j, k)∆V, (2.96)
εu(i, j, k) = K[1− (m(i, j, k) · uK)2], (2.97)
hu(i, j, k) =
2K
µ0Ms
(m(i, j, k) · uK)uK , (2.98)
with uK denoting unit vector of the uniaxial anisotropy direction.
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2.4.3 Self magnetostatic energy
The conversion of the self magnetostatic term into a numerically compatible
form, owing its nonlocal character, is more sophisticated. The contribution
of the demagnetizing field hd(r) in each cell depends on the magentization
m(r
′





where α : (x, y, z), hαd denotes α–component of the demagnetizing dipolar
field and uα is the unit vector of each cartesian direction. Thus, one can
write











Nαβ(i− i′ , j − j ′ , k − k′)mβ(i′ , j ′ , k′), (2.100)
with factors Nαβ(i − i′ , j − j ′ , k − k′) representing the components of the
demagnetizing tensor. Since they depend only on the geometry of the system,
they are calculated just once and used thereafter for the rest of the simulation.
Within this work the self magnetostatic field term is calculated for 3D
discretization using the demagnetizing tensor expressions from Ref. [58] under
assumption that the magnetization is constant within the volume of each cell.
Numeric calculation of the demagnetizing field is very time consuming due
to the summing over all elements of the mesh. Therefore, to reduce the
computational time Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is introduced.
In the cartesian space each component of the demagnetizing field is a con-
volution and thus in the phase space such 3D convolution can be translated
in a simple scalar product
h̃αd (kx, ky, kz) ≡ F [hαd (i, j, k)] =
(x,y,z)∑
β
F [Nαβ(i, j, k)][mβ(i, j, k)] =
(x,y,z)∑
β
[Ñαβ(kx, ky, kz)][m̃β(kx, ky, kz)]. (2.101)
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The calculation is carried out as follows. The demagnetizing coefficients of
the tensor Nαβ are evaluated and its Fourier transform is obtained. Also
the Fourier Transform of the magnetization in each cell is determined. The
final expression for the demagnetizing field in the cartesian space requires
an inverse Fourier Transform to be applied. Clearly the FFT is limited to a
translational invariant system and additionally zero–padding technique [57]
is used in order to overcome this limitation. The energy density and the
demagnetizing field in their numeric form read







hαd (i, j, k)mα(i, j, k), (2.102)
hαd (i, j, k) ≡ F−1[h̃αd (kx, ky, kz)] = F−1[
(x,y,z)∑
β
F [Nαβ(i, j, k)]F [mβ(i, j, k)]].
(2.103)
2.4.4 External field energy
Since the interaction with the external field is a local interaction, the dis-
cretization of the expression for the energy density is trivial
εext(r) = −µ0M2s m(r) · hext(r), (2.104)
where hext(r) is the normalized external field (in units of Ms).
3. SPIN TORQUE DRIVEN OSCILLATIONS IN AN
ASYMMETRIC SPIN VALVE
In this section a systematic study of current–induced oscillations in a nanopil-
lar of composition Co(8 nm)/Cu(10 nm)/Py(8 nm) and an elliptical cross-
section 155 × 100 nm2 is presented. The ST is obtained from the diffusive
transport theory as derived in Chapter 2. The motivation for this study is
following: this system has been recently studied experimentally [17, 18] and
shows some interesting properties such as oscillations in absence of external
field. Interestingly, reported behavior can not be explained within the stan-
dard Slonczewki ST model. Thus, implementation of the diffusive limit ST
already in a simple macrospin model leads to some explanations of reported
trends. Still, some aspects like nonlinear frequency blueshift with current
and saturation regime are not reproduced within macrospin study. There-
fore, both macrospin and full micromagnetic simulations are performed to
characterize the dynamic response of the system.
3.1 Specifications
Quasi uniform magnetization precession in the FL leads to the change of the
output GMR–signal, whose variations are translated into the output mea-
sured power. Therefore, the latter depends indirectly on the oscillation axis
direction which defines the angle between the magnetization direction in the
FL and the PL. Figure 3.1 shows a schematic representation of the system
under study. In the discussion that follows the direction of the oscillation axis
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distinguishes between the out–of–plane precession (OPP) and the in–plane
precession (IPP) in the free layer. In the first case, as shown in red, the
symmetry axis is close to the OP direction whereas in the the latter some-
where in the xy–plane. Hence, the OPP is of particular interest as it provides
higher output power as compared to the IPP. Additionally, depending on the
orientation of the axis one specifies either IPP+ (OPP+) or IPP− (OPP−).
Fig. 3.1: The direction of the oscillation axis defines the out–of–plane (red) and
the in–plane precession (black). Its orientation specifies furter positive
and negative index of the mode.
In this section first the effect of deviations in the wavy torque shape
on the dynamics is shown. Later, different oscillatory modes supported by
combined influence of the wavy torque and the external field are identified.
Finally, analysis of the dynamics supported in absence of external field is car-
ried out. It is shown that experimentally observed trends, which are beyond
macrospin description, have been successfully predicted within micromag-
netic framework.
Two different geometries are investigated. First an extended structure,
where due to large lateral size of the pinned layer, its magnetostatic contri-
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bution, called throughout this chapter interlayer coupling field (ICF), to the
effective field acting on the free layer can be neglected. In this case, the main
contribution to the effective field is the self magnetostatic field term. Second,
an etched pillar has been considered, where the etched pinned layer gives rise
to the ICF, significantly changing the effective field in the FL. The ICF is
the magnetostatic field exerted in the FL originating from the existence of
the ferromagnetic PL as shown in Fig. 3.1.
Only the dynamics of the FL is resolved assuming PL to stay uniformly
magnetized in time. The final computational form of the dynamic Eq. 2.19
including torque and introducing dimensionless variables m = M/Ms and





= −m× heff − αm× (m× heff) + τ
µ0M2SLz
(3.1)
where m is the magnetization vector of the FL, p is the magnetization
vector of the PL, heff is the effective field and Ms is the saturation magne-
tization of the free layer and Lz is its thickness. The last term in Eq. 3.1
corresponds to the prefactor and ST itself (τ ). ST is calculated from Eq. 2.53
and Eq. 2.54, where a and b correspond to 2.62 and 2.63. Note, that in
convention used here the oscillations are observed at negative current [16].
Therefore, further study is limited to negative currents, and for simplicity of
notation the absolute value of current is be presented hereafter.
Following parameters have been used for the systematic study: the anisotropy
constant Ku = 3.46 ·103 J/m3, exchange constant A = 1.3 ·10−11 J/m, damp-
ing constant α = 0.01, Ms = 6.9 · 105 A/m, and Msfixed = 1.4 · 106 A/m. The
computational area has been discretized into 5× 5× 4 nm3 cells.
All the important parameters for transport calculations are gathered in
Tables 3.1 and 3.2 below.
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Tab. 3.1: Parameters for transport calculations.
Cu Co Py
bulk resistivity (µΩcm) 0.5 5.1 16
asymmetry factor 0.0 0.51 0.77
spin diffusion length (nm) 1000 60 5.5
Tab. 3.2: Interface parameters for transport calculations.
Co/Cu Py/Cu
resistance (fΩm2) 0.5 0.5
asymmetry factor 0.77 0.7
real mixing conductance ((fΩm2)−1) 0.542 0.39
imaginary mixing conductance ((fΩm2)−1) 0.016 0.012
3.2 Critical angle study
In this section the effect of variation of the spin diffusion length lsf on the
resulting profile of the ST is investigated. Determination of the STT angular
variation requires a number of parameters. Some of them can be extracted
from CPP-GMR experimental data (spin diffusion length, bulk and inter-
facial resistivity, spin asymmetry), while the others can be provided by ab
initio calculations (real and imaginary parts of the mixing conductance).
Thus, fabrication methods, external conditions, and defects of various types
determine the characteristics of the resulting STT i.e. its amplitude and the
critical angle. The latter defines the angle at which the torque vanishes.
As shown in Fig. 3.2a the amplitude of ST does not depend on the lsf ,
however, its decrease leads to the decrease of the critical angle. The inset
specifies the largest, in black, and smallest, in green, lsf used for the calcula-
tions with red being intermediate value.
Once calculated, the torque profiles are employed for the study of ST
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Fig. 3.2: (a) Angular variation of STT for different values of lsf . Solid black line
corresponds to the first and dotted green to the third lsf from the inset
while dashed red to the intermediate value (not given). (b) Frequency
of microwave oscillations as a function of current for the situations cor-
responding to (a). The open symbols correspond to the results of micro-
magnetic study while the full ones to macrospin model.
driven oscillations supported in the pillar. The following convention is used
throughout this paper: open symbols correspond to results of micromagnetic
study while full ones to macrospin approximation. In this study initial par-
allel (P) magnetic configuration was assumed and the current was increased
step–wise (with the step ∆I) i.e. as the initial state for simulation at a given
current I +∆I the state the system arrived at in the preceding step of simu-
lations is assumed. The analysis shows that generally a low angle IPP+ mode
is supported and the associated frequency redshift with current is faster in
the macrospin than in the micromagnetic case. Note that in the latter the
coherence is partly lost due to the appearance of the inhomogeneities in the
magnetic configuration. This leads to less pronounced variation of averaged
magnetization and finally to ’retarded’ micromagnetic redshift.
Let us consider the situation corresponding to the first set of parameters.
Interestingly, a cut–off current is then reported within the macrospin model,
above which no oscillations are supported and a stable static spin–up state
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is observed [27]. However, for the 2nd and 3rd sets of parameters (smaller
lsf), the critical angle is decreased and the spin–up static state is no longer
observed in the dynamic study, see Fig. 3.2b. Accordingly, the red–shifting
frequency branch was observed up to largest studied current (I > 40 mA, not
shown).
The appearance of self sustained oscillations and of the static state is
in agreement with the conclusion in Ref. [16] that both are macrospin solu-
tions of the Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert equation with the wavy torque included.
The static state, however, has neither been observed in micromagnetic sim-
ulations nor reported experimentally. Clearly, its appearance is a feature of
the macrospin model, which can be explained as follows. When the current
increases, the amplitude of the IPP increases as well and, therefore, the effec-
tive angle between the magnetization orientation of the free and fixed layer
increases. At some point the critical angle is reached and, as a result, the
current–induced torque vanishes. Thus, the dynamics is determined mainly
by the demagnetizing field (the main contribution to the effective field). The
magnetization of the free layer becomes then aligned with the effective field
and finally the static state is stabilized (I = 35 mA). No such state has
emerged from micromagnetic study, where the presence of inhomogeneities
favors less coherent dynamics and the critical angle can not be reached ex-
actly. Additionally, one should note that at a lower critical angle (third set),
the quantitative difference in the frequency response obtained in frames of
both macrospin and micromagnetic models decreases. Obviously, as we deal
with the IPP modes, the lower the critical angle, the more uniform the mag-
netization state of the free layer is when reaching this angle (more coherent
dynamics) and, therefore, the more consistent are the predictions of both
models.
The existence of the peculiar static state in macrospin model has its fur-
ther consequences i.e. as the current is decreased the OPP mode is triggered,
as shown in Fig. 3.3. It is convenient to locate each mode in the torque shape
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diagram as indicated in the inset, where IPP+/OPP corresponds to low/large
angle range. This hysteretic behavior (also reported in Refs. [27, 28]) has not
been observed in the micromagnetic study, where no cut–off current has been
reported. Moreover, there is no experimental evidence for the appearance of
the spin–up static state. On the contrary, the OPP mode was reported in
Ref. [17].




























Fig. 3.3: The effect of current increase and decrease in absence of external magnetic
field (macrospin simulations). Current increase leads to the appearance
of the in–plane precession at the threshold of 9 mA and a ’cut—off’
current of 35 mA, at which a static stable state is reached (spin–up state:
〈mz〉=1). Starting from this state and decreasing the current, the OPP
is triggered in a small range of currents. In the inset the IPP and OPP
are located schematically in the torque diagram.
It should be emphasized that the maximum frequency of the macrospin
OPP mode is twice as large as that in the case of the IPP mode. This
difference can be explained as follows. The precession axis is determined
by the demagnetizing field, as it is the main contribution to the effective
field. The demagnetization field reads Hd = −Ms(Nxmx, Nymy, Nzmz), and
depends on the demagnetization factors Nx, Ny, Ny, and on the magnetization
state. As a result, in the case of IPP mode, where mx >> my, mz, the
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demagnetizing field points mainly along the x direction, leading to rough
estimation Hd = −Ms(Nxmx, 0, 0). On the contrary, for the OPP mode
mz >> mx, my and analogously Hd = −Ms(0, 0, Nzmz). The demagnetizing
factors for the ellipse under study are Nx = −5, 69 · 10−2, Ny = −8.9 · 10−2,
and Nz = −0.85. Since the frequency is proportional to the effective field, the
macrospin frequency in the OPP regime reaches high values owing to the fact
that Nz >> Nx. In a real pillar there are other contributions to the effective
field, in particular the exchange field, which counterbalances the effect of the
demagnetizing field and leads to lower frequencies of the OPP mode.
For future discussion, it is convenient to explain in detail the ST diagram
presented in Fig. 3.4 where clear division between certain regions is done.
Region I was shown to support IPP+ mode until macrospin spin–up state
was reached, marked as a circle. The OPP mode was associated with region
II as the current was decreased and so far no dynamics was observed in region
III.




















Fig. 3.4: The torque acting on the free layer normalized to h̄j/|e| for negative
current density (j < 0). This way the IPP is associated to region I the
OPP to region II. The arrows indicates direction of current change. The
III region is to be investigated later.
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3.3 Oscillations in presence of external field.
As it turned out in the previous section, manipulation of the critical angle
does not result in the appearance of physically justified mechanism for OPP.
Therefore, a moderate external field (up to 90 mT) is investigated as a pos-
sible cause for the triggering such oscillations. Fields ranging from 10 up to
90 mT are applied at different angles α with respect to the ellipse plane (with
the in–plane component along the easy axis) since from the practical point of
view only low field regime is interesting. In the following, further division is
adapted, ordering the effects observed at low (20 mT), intermediate (36 mT)
and large fields (90 mT).
3.3.1 Field orientation 0◦ < α < 90◦
The analysis starts with the field orientation between IP, α = 0◦, and OP,
α = 90◦. For all studied fields in this range of orientations, i.e. for 10 mT,
20 mT, 36 mT and 90 mT, one obtains a qualitative agreement between the
predictions of macrospin and micromagnetic models. The system supports
small angle IPP+ mode, which is sensitive to the strength of the IP field
as this orientation of the external field coincides with the direction of the
effective field, and one observes frequency redshift with current (Fig. 3.5).
As for the dependence on magnetic field, one observes frequency blueshift
with the IP field strength (not shown). On the other hand, the increase
of the field applied in the OP direction does not influence the frequency of
the observed mode (not shown), but again the macrospin cut–off current is
reported. Thus, moderate field applied at an angle from the first octant of
the coordinate system supports precession which is qualitatively similar to
the mode observed in absence of external field, restricting the dynamics to
the region corresponding to IPP+ as denoted in the inset of Fig. 3.5.
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Fig. 3.5: Frequency response to current at Bext =10 mT applied at different angles.
The angle is measured from the ellipse plane, i.e. 0◦ corresponds to in–
plane field and 90◦ to out–of–plane field. The inset locates the oscillation
mode in the torque shape diagram.
3.3.2 Low fields; α > 90◦
In the search for the OPP mode one should consider fields applied at larger
angles (α > 90◦) in order to favor the OP alignment of the effective field. In
the following 120◦, 150◦, and 180◦ angles are investigated. For the smallest
field studied (10 mT), the dynamic response does not differ qualitatively
from that already discussed at 0 mT. Hence, for larger fields (20 mT) some
qualitative changes can be observed. As shown in Fig. 3.6a for the field
of 20 mT applied at 120◦ and 150◦, the redshift tendency continues to be
supported. However, in micromagnetic simulations chaotic oscillations are
observed at large currents (above chaotic oscillations current threshold). The
emerging frequency spectra become very noisy, the exact frequency peak
can not be defined anymore and, therefore, the results are presented only
below this threshold. At smaller angles, the threshold current for transition
to chaotic regime is larger, i.e. at α = 120◦ the chaotic oscillations are
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found at I = 28 mA, while at α = 150◦ and α = 180◦ they appear already
at I = 16 mA (Fig. 3.6a). Analogously, macrospin approximation leads to
the cut–off current larger at α = 120◦ (I = 16 mA) than at α = 150◦
(I = 11 mA). The combined influence of the field and spin torque still supports
only the IPP+ mode, restricting the dynamics to relatively small current
range. New situation arises in the macrospin approach when the field is
applied at α = 180◦. At the threshold of I = 10.8 mA, a transition between a
low angle IPP+ and a large angle (inset Fig. 3.6) OPP+ takes place (redshift
and blueshift, respectively). However, this transition is not observed in the
micromagnetic model, where the supported dynamics is restricted to the
IPP+ mode.































































Fig. 3.6: Frequency as a function of current for different angles α > 90◦ and for
the applied field of 20 mT. Insets: macrospin small angle orbit of IPP+
mode at I = 10.8 mA, large angle OPP orbit at I = 11 mA, and modes
located in the torque diagram.
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3.3.3 Intermediate fields; α > 90◦
Increasing the field strength up to 36 mT leads to new features (Fig. 3.7).
The micromagnetic model again predicts frequency redshift with current and
a chaotic oscillation regime. However, the field contribution qualitatively
changes the dynamics and a new mode, the IPP−, is observed at low currents.
Clearly, the applied field favors the antiparallel (AP) configuration, shifting
thus the system towards large angle IP dynamics.














































Fig. 3.7: Frequency as function of current for different angles α > 90◦, and for the
applied field of 36 mT. Insets: micromagnetic change of the orbit at 180◦
corresponding to the transition between the modes, and location of the
excited modes in the torque shape diagram.
The previously observed IPP+ mode can be found as the main mode at
120◦, and its trace is also visible at the oscillation threshold current of 7 mA
at 180◦. At larger currents, however, it is followed by the IPP− dynamics.
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As can be seen in the inset of Fig. 3.7, this transition between the modes is
reflected in the change of the orbit. Note, that quantitatively the IPP− and
IPP+ are the same mode yielding similar frequency and, therefore, can be
distinguished only by the visualization of the orbit.
In the macrospin approximation, on the other hand, the IPP+ mode
emerges at 120◦, which is consistent with the above discussed micromagnetic
case. Thus, the field applied at either 150◦ or 180◦ leads to the sole appear-
ance of the OPP+ mode. Unlike for smaller fields, here the OPP regime is
not preceded by a small angle precession regime.
At this point it is worth considering a particular geometry issue. As
presented in Fig. 3.8 the design of pinned layer can be twofold: an etched
or an extended structure. In the latter the influence of the magnetostatic
interlayer coupling field (ICF) can be then neglected. On the contrary, in
the first case it should be added to the effective field. Note that 36 mT
applied at 180◦ ia approximately the stray field from the PL (Fig. 3.1). In
other words, the OPP is supported in etched pillars, where stray field plays
important role, in absence of external field (within the macrospin frame).
Nevertheless, this regime does not appear in the micromagnetic study. Thus,
the micromagnetic and macrospin dynamics at field applied at the studied










Fig. 3.8: Geometry of a pillar with (a) an extended and (b) etched fixed layer.
The interlayer coupling field in (a) can be neglected.
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3.3.4 Large fields; α > 90◦.
So far, macrospin model resulted in the following: the low angle IPP+ at
10 mT, the transition from low angle IPP+ to large angle OPP at 20 mT, and
the direct appearance of the OPP at 36 mT. On the other hand, micromag-
netically the IPP+ and the IPP− were reported, and no OPP mode has been
identified. Therefore, in this section even larger magnetic fields are studied.
Increasing the field up to 90 mT revealed some interesting behavior. Still,
micromagnetically only the red–shifting IPP− is supported up to a certain
current, at which a chaotic oscillation regime is found (not shown). On the
contrary, some complicated transitions are observed in the macrospin model.
First of all, the field of 90 mT is strong enough to influence the effective field
direction, so the low angle IPP+ mode is not present anymore. Instead, dif-
ferent modes associated with different orbits, as shown in Fig. 3.9, are found.
The field applied at 180◦ results in a single transition at I = 8.0 mA. To get a
deeper insight into the origin of this effect one shall investigate the averaged
magnetization orbital evolution. Figures 3.9b, c, d, e present the orbit at
I = 3 mA, 6 mA, 8 mA and 8.4 mA, respectively. At I = 3 mA, the IPP−
mode with associated clamshell orbit (Fig. 3.9b) is reported. As the 〈mx〉
amplitude increases, the orbit narrows (Fig. 3.9c) to form the open clamshell
orbit just before the transition at I = 8.0 mA (Fig. 3.9d), which separates the
regions of frequency redshift and blueshift with current. The transition leads
to the appearance of the OPP− mode (with 〈mz〉 oscillating in the negative
range). This mode is characterized by the 〈mz〉 amplitude decreasing with
increasing current and large angle orbit, as presented in Fig. 3.9e. Clearly,
this transition (at 90 mT) is different from the ones observed at smaller fields
(20 mT and 36 mT), since at large field no small angle orbit (IPP+) is present
at all. Moreover, the field of 90 mT applied at 120◦ or 150◦ results in the
appearance of two blue–shifting branches in the frequency response. For the
case of 120◦, two transitions at currents of 6.0 mA and 8.4 mA are present.
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As the angle is increased to 150◦, the transition currents are shifted to-
wards larger values of 7.8 mA and 8.8 mA, respectively. The origin of the
multiple transitions in both cases is the same and it shall be explained on
the example of 150◦. As previously, the first stage is the red–shifting IPP−
mode. As the current is increased, an open clamshell orbit forms. The first
transition is found at 7.8 mA, and up to 8.8 mA the OPP+ mode is sup-
ported, which corresponds to the orbit depicted in Fig. 3.9f. The associated
amplitude decreases as the current increases. However, at 8.8 mA an or-
bit equivalent to the one presented in Fig. 3.9e is formed by shifting 〈mz〉
downwards and opening a new branch in the frequency response diagram
(OPP−). In other words, at the critical current of 8.8 mA, the system dy-
namics depends on the initial demagnetizing field, which is driven directly by
the magnetization state and indirectly by the direction of current sweeping.
These transitions can be located in the torque diagram as indicated in the
inset.
3.4 Oscillations in absence of external field
The conclusion of the previous paragraphs is that the experimentally ob-
served OPP has not been confirmed numerically yet. Therefore, the model
is now refined and several detailed issues are investigated.
First of all, attention is paid back to the exact geometry i.e. the etched
and extended geometry of the pinned layer as in Fig. 3.8. Etched structure
gives rise to some significant magnetostatic field. Therefore, in the following
section the potential difference arising from this complementary field is to be
studied.
Second, the initial state and its influence on the dynamic evolution of the
oscillations is determined. So far only initial P state has been considered and
thus now the study is extended to the antiparallel (AP) state.
Third, repeating discrepancy between the results of macrospin and mi-
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Fig. 3.9: Frequency as a function of current for different angles α > 90◦, and for
applied field of 90 mT (a). At 180◦ a single IPP–OPP transition appears
at I = 8.0 mA, which is associated with the orbit change from clamshell
(b) at 3 mA, narrowing (c) at 6 mA, and (d) 8 mA, and finally falling
into the OPP− large angle orbit (e) at 8.4 mA. For 120◦ and 150◦, the
frequency exhibits two blue–shifting branches. The first transition is vis-
ible at I = 6.4 mA and I = 8.4 mA for 120◦ and 150◦, respectively, and is
associated with the orbit change from clamshell as in (d) to large angle
OPP+ as in (f). The threshold for the second blue–shifting branch is
8.8 mA (120◦) and 9.0 mA (150◦). It represents an equivalent orbit anal-
ogous to (e), and its appearance is triggered by the initial magnetization
state. The instead locates the modes and corresponding orbits.
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cromagnetic model lead to the reconsideration of some factors entering the
latter.
3.4.1 Extended geometry, AP initial state
The study starts with a pillar structure having an extended fixed layer. Since
the anisotropy of Py is small the dynamics is driven mainly the self magne-
tostatic field and ST. These two contributions are closely related. The first
one, depending on the initial magnetization configuration, defines the initial
angle between the magnetic moments of the layers. This, in turn, deter-
mines the initial torque sign and strength. In the following, two situations
are analyzed – when the final state at a given simulation step is assumed
for the initial state in the next current step, and when the AP initial state
was assumed at each current step. Consider first the former situation. As
a reminder, starting from P state revealed that the IPP+ mode supported
in region I (Fig. 3.4) has been found in both macrospin and micromagnetic
model and the static state and OPP in the region II have been found only in
the macrospin approximation. Thus, in order to investigate modes supported
in region III, simulations assuming AP initial configuration are required.
As the current is increased, the micromagnetic simulations reveal a fast
red–shifting branch in the range marked as 1 in Fig. 3.10 (open squares),
corresponding to the IPP− mode (precession around the −x axis). Fast
amplitude increase with increasing current leads to switching towards the P
state and damped oscillations stabilizing the P state are observed (range 2).
However, as certain threshold current (I = 7 mA) is reached (P is now the
initial state), the STT destabilizes the P state counterbalancing damping and
the second red–shifting branch, IPP+, is observed (range 3). This branch is,
thus, equivalent to the corresponding one in Fig. 3.2b. Micromagnetically,
the only difference between starting with initial P or AP state (open circles
and open squares in Fig. 3.10, respectively) is the appearance of the first fast
red–shifting IPP− branch.
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Fig. 3.10: The influence of the initial magnetization state on the dynamic behavior
of the system and the corresponding spots in torque diagram (inset).
Circles refer to P, whereas squares to AP initial state. At low currents,
IPP− mode (close to the AP direction) is found (marked as 1). As
the current increases, the angle of the orbit increases as well, and 〈mx〉
switches towards the P state. No self sustained oscillations are observed
in the range 2. Further current increase leads to the onset of the second
red–shifting branch, IPP+, marked as range 3. Additionally at a certain
threshold current, the combined effect of self magnetostatic field of the
AP initial state and negative torque sign can trigger the OPP in the
macrospin model, marked as 4.
Similar situation appears in the macrospin simulations. Starting from the
AP initial state and increasing current the IPP− mode (full squares in the
region 1) is found and then the red–shifting mode IPP+ observed before.
Consider now the case with the AP state assumed at each current step.
As before, macrospin model yields both IPP− and IPP+ modes, except for
the region 4 (full squares), where now a new mode is visible. This is the OPP
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mode, equivalent to that observed when starting simulation from the static
point, as in previous paragraphs. Thus, if the current is large enough and the
simulations are initialized with the AP state, the system might be forced to
move into the region II (Fig. 3.4), leading to the appearance of OPP marked
as range 4 in Fig. 3.10 (full squares). Earlier in this section it has been shown
that after crossing from region I through the critical angle into the region
II, the static state was observed. Here, though, dynamics in the region II is
forced by the initial configuration and therefore the OPP can be observed.
In other words, in the single domain approximation region I supports IPP+,
region II supports static state or OPP (depending on the preceding configu-
ration), whereas in region III the IPP− mode can be observed. This result is
consistent with the one reported in [27]. However, no OPP mode was found
in the micromagnetic simulations.
3.4.2 Etched geometry
In the etched geometry shown schematically in Fig. 3.8b, the ICF can no
longer be neglected. It has been calculated micromagnetically, and (neglect-
ing large OP edge values) was estimated to be an average IP field of −36 mT.
This is a significant contribution and, therefore, dynamics different from that
obtained for extended structures can be expected.
The dynamic response reveals now some new interesting features. Sim-
ulations for increasing as well as decreasing current have been performed.
As the initial state for a particular simulation step the state reached in the
preceding step is assumed. As before, the starting configuration (the first
simulation step) was either P or AP state.
Initial P state
Consider first macrospin analysis for increasing current. The initial P state
leads now to the steady OPP, which appears at 10.4 mA when the current
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is increased, as indicated in Fig. 3.11 (see the upper part of the figure, with
the corresponding range for the observed mode marked with dotted lines).
As the threshold current for the OPP is reached, the blue-shifting branch
appears in the range 2. This OPP is not preceded by any IPP oscillations in
the range 1, because the additional contribution from ICF places the system
directly in region II (as defined in Fig. 3.4), i.e. the ICF favors AP configu-
ration whereas the STT destabilizes it. As the frequency of the OPP mode
increases with increasing current, the corresponding amplitude decreases and
the angle between the magnetic moments of both layers approaches the crit-
ical angle. When this angle is reached, the static state discussed in the
preceding subsection is observed (range 3). Now, decreasing current with
the system initially in the static point yields dynamic range marked with
solid lines in Fig. 3.11 (bottom part). The OPP appears then in the corre-
sponding range 1 at I = 9.8 mA, and the amplitude and θ increase as the
current decreases. The torque minimum is then passed and the system moves
to the region III, which results in the appearance of the IPP− mode in the
range 2, where the amplitude decreases (with decreasing current), which re-
sults effectively in the frequency redshift with current. The asymmetry in the
macrospin frequency response to increasing and decreasing current is clearly
a consequence of the torque asymmetry, the existence of a critical angle, and
irreversibility of the transition from region I to region II.
The dynamics in the micromagnetic model is simpler. Due to the effect of
ICF, the system directly switches to the region III, and only one red–shifting
branch IPP− is observed. A part of this branch is observed for increasing
current and the other part for decreasing current, as is clearly visible in
Fig. 3.11. For decreasing current this mode is qualitatively similar to the
macrospin mode observed in range 2.
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Fig. 3.11: The influence of current increase and decrease in the etched pillar geom-
etry on the dynamic response of the system with the initial P state. The
corresponding torque diagram is shown in the inset. Note asymmetry
in the macrospin frequency response – OPP with current increase and
transition from OPP to IPP− with current decrease are observed. This
hysteretic behavior originates from the asymmetric torque angular vari-
ation and the existence of the critical angle making dynamic transition
between the region I and II of Fig. 3.4 prohibited.
Initial AP state
As discussed above, starting from the initial P state leads to a hysteretic
dependence in the frequency response within the macrospin approximation.
Consider now the situation with the initial AP state. When the current is
increased (see the area bounded by the dotted line in Fig. 3.12), the system
is directly placed in the region III, supporting red–shifting branch (IPP−)
in the range 1 (inset Fig. 3.12). As the amplitude increases with increasing
current, transition to range 2, where the OPP mode is supported, is observed.
In the torque diagram this is equivalent to the transition from region III over
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the torque minimum to the region II (Fig. 3.4). Since the critical angle is
not crossed, this transition stays reversible and no hysteretic behavior in
the frequency response is observed i.e. both: red–shifting and blue–shifting
branch are observed for current being decreased and increased.
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Fig. 3.12: The same as in Fig. 3.11, but for the AP initial state. Micromagnetically
only the IPP− mode in the region III is observed.
As before, no OPP was found in the micromagnetic simulations. For
both increasing and decreasing current only the IPP− mode is observed.
This indicates that the system supports stable oscillations only in region III.
3.4.3 Influence of the exchange field
An open question is why the OPP modes obtained in the macrospin model
and also reported experimentally [18], have not been found in the micro-
magnetic simulations presented above. As it has been shown, to observe
the OPP–associated blueshift, one has to force the system dynamics in the
region II (Fig. 3.4). Moreover, it has been concluded that the appearance
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of the macrospin spin–up state was a consequence of the crossing over the
critical angle. This has not been reached micromagnetically due to the inho-
mogeneous nature of the magnetization (finite exchange field) in the model.
Therefore, one should expect that the appearance of OPP in micromagentic
model is hindered by the finite exchange field, and that increase of the ex-
change constant should lead to the convergence of both models. Using the
bulk exchange constant for thin films might cause a significant underestima-
tion of real exchange fields in these structures. Larger values of exchange
constants, as compared to the standard bulk ones, have been reported in Py
dots [59] and thin films [60].
The extended geometry
In the extended geometry magnetization dynamics for increasing current and
for the following values of the exchange constant: 0.75A0, 2.5A0, 3A0 has
been investigated. The frequency–current behavior with A = 3A0 is com-
pared to the results of macrospin model in Fig. 3.13. Clearly, increasing the
exchange constant changes the slope of micromagnetic frequency redshift to-
wards macrospin results. Thus, one may conclude that the finite exchange
energy, favoring inhomogeneous magnetization state, drives less coherent dy-
namics and therefore causes this slope difference.
Etched geometry
In this geometry (ICF included) so far micromagnetically induced dynam-
ics in the region III and the associated frequency redshift, as well as the
macrospin dynamics in the region II supporting the OPP mode with the
associated blueshift have been reported. Still, change of the exchange con-
stant could, at least in principle, shift micromagnetic dynamics to region
II. The micromagnetic temporal evolution of the averaged magnetization at
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Fig. 3.13: The dynamic response of the system for two different values of the ex-
change constant, compared to the macrospin results. Micromagnetically
faster redshift is observed for larger exchange constant, as it favors more
homogeneous magnetization configuration i.e. more coherent dynamics.
I = 13 mA for A = A0 and A = 2.5A0 results in different orbits, Fig. 3.14a
and Fig. 3.14b, respectively. Clearly, in the first case the ICF places the
system in region III forcing IPP− dynamics. However, as the exchange field
is increased, which favors uniform magnetization, an open clamshell orbit is
formed (Fig. 3.14b) shifting the dynamics toward the border between regions
III and II. One should note that the cross-over between the regions is im-
possible in this geometry as the ICF has a significant impact on the effective
field hindering the appearance of OPP mode.
3.4.4 Comparison to experimental data
Up to now, no OPP (supported in the dynamic region II) has been predicted
micromagnetically, even though such modes were reported experimentally
[18] in extended structures. However, previous paragraphs have given some

































Fig. 3.14: Visualization of the exchange constant influence on the magnetization
dynamics in the etched geometry at I = 13 mA. Magnetization orbit for
(a) A = A0 typical for the region III, and (b) A = 2.5A0 approaching
the border between regions III and II
important clues about the importance of the exchange field and therefore
A = 3A0 is assumed for further study. Second, as the magnetization always
stays inhomogeneous to some extend, the torque calculated locally (cell by
cell) inherits this inhomogeneity and we shall scale the torque strength by a
factor of 0.5 to counterbalance this effect. Third, micromagnetically the tran-
sition from dynamic region I to II was impossible. Thus, in order to observe
the OPP, one has to force dynamics in the region II by forcing the transition
from region III to II (i.e. imposing the AP initial state). As presented in
Fig. 3.15, indeed under all above mentioned assumptions both models con-
verge. Micromagnetic dynamics is forced first in the region III supporting
IPP−, then switching towards P state takes place (range of current where
no sustained oscillations are observed, as discussed before), and then IPP+
branch (region I) is triggered. At certain threshold, however, the dynamics
in region II supporting blueshift can be obtained. The threshold of this OPP
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coincides with the experimental one from [18]. The frequency gap associated
with the transition IPP–OPP in the macrospin approximation does not fit
to the experimental observations, i.e. according to macrospin data at 12 mA
the frequency reaches 11.6 GHz and experimentally frequencies not higher






















Fig. 3.15: Comparison of the frequency vs. current behavior at 0 mT for the
macrospin and micromagnetic models with A = 3A0. As described in
the text, in the micromagnetic model the torque strength has been scaled
by a factor of 0.5 in order to counterbalance the effect of its inhomo-
geneous nature. The threshold for OPP predicted here by both models
coincides with the experimental one [18]. The magnitude of the fre-
quency jump associated with the transition IPP–OPP in the macrospin
approximation does not fit the experimental values and micromagnetic
approach proves to be more accurate.
Micromagnetic approach proves to be more accurate, as no such gap is
observed and the OPP mode frequency around 4 GHz is in agreement with
the measured one. The origin of this discrepancy is linked to the fact that the
macrospin precession takes place around the self magnetostatic field axis [31]
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whereas in the real systems there are other contributions to the effective field,
mainly the exchange field, which is beyond single domain approximation.
Micromagnetic model not only incorporates this factor, but also treating
the system as continuum accounts for the inhomogeneous character of the
effective field counterbalancing above mentioned effect and thus, no frequency
gap is observed in the IPP–OPP transition.
Summarizing, the micromagnetic dynamics in all three regions have been
reported. Moreover, the redshift was identified as the IPP− and the IPP+
mode, whereas the blueshift as the OPP mode. Employing Micromagnetic
Spectral Mapping Technique (MSMT) [61, 62, 63, 64] the spatial profile of
these modes have been investigated. Monitoring the temporal evolution of
the magnetization vector field allows, in the frames of MSMT, for determi-
nation of the spatial character of each peak in the spectral diagram. As
presented in Fig. 3.16a, the main peak in IPP− spectrum corresponds to the
uniform mode. Additionally, a side peak representing another uniform mode
is visible together with higher order mode exhibiting hybrid spatial charac-
ter. The modal analysis of the IPP+ is even simpler revealing high power
uniform mode and a weak edge mode associated with a minor peak, as shown
in Fig. 3.16b. In both cases, the magnetization changes uniformly across the
sample, giving rise to one dominant peak.
The spectrum representing the OPP (Fig. 3.16c) is more complicated.
One should consider that the magnetization precessing out–of–plane partly
looses its coherence [34]. Therefore, even though the main and dominant
mode remains uniform, it is preceded by a quasi uniform mode and followed
by numerous edge and hybrid modes. In the picture of an evolving magne-
tization vector field, these modes simply correspond to the rotation being
triggered in different parts of the sample. Moreover, at around 12.5 GHz an
additional peak is observed. The magnetization in the central region of the
sample tends to oscillate uniformly, giving rise to this extra central mode.
Even though most of the power is emitted by the predominant uniform mode,
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the appearance of these side modes indicates that additional inhomogeneities,
like the Oersted field, could suppress the main mode favoring more compli-
cated modal structures. Still, since the frequency of the predominant mode
is hardly influenced by the Oersted field, and its impact on the mode spa-




Fig. 3.16: The spectrum and power density plots for (a) IPP−, (b) IPP+ and (c)
OPP mode. The main excited mode in all cases is the uniform mode.
The IPP modes spectra exhibit some minor higher order edge and hybrid
modes, whereas the spectrum of the OPP mode reveals the existence of
various additional modes (hybrid, edge and central modes).
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The fact that experimentally the OPP was reported by starting from P
state (opposite to our results) means that transition between the region I and
II prohibited micromagnetically is experimentally possible due to thermal
activation. As performed simulations neglect the effect of temperature, the
dynamic region II can be only reached by transition from region III.
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Fig. 3.17: Results of micromagnetic model at zero and low applied field. The dy-
namic response at 0 mT and −5 mT applied in–plane. In absence of
external field IPP+ transition into OPP at 10.5 mA and back to IPP+
above 11.5 mA is observed. At−5 mT the transitions from IPP− to OPP
and back to IPP− are observed at 9.5 mA and 12 mA respectively. Both,
blueshift linear at 0 mT and nonlinear at −5 mT predicted micromag-
netically, are consistent with the experimental results [18]. Macrospin
ceases to show the saturation regime observed experimentally at −5 mT
but full micromagnetic study correctly predict this feature.
One should note that not all regimes (dynamics in all regions I, II, III)
predicted by the simulations for the extended geometry were observed ex-
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perimentally. Low angle IPP does not provide enough output power to
be measured via GMR effect. Therefore, in order to conduct meaningful
comparison we have concentrated on the OPP regime (region II), which
was both predicted numerically and observed experimentally. In the ab-
sence of external field a satisfactory qualitative agreement has been reached
(Fig. 3.17, compare to Fig. 6a in Ref. [18]). Not only the threshold cur-
rent (Ith,sim = 11 mA compared to Ith,exp = 10 mA), but also the agility
(0.6 GHz/mA and 0.7 GHz/mA respectively) are in good agreement. The
remaining quantitative difference in frequency values is a consequence of
uncertain estimation of the factors entering micromagnetic model, like satu-
ration magnetization and/or damping.
Moreover, the dynamics at −5 mT IP field reveals that OPP threshold
current is smaller with respect to 0 mT case, which is again consistent with
the experimental results. Interestingly, both approximately linear at 0 mT
and nonlinear at −5 mT behavior of the frequency as a function of current,
are well reproduced in frames of micromagnetic model. Note that this feature
was not reported within single domain approximation. Furthermore, micro-
magnetic model predicts experimentally observed saturation at −5 mT, i.e.
in a certain current range the frequency stays relatively constant. In the
model it is associated with the large angle orbit stabilization around the
torque minimum, i.e. the system approaches the border of dynamic region
II and III, and the torque shape becomes flat around its minimum. Current
increase leads to transition between OPP (region II) and IPP− (region III)
and reappearance of the clamshell orbit. However, since neither was the IPP
reported in the experiment prior to the appearance of OPP, as predicted
micromagnetically, nor it could have been detected following OPP regime
(because of low output power) so obviously the experimental cut off current
refers to the threshold current for IPP reappearance in the model. Note that
micromagnetically the main mode (supported over largest range of currents)
in case of 0 mT was the IPP+, whereas even low applied field of −5 mT
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IP forced the dynamics in region III and, therefore, the IPP− was observed
as the main mode. In other words direct dynamics in region II in absence
of external field (and associated linear frequency vs. current slope) is fa-
vored by sufficiently high exchange field and additional external field forced
the transition from region III to region II resulting in the appearance of the
saturation regime. Clearly, the OPP in both cases is preceded by different
dynamics.
3.5 Conclusion
This chapter was focussed on description of the wavy torque driven dynamics
observed in pillar geometry. The existence of field–assisted OPP regime was
confirmed only within the macrospin model [31]. Assuming that the fixed
layer is etched giving rise to ICF, the OPP modes can be triggered in absence
of any additional external field. Still, even moderate external fields (90 mT)
did not support the OPP mode within the micromagnetic study. In turn, the
IPP− mode has been observed, indicating that the dynamics in the region
of the torque diagram where the macrospin OPP mode was observed is not
supported micromagnetically at all. This discrepancy leads to the conclusion
that – from the point of view of micromagnetics – more important for the
appearance of the OPP mode is the influence of finite exchange field and
inhomogeneities of the demagnetizing field than the external field.
Hence, by setting proper initial state and the exchange constant favoring
the appearance of the OPP, a good qualitative agreement was reached be-
tween the predictions of both models. Thus, only full micromagnetic model
has predicted correctly dynamics reported experimentally i.e. quantitatively
the frequency values as well as qualitative features like the nonlinear fre-
quency blueshift with current and the appearance of saturation regime at
low applied field [32].
4. VORTEX OSCILLATIONS IN SINGLE POINT
CONTACT GEOMETRY
In this chapter the investigation of magnetization dynamics in point contact
geometry is presented along with the explanation of computational difficulties
involved. Particular case of a single magnetic vortex based Spin Transfer
Nano Oscillator (STNO) is discussed. This study has been carried out in
collaboration with the experimental group CNRS/Thales, Palaiseau, France
[65]. The sample under study, owing to a novel fabrication technique, exhibits
specific locally constrained geometry. Hereafter its impact on the overall
behavior of the system is studied. Intriguing dependencies are discovered
leading to the qualitative understanding of measured trends and quantitative
match with numeric results.
4.1 Introduction to vortex mode
In most of the state–of–the–art spintronics experiments high fields were re-
quired to observe sustained output [66, 26]. First spin torque oscillators were
based on the excitation of the quasi–uniform precessional mode. Only very
lately it has been demonstrated that spin torque can also drive a magnetic
vortex into gyration. Model vortex configuration is characterized as follow-
ing. Most of the sample stays magnetized IP and only in the central region
the OP component is observed. The latter, called also the core forms as
a compromise between the magnetostatic field – trying to keep the mag-
netization IP and the exchange field assuring continuous changes between
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neighboring spins. This way magnetic vortex is characterized by its chiral-
ity and polarity. The first one defines the IP direction of the magnetization
curling and is either clockwise (cw) or counterclockwise (ccw). The second
defines the OP core orientation. An example of such a structure with ccw
chirality and positive polarity is presented in Fig. 4.1.
Fig. 4.1: An example of a magnetic vortex of ccw chirality and positive polarity.
OP magnetization component in color scale.
Sustained oscillations of magnetic vortex have been observed both in pillar
[38, 43] and PC geometry [37, 39]. Very recently it has also been demon-
strated that such vortex based PC STNO might work in absence of external
field [19]. Therefore, it became very interesting not only from fundamental
point of view but also as a possible functional device. In particular, sub–
MHz linewidths and large GMR output signal are promising for the future
applications.
For geometry reasons vortex oscillations a pillar and in a PC structure
should be treated separately. In the first case, due to lateral confinement,
a displaced vortex induces magnetic charges at the lateral surfaces. These
result in the appearance of the dipolar stray field and, therefore, vortex en-
ergy becomes position dependent. Hence, the oscillations correspond to the
gyration of the core around the centered equilibrium position. In PC device,
however, lateral confinement, at least in principle (in absence of pinning cen-
ters etc.), does not exist. If discounting any possible impurities and defects
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in the sample the vortex energy is position independent. However, when
current is passed the associated Oersted field creates an attractive potential
defining the center of the sample as lowest energy position for the vortex
core. Oscillations are observed when the dissipation term is counterbalanced
by the ST resulting in vortex orbiting the contact.
Even though basic mechanism and the general features of this mode are
well understood there are aspects yet to be clarified. In particular, the rigid
vortex model was successfully applied for explanation of frequency blueshift
with current and redshift with field, as reported experimentally in metallic
exchange–biased PC spin valves [39]. This model, however, failed to predict
and justify the existence of the threshold and cut–off currents. Moreover,
reports of numerical studies of spin current induced dynamics of the vortex
mode are rather seldom in the literature. This chapter adds some important
insight along these lines.
4.2 Point contact geometry, computational issues
The reason why PC devices are poorly studied numerically is twofold. First
of all, the simulations of a laterally extended system as such encounter many
methodological difficulties since only a finite structure can be treated com-
putationally. If already attempted, the simulations of large structures are
very time taking and, therefore, only deterministic study is carried out in
most of the cases i.e. thermal fields are neglected for sake of simplicity. Even
though it is well known that modes, in particular vortex mode, might be
also temperature assisted [43] in the following this contribution is neglected.
Second, if there is energy carried toward the boundary of the computational
area, as it is the case of the spin waves, pure numeric reflection artifact ap-
pears and influences the final frequency response. In real systems the energy
is dissipated within the sample before it reaches the boundary of the micron
size device. However, in the simulations, where the computational area is
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limited to hundreds of nanometers and no defects are accounted for the spin
wave reflects and interferes with the incoming wave. This problem has been
addressed in Ref. [67] by introducing Absorbing Boundary Conditions (ABS)
i.e. space dependent damping assuring that energy dissipates before the wave
reaches computational boundary. This approach shall be presented shortly
below.
4.2.1 Linear mode
Investigating propagating mode one aims at understanding the free layer
dynamics driven by the combined effect of the applied OP field and the
STT.
Simulation of an actual lateral size of the system ∼10–20µm would lead
to prohibitively long computational times but on the other hand simulation
of a confined system ∼1µm, that is still much larger than the PC radius, in-
troduces the problem of proper boundary conditions and wave reflection. In
order to minimize this reflection a space–dependent dissipation has been in-
troduced. The idea is to define spatial radial increase of damping parameter,
so that close to the PC the damping parameter is given its physical value
and far from center its value is artificially increased. The abrupt and the
smooth dissipation profile have been considered together with their impact
on the computed frequency.
The computational area was discretized into 4×4×5nm3 cells. Following
parameters: the exchange constant A = 1.3 · 10−11J/m, damping α = 0.015,
saturation magnetization Ms = 500·103A/m and no crystalline anisotropy for
free layer and saturation magnetization Ps = 1.5 · 106A/m, cubic anisotropy
constant Kani = 5.6·104J/m3 for the fixed layer were used. A uniform current
distribution was considered.
Consider metallic multilayer with the ST valve consisting of CoFe/Cu/Py
as presented in Fig. 4.2. The thick layer (called polarizer hereafter) is as-
sumed to be static in time and only the dynamics of the active thin Py
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layer (called free layer hereafter) is resolved. The field applied along the
OP direction tilts the magnetization in the polarizer 30◦ OP. First the ini-
tial configuration (without ST) in the active layer is found by allowing the
system relax to the equilibrium position. The magnetostatic coupling from
the fixed layer is calculated but only its OP component is accounted for in
the dynamic study. The Oersted field and thermal field are neglected. ST is
employed in from proposed in Ref. [6].
Fig. 4.2: Geometry of a metallic point contact for the study of spin waves.
Following is observed. The spin wave that is excited below the PC area
propagates across the sample and reflects form the boundaries. These re-
flections are visible in inset (b) Fig. 4.4 where the incoming and reflected
waves interact resulting in a complicated magnetization pattern. In order to
minimize these reflections the model proposed by Berkov and Gorn [67] is
employed. The model assumes that inside the PC the dissipation is given
its physical value but far from it is varied in a smooth way to avoid reflec-
tions. An example of such profile of the dissipation parameter is presented in
black in inset (a) Fig. 4.4. Different profiles of spatially varying dissipation
have been investigated systematically in order to define its optimal shape.
It is worth emphasizing that the distance where the dissipation value starts
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varying should be chosen carefully, if this point is fixed either too close to
the boundary or too close to the PC the computed frequency is be affected.
Introduction of such dissipation profile in the computational area equals the
implementation of the ABC. The results of this approach are shown in inset
(c) Fig. 4.4. The spin waves nucleated under the PC propagate across the
sample dissipating energy on the way so that they barely reach boundary
and no reflections are observed.
Fig. 4.3: Temporal evolution of the average mz component below the PC. Insets
represent power spectra as extracted from marked time windows when
abrupt (a,b) and smooth (c) ABC considered.
The abrupt change of dissipation profile, as proposed in Ref. [68], has
also been investigated. In this approach inside certain circular area the dis-
sipation is assigned its physical value and outside it abruptly changes by two
orders of magnitude, as presented with red line in inset (a) Fig. 4.4. It turns
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out that the abrupt dissipation profile ceases to work properly, as predicted
in Ref. [67], since any abrupt change is the material parameters (damping
in this case) leads to wave reflection. Monitoring the time evolution of the
averaged magnetization z–component below the PC and comparing it for
the case of smooth and abrupt ABC one observes some differences. As pre-
sented in Fig. 4.3, if abrupt ABC are employed at some point in time the
first spin wave reaches the boundary and reflects from it which can be seen
as trajectory change in the time evolution of the averaged z–component of
the magnetization. Whereas, if the smooth ABC are implemented the mag-
netization reaches its equilibrium steady precession state without change of
trajectory.
In order to visualize what is happening in the sample one should have
a look at power density plots. Employing abrupt ABC and averaging the
power over some early stage time window (inset (a)) Fig. 4.3) one observes
the interference pattern building up. The magnitude of this interference
grows as the power is averaged over later time window (inset (b) Fig. 4.3).
On the contrary, no interference is reported when smooth ABC are employed
(inset (c) Fig. 4.3).
To complete the comparison between this two approaches frequency spec-
tra are computed to compare the linewidths. As presented in Fig. 4.4 the
linewidth emerging from simulations where abrupt boundary conditions were
employed is around three times larger than in case of simulations with smooth
ABC implemented (180 MHz and 65 MHz, respectively). It is worth remind-
ing at this point that all simulations were performed neglecting the effect of
thermal fluctuations so obviously the broadening of the linewidth can only
result from the wave reflections and with it associated interferences.
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Fig. 4.4: Frequency as extracted from simulations with abrupt (red) and smooth
(black) ABC with the profile as presented in the inset. Abrupt ABC lead
to broadening of the linewidth.
4.2.2 Vortex mode
In case of magnetic vortex in PC geometry no energy is carried toward the
boundaries so, at least in principle, no ABC implementation is required.
Still, there are other methodological problems to be addressed. In pillar
geometry it is the lateral confinement that gives rise to lateral side charges
and the appearance of the dipolar stray field. It creates space–dependent
potential and in presence of SPC vortex gyration can be observed. Such
lateral confinement leads to the appearance of volume and surface charges
that determine the vortex precession frequency as has been demonstrated in
Refs. [40, 69, 70, 71] for the case magnetic dots in absence of currents.
In a real PC device, considering micron size of the sample, the absence
of above mentioned confinement leads to the negligible effect of the lateral
charges. However, in a numerically modeled vortex PC system due to com-
putational size and/or time limitations the existence of side charges is un-
avoidable, i.e. due to finite meshing some additional magnetic charges at the
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sides of the computational area are always present. Moreover, as soon as
the vortex moves away from its equilibrium position the profile of the mag-
netostatic energy created by the charges becomes vortex position dependent
(and, therefore, also time dependent).
The reader should be aware that this subject is rather complex and has
never been studied systematically, there exist no relevant literature. The
correct way to proceed requires the estimation of the magnetostatic charges
created by the moving vortex and their neutralization by adding opposite
charges. This task is highly complicated and has not been attempted so
far. In the following different approach is employed. A systematic study of
vortex gyration frequency on the size of the computational area is carried out
in order to estimate the size above which the effect of side magnetic charges
seems to be negligible.
Fig. 4.5: Experimental spin valve structure with highlighted STT trilayer (a).
Consider non–flat profile of the Co layer. In–plane circular cross–section
of model flat trilayer for computational issues study (b) and its side view
with schematically shown the transformation of the real V–shape Co layer
into flat model (c). Diameter refers to the computational area.
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The experimental spin valve structure, which serves as a model structure,
is presented in Fig. 4.5a where the STT trilayer is highlighted. Technical
details about the fabrication process and other sample characteristics are
to be found in the following sections. For the study of computational issues
concerning vortex gyration mode the structure is simplified i.e. only the main
features of the geometry are incorporated into the model. Thus, a circular
cross–section, as shown in Fig. 4.5b, and the side view, as in Fig. 4.5c, are
assumed. Experimentally, the oscillations were observed at positive current
defined by the electrons flowing from Co to Py layer. The definition of
the active layer and the polarizer in this structure is a separate task and
shall be treated in the later sections. Focusing at computational issues first
the magnetization in Co layer is allowed to evolve in time and Py layer
serves as the reference in–plane static polarizer. Then the frequency response
at different diameters of the computational area is studied. Second, Py is
assumed the active free layer and Co the fixed layer and analogous study is
carried out. Only the dynamics of the active layer is resolved in both cases
assuming a centered vortex for the initial magnetization configuration.
Results are presented in Fig. 4.6. Considering dynamics in Co layer
(Fig. 4.6a) one observes that as the diameter of the computational area is
increased the frequency decreases. Surprisingly, this behavior seem not to
be linear with current indicating complicated origin of the tendency as such.
Moreover, the frequency decreases very fast up to the diameter of 1500 nm
and is almost constant above this size. Similar behavior is reported when Py
is set the active layer in the system (Fig. 4.6b).
The problem itself is complex and, therefore, based on the above result
a diameter of 2500 nm is assumed for the study presented in the next para-
graph. As demonstrated, independent of the definition of the free layer the
effect of lateral charges on the frequency of the oscillation vortex is negligible
at this computational size.
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As long as ST is neglected and the mesh cell is shorter that the ex-
change length one should approximate the dynamic evolution in a correct
way. However, the introduction of STT involves some further complications.
Considering the interfacial character of STT [72], severe constraints on the
mesh size in the z–direction should be observed. This introduces method-
ological problem, particularly when considering thick layers leading to pro-
hibitively long computational times. On the other hand, the layer thickness
was the historically first argument to disregard the dynamics [6] within it.
Though, in the experimental design considered the ST effect is expected to
be stronger in the 5 nm thick Py layer than in 15 nm thick Co layer favoring
the STT–driven dynamics in Py and leading to lower overestimation of the
real frequency. Hence, in absence of exchange–bias the Co layer can not be,
at least in principle, defined fixed in time a priori.
Fig. 4.6: Frequency dependence on the size of the computational area at different
currents when only dynamics in Co (a) or (b) Py layer is resolved as
specified in the insets.
Therefore, in the following different meshing in the z–direction is applied
for the 15 nm thick Co layer resulting in one, two and three computational
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sublayers, respectively. The frequency of the gyrating vortex in each case is
presented in Fig. 4.7 indicating that finer meshing leads to lower frequency.
It is attributed to the fact that when only one mesh layer is allowed in z–
direction the internal vortex structure can not change and can be treated
within rigid limit. With finer mesh, the core is subject to deformation (inset
Fig. 4.7) which minimizes the internal energy and, therefore, leads to lower
frequency.
To conclude, one should remember that the frequency obtained numeri-
cally is always an overestimation with respect to the one measured in the real
device in particular when treating with thick layers. Above studied magne-
tostatic and exchange energy contributions have been demonstrated to play
important role in the vortex core deformation profile. The question of the
implementation of the superficial character of the ST effect stays open.
Fig. 4.7: Frequency dependence on the mesh in the z–direction in the Co layer.
5 nm, 7.5 nm and 15 nm are considered corresponding to 1, 2 or 3 mesh
layers as schematically shown in the inset.
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4.3 Initial configuration in hybrid geometry
Above discussed computational issues revealed some interesting features of
the vortex mode. However, flat profiles of the layers were assumed, which is
significant simplification of the real sample. Hence, after having highlighted
the methodological problems in general now the attention is to be focussed on
the geometry induced features in the device as in Fig. 4.5a. The constriction
in contact vicinity Co layer shall have influence on the current and with it
associated Oersted field distribution. Note that current and ST effect on
one side and attractive potential created by the Oersted field on the other
side are the crucial factors determining the dynamics of the vortex mode.
Therefore, calculation of their distributions is essential to further compare
numerical result with the experimentally reported trends.
4.3.1 Sample characteristics and simulation parameters
The sample under consideration is a sputtered multilayer of 5 nm Ta /
40 nm Cu / 4 nm Py / 6 nm Au / 15 nm Co / 100 nm Au. The contact
of 20 nm nominal diameter was opened by conductive tip atomic microscope
nano–indentation and plasma etch [47]. As a result a locally constrained (in
vicinity of the contact) Co layer is obtained. Further details of the fabrication
methods are to be found in Ref. [14]. The structure is presented in Fig. 4.5a,
where Py/Au/Co represents the relevant STT trilayer. In the experimental
data, presented in the next paragraphs, the oscillations were measured for
the electrons flowing from Co to Py layer, corresponding to positive current
in the convention adapted. Before applying the current and acquisition of
each spectrum a large reset field saturates the sample.
Micromagnetic simulations were performed with public code OOMMF
[73]. Following parameters were used: saturation magnetization and ex-
change constant for Co and Py 1.4 ·106 A/m, 3.0 ·10−11 J/m and 0.6 ·106 A/m,
1.3 ·10−11 J/m, respectively. For the purpose of static study (without ST)
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the computational region of 2500×2500×65 nm3 discretized in 5×5×2.5 nm3
cells is considered. The current–driven dynamics is resolved only in the Py
layer represented computationally as 2500× 2500× 4 nm3 region of circular
cross–section and discretized into 5× 5× 4 nm3 cells. Following values were
used for the damping constant and polarizing factor α = 0.009, P = 0.1,
respectively. In the simulations the contact radius is assumed to be 15 nm.
Thermal fluctuations have been neglected.
4.3.2 Geometry induced aspects
Considering sample geometry, even in absence of circularly symmetric cur-
rent associated Oersted field, such symmetry is imposed by the cone–like
constricted PC in Co layer. Simulation show that already the sole effect
of the demagnetizing field, in this locally confined structure, favors vortex
formation. Previous works [74] demonstrate that pure magnetostatic con-
siderations of a coupled system of constrained disks yield the result of two
vortices of different chirality nucleated one in each layer. On the other hand,
presence of the cone–like PC profile in the Co layer from geometric point
of view introduces lateral constrictions. These, by means of magnetostatic
interactions, are indirectly translated also into the Py layer.
Indeed, static simulations (without current) verify that the nucleation of
two vortices of opposite chirality, as presented in Fig. 4.8, defines the sample
minimum energy configuration. Several simulations have been carried out
changing the shape (circle, square) and the size of the computational area
and the same configuration was reached in all cases.
Assume now that the SPC is applied while Py is the active layer and
Co layer is the static in time polarizer. Thus, the magnetization temporal
evolution is to be resolved only in Py layer whose initial configuration is rep-
resented in Fig. 4.8b. On the other hand Co layer, as in Fig. 4.8c, is taken
as the polarizing profile for the electrons. Hence, when positive current is
applied the configuration in Py layer is expected to be destabilized from the
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incoming polarized electrons, which is in agreement with the numeric results
(not shown). One observes vortex gyration but the reported frequency is
almost an order of magnitude larger than the frequency observed experimen-
tally.
Fig. 4.8: The configuration in Co layer on the top of the PC (a), and at the PC
(c), and in Py layer (b) in absence of current.
Moreover reported trends, exclude the possibility of the existence of two
vortices in the system. The MR signal indicates quasi–uniform parallel con-
figuration of both layers. Therefore, the vortex is believed not to be nucleated
prior to the current application i.e. nucleation process is driven by the current
associated Oersted field which is present first when current is passed. Hence,
the exact current and Oersted field distributions are to be calculated and
used hereafter in order to investigate their role in the nucleation processes
and resulting lowest energy magnetic configuration in the sample.
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4.3.3 Current and Oersted field calculations
The calculation of the current and associated Oersted field distributions have
been performed with the finite element commercial software MagNet [75].
The entire structure including the electrodes is accounted for. Resistivity
values of the materials involved that have been used for this calculations are
presented in the table below.
Tab. 4.1: Resistivity of materials, [10−8 Ωm].
Au Cu Py Co
2.5 1.7 7.0 7.0
Consider first the spatial distribution of current, Fig. 4.9, when 1 mA is
passed between the lateral top electrode and side surface bottom electrode.
The presence of the inclination in Co layer profile forces the current to flow
in the plane of the inclined constriction. Thus, through the nanocontact the
current flows mostly perpendicular to the plane but in the inclined region
in Co layer significant IP currents are present. The density plot at the Co
cross–section, inset (a) of Fig. 4.9, reveals that significantly larger current
density is found at the edges rather than in the central PC region. On the
other hand, the distribution becomes more uniform below the contact in Py
layer, inset (b) of Fig. 4.9.
From the current distribution one can calculate the exact profile of the
current associated Oersted field. The main graph in Fig. 4.10 presents this
profile across chosen cross–sections of the sample together with the analytical
profile (at the current of 1 mA). These cross sections are marked in the inset
where the strength of the field is presented in color. The analytical solution
shows its maximum at the edge of the point contact (RPC) and then it decays
with the distance (r) as 1/r. As compared to the calculated profiles inside the
sample one observes that realistic maximum of the Oersted field is smaller
than the analytical prediction and it is shifted outside the PC indicating
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current spreading close to the contact area.
Fig. 4.9: Arrow plot of current distribution throughout the sample at 1 mA. The
density plots in vicinity of PC in Co and Py layer cross–sections, inset
(a) and (b), respectively.
Additionally, one should consider that on the top of the Co layer which
corresponds to its flat part (blue inverted triangles) the effect of the Oersted
field is much weaker than at the contact itself (red circles). Already in the
top part of the PC (green triangles) the maximum Oersted field strength is
approximately half the value directly at the contact. These are the conse-
quences of the nonuniform current distribution across the sample. In partic-
ular, the presence of above mentioned IP currents decreases the maximum of
the final profile owing the cancellation effect from opposite IP components
in the constriction.
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Fig. 4.10: The Oersted field in the sample as calculated with MagNet software
[75]. Main figure: profile in the Py layer (purple diamonds), bottom of
the Co layer (red circles), top of the contact area (green up triangles)
and the flat part of the Co layer (blue down triangles). The analytical
profile as calculated from the infinite conductive wire approximation
is also shown for comparison (full black squares). Inset presents in
color scale the strength of the field additionally marking the positions
corresponding to the profiles from the graph. The radius of the point
contact RPC is marked with dashed line in the main graph.
4.3.4 Initial state in presence of currents
The above results are now accounted for in the determination of the the
equilibrium state in absence of ST. Thus, in Py layer, in presence of posi-
tive current of 10 mA a counterclockwise (ccw) vortex is formed following
the chirality of the associated Oersted field. Second vortex is formed in Co
layer, though of different chirality. Such situation may arise because of the
magnetostatic reasons indicating that at the current considered for the nu-
cleation (10 mA) the demagnetizing field effect is stronger than the Oersted
field effect. Consider that qualitatively similar result (two vortices of oppo-
site chirality) was observed when no current was applied, i.e. in absence of
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Oersted field.
The appearance of clockwise (cw) curled vortex in Co is then followed
by its expulsion from the PC because in presence of ccw Oersted field the
center of the PC is no longer lowest energy position for the cw vortex. The
final state is represented by a nonuniform IP magnetization configuration
with significant OP components (arising from geometry) inside the PC in Co
layer which, when current is passed, serves as a polarizer for the electrons,
Fig. 4.11a and c. On the other hand, a ccw vortex configuration is found in
Py as presented in Fig. 4.11b.
In the real device there are different possible scenarios with respect to
the final state of cw vortex in Co layer. It could either be pinned or annihi-
lated on a defect in the flat part of the layer above the resist. Considering
that the Oersted field strength responsible for winding the magnetization is
significantly reduced there and that at the edges of a real device the magne-
tization is mostly IP these predictions seems highly probable but, due to size
limitations of the simulated area, can not be verified numerically. However,
such scenario is compatible with the experimental indication that there exist
only one vortex in the vicinity of the PC since as soon as the vortex in Co
layer moves to the upper flat part of the layer it does not affect the dynamic
behavior of the system. If both vortices were present inside the PC the GMR
signal would indicate it. Note also that the nonuniform configuration in the
Co layer in the PC could be obtained in a different way i.e. not necessarily
by the expulsion of cw vortex but as a result of other complicated dynamic
processes. Thus, the dynamic evolution predicted by this simulation, which
did not include the effect of ST, does not have to coincide with the processes
taking place in the real system when the current is applied. Certainly, the
mechanisms for vortex nucleation in nanocontact devices are complex [76]
and their study is beyond the scope of this work. However, the simulations
clearly indicate that a vortex with ccw chirality is more easily nucleated in
the Py than in the Co layer. Considering that the experimental results that
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will be shown later are compatible with the existence of only one vortex in
the system, Py layer is considered active with its initial configuration repre-
sented by a vortex of ccw chirality. On the other hand, the Co layer, which
acts as polarizer, remains in the configuration discussed above (Fig. 4.11,
insets (a, c)). Even though the processes taking place in the Co layer could
be different, the final magnetization configuration is very likely to be similar
to the one found in the simulation, since the OP profile is determined by the
geometry, i.e. the constriction in the vicinity of the PC, whereas the curling
in the IP component is determined by the Oersted field.
Fig. 4.11: The magnetization configuration: side view of PC in Co layer (a), at the
cross–section of Py (b) and Co layer (c) as extracted from simulations
accounting for realistic current and Oersted field distribution.
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4.4 Current dependence
In order to proceed with the systematic numerical study of the system dy-
namics, main findings are briefly summarized up to this point. Experimen-
tally the MR oscillations are found only for the positive current direction
which corresponds to electrons flowing from the Co to Py layer (i) and the
output microwave power excludes the possibility of the coexistence of two
vortices, one vortex in each layer, (ii). On the other hand the static sim-
ulations indicate the existence of ccw vortex and nonuniform configuration
inside the PC in the Py and Co layers, respectively, (iii). Moreover, the large
thickness of the Co layer should make it immune to the ST effect from the
reflected electrons. For this reasons numerical simulations are to be carried
out assuming that the Co layer serves as a static in time polarizer and the
Py layer is the dynamically active ferromagnet, i.e. only the dynamics of the
latter has to be resolved.
As presented in Fig. 4.12, following results have been obtained under
above mentioned assumptions. First, the frequency found numerically (in the
GHz range) is much higher (a) than the experimentally observed one (b) and
(c). Second, the higher spectral harmonics, reported in the measurements,
are absent in the results from the simulations – due to the nearly circular
vortex orbit shape. The first observation shall be complemented with the
fact that the simulated orbit of the gyrating vortex in Py is found to be
inside area under the PC, thus resulting is the negligibly small GMR signal.
This again contradicts the experiment.
These disagreements lead to the conclusion that some important factors
are missing in the model. Reconsider the thick Co layer. Up to now its
role was limited to defining polarization for the ST introduction. Thus,
15 nm thick layer made of ferromagnetic material is a source of significant
magnetostatic field that could, at least in principle, influence the dynamics of
the thin Py layer. This contribution has been calculated micromagnetically
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and is presented in the cross–section corresponding to Py layer in Fig. 4.13b.
The arrows represent the IP projection of the field, whereas the perpendicular
component is in color scale. As can be observed, the IP component of the
field is predominantly along the direction opposite to the magnetization in
Co, whereas the OP component changes from negative (blue) to positive
(red) as we move from right to left in the region close to the PC.
Fig. 4.12: Frequency blueshift with current (a) as observed assuming initial state
from Fig. 4.11. Only the dynamics of vortex in Py is resolved and Co
layer is assumed to be static in time polarizer. An example frequency
spectrum in the inset. Experimental spectrum at 7.5 mA (b) and in
color map in whole reported current range (c).
In Fig. 4.14a the sum of Oersted and stray fields in the Py layer is shown
for the applied current of I = 7.5 mA by means of an arrow plot and a
blue–white–red color scale for its module. As can be observed, the stray field
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breaks the rotational symmetry of the Oersted field. Therefore, the position–
dependent potential for the vortex is modified loosing its rotational symmetry
with respect to the z–axis. In particular, the minimum energy position for the
vortex is no longer the center of the nanocontact but it is displaced outside





Fig. 4.13: Schematic representation, (a), and the arrow plot of the stray field cre-
ated by the Co layer on the Py layer, (b). The color scale in (b) cor-
responds to the perpendicular component of the stray field, where red,
blue and white mean z > 0, z < 0 and z = 0, respectively.
When the dynamic simulation is carried out including the ST, the vortex,
initially positioned exactly at the PC, is expelled from it until it reaches a
stationary orbit with the frequency of f = 380 MHz. This orbit, plotted in
Fig. 4.14b, is neither circular nor symmetric with respect to the nanocontact
position. As a result, the spectrum of the voltage signal is very rich in higher
harmonics, Fig. 4.14c. The color map of the OP component of the stray field
at the level of the Py layer is presented in inset (b) of Fig. 4.13. The profile
is highly nonuniform due to the cone–shape constricted geometry of the Co
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layer in the vicinity of PC. The vortex core shift – due to the stray field in this
case – is compatible with the experiments [77], where the vortex response to
the applied field was studied. This feature can be explained as follows: the
presence of a nonuniform stray field changes the energy landscape of the Py
layer magnetization and, therefore, the lowest energy position of the vortex
does not coincide with the sample center anymore. This means, that not
only the ST but also the stray field contributes to the expulsion of the vortex
from the area below PC. Finally, when current is applied, it induces vortex
motion around its equilibrium position as discussed above.
Fig. 4.14: Arrow plot of the sum of the Oersted (I = 7.5mA) stray fields in the
vicinity of the nanocontact (highlighted in grey) in the Py layer, (a).
The strength of the total field is represented with a blue-white–red color
scale. Computed trajectory of the vortex core, (b). The nanocontact
is highlighted in grey, whereas the red dot indicates the equilibrium
position (in absence of ST) for the vortex. Frequency spectrum of the
voltage signal, (c).
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Systematic simulations were carried out for different values of the applied
current and similar behavior to the one described above was found in all
cases. The frequency of the main peak in the spectrum of the voltage signal
is plotted as a function of the current and compared to experimental data
in Fig. 4.15. The experimental data were measured by sweeping down the
current. As can be observed, an excellent quantitative agreement between
the simulations (open red circles) and the experiment (open black squares)
is found, showing an approximately linear frequency increase with the slope
of df
dI
= 57 MHz/mA. Therefore, one concludes that zero–field vortex oscil-
lations are sustained due to the combined action of the ST and the stray
field, both of which are determined by the magnetization configuration in
the Co layer. The crucial role played by the stray field in this process shall
be emphasized at this point. Recall, that when this term was not taken into
account in the simulations, the vortex was found to move inside the PC,
leading to a low amplitude output voltage signal at much higher frequency.
Moreover, as indicated by the simulations, the amplitude of the output
GMR signal increases with current close to the threshold and then remains
constant up to the critical current (full red circles), Fig. 4.15. This is again
in qualitative agreement with the experimental findings (not shown).
Furthermore, the displacement of the vortex with respect to the sample
center is found to be current dependent. At low currents (lower frequency)
the vortex is displaced further away than at larger currents as indicated in
Fig. 4.16a. Compare at 5 mA and 10 mA. Though, below the threshold
current associated attractive potential created by the Oersted field is not
strong enough to counterbalance the ST which, therefore, expels the vortex
far away from the contact. In the simulations, at very low currents due
to confinement in the computational size, the displacement of the vortex
reaches critical maximum which is associated with the bean shaped orbit as
represented at 1 mA in black in Fig. 4.16a. This is traced back to the profile
of the stray field, which changes the energy landscape across the sample.
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Thus, at certain current different lowest energy valley is defined for vortex
oscillations to be sustained on a closed orbit. Hence, within one period the
vortex gets to be displaced very far from the PC and then it passes through
it. This feature can be also seen by considering the output signal. In case of
vortex gyrating entirely outside the PC one obtains full signal as presented in
green for 5 mA in Fig. 4.16b. On the other hand, vortex passing below the PC
at some stage of the orbit reflects in the decrease of the signal as presented
in black for 1 mA. Note, that the numerical threshold current of 1 mA,
obtained when decreasing the current, is surprisingly low as compared to the
experimental value of 6 mA. This can be explained as follows. Considering
that at low currents the vortex is expelled very far away from the PC area
(Fig. 4.16a) one can argue that possible sample defects pin and immobilize
the vortex hindering output signal.
Fig. 4.15: Left axis: frequency of the main peak as a function of the applied cur-
rent. The results obtained from micromagnetic simulations, red open
circles, are compared to experimental data, black open squares ,which
have been obtained sweeping down the current. Right axis: the ampli-
tude of the output GMR signal as extracted from simulations, red full
circles.
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Fig. 4.16: Displacement of the vortex at different currents, (a). At low currents
vortex displacement is large and the bean shaped orbit is observed as
a result of the energy landscape modified by the inhomogeneous stray
field. GMR signal as extracted at 1 mA and 5 mA, (b), indicating vortex
orbiting entirely outside PC in green and partly crossing PC in black.
The same color legend for both subfigures.
The critical current, on the other hand, corresponds to the following
situation. With the current increase the velocity of the ST driven vortex
increases. Thus, at some point the critical velocity for vortex core reversal
is reached and the vortex decays to PC. At the same time the GMR output
amplitude drops. Indeed in the simulations above the current of 12 mA the
vortex is pushed back toward the PC where it undergoes periodic polarity
changes. This is followed by the nucleation of spin waves which requires the
employment of proper ABC, upward jump of the frequency (not shown) and
the decrease of the output power. At 20 mA the reported frequency reaches
5.789 GHz and considering that spin wave generation originating from the
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periodic vortex core polarity switching is not the subject of this study the
results are presented only up to 12 mA.
Above explanation is compatible with the experimental finding that the
output power first increases with current to finally remain constant at larger
currents (trend reported when decreasing the current). This effect, as indi-
cated by the simulations has to do with the current dependent vortex dis-
placement. Hence, it provides qualitative justification for the existence of
the threshold and the critical currents, not accounted for in the rigid vortex
model [39].
4.5 Field dependence
In this section the sample is first considered in saturation in the negative
z–direction. The configuration change in Co layer, as well as the associated
stray field response to the increasing external field is to be determined. These
crucial contributions are updated for each value of the applied field are then
accounted for in the study of vortex dynamics in Py layer.
Thus, the initial state is obtained as described in the previous paragraphs
with the difference that the negative applied saturating field favors now neg-
ative polarities of vortices. Vortex nucleated in the Py layer preserves its
negative polarity throughout the studied field range. It is expelled from the
nanocontact as a combined effect of the ST and the stray field and its move-
ment leads to well defined oscillations. An excellent quantitative agreement
is found between the experimental data and numerical results. As shown in
Fig. 4.17, the frequency first decays to reach the minimum and then increases
with the external field. In order to qualitatively explain this nonmonotonic
frequency dependence on the field value we have investigated the evolution
of the magnetization in the polarizer and with its associated stray field.
Side views of the magnetization state in the nanocontact in Co layer are
presented in insets of Fig. 4.17 for the external fields of −50 mT, −17 mT
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and 27 mT. It can be clearly seen that even at significant negative fields






Fig. 4.17: Dependence of the vortex mode frequency on the strength of the applied
OP field, after saturation at large negative field. The magnetization
configuration in the nanocontact in the polarizing Co layer evolves with
the applied field. The insets present in color scale the OP magnetization
component at fields of -50 mT, -17 mT and 27 mT. The negative OP
component tends to be suppressed as the field is increased.
The frequency first decays as the applied field is increased. Thus, the
above discussed OP components, arising from the the cone–shaped constric-
tion in Co layer, tend to be suppressed as the field is increased. Numerically
the field term in the LLG equation accounts for the nonuniform stray field
but it is useful to make an average of its cartesian components and mon-
itor its overall average magnitude. As presented in Fig. 4.19 in the range
discussed (marked I) the average y–component (red full circles) increases
while the absolute value of the average x–component (open black squares)
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decreases. The latter is approximately three times larger and, therefore, the
decrease of the overall magnitude of the average stray field (blue diamonds)
is observed as a consequence of the decrease of its dominating x–component.
This decrease in the field term in turn is reflected in the frequency decrease
with the external field.
After crossing 0 mT both the OP magnetization component of the polar-
izer as well as the average OP stray field component become antiparallel to
the vortex core polarity. As presented in Fig. 4.19 (range II) the magnitude
of the average stray field is observed constant owing the change of the sign of
its y–component whose contribution to the overall average SF is increasing.
In the following full model will be referred to as the simulations where both,
the stray field as well as ST, are accounted for in their nonuniform form.
Thus, simulations have shown, that if in this case the inhomogeneous profile
of the stray field is neglected, then no steady–state oscillations are supported
at all. In this particular test simulation the average stray field was estimated
(as from Fig. 4.19) and implemented as an uniform contribution to the field
term in the LLG equation. No oscillations are observed in that case, which
indicates that the damping is no longer counterbalanced by the ST. This,
in turn leads, to the conclusion that the nonuniform character of the stray
field plays crucial role in sustaining the microwave output at low external
field. Hence, if the same averaging procedure is done with respect to the ST
term qualitatively the same behavior is observed as in the case accounting
for all the inhomogeneities (full model). Moreover, even if a perfectly IP po-
larization of the electrons is assumed (along +x–direction, i.e. neglecting any
possible OP component) but the stray field is kept in its original form qual-
itatively and quantitatively the same frequency is obtained as arising from
the full model. Hence, the ST from the nonuniform polarizer configuration
is proven to be a secondary effect compared to the nonuniform stray field.
Consider, that the inhomogeneous stray field comes from the locally con-
strained cone–shaped Co layer, which results in the appearance of magne-
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tostatic charges on the side surface of the cone. These charges are simply
not present in a standard flat geometry and, therefore, the dynamics ob-
served in the hybrid sample is largely determined by the nontrivial sample
geometry. Hence, the experimentally reported frequency decrease with field
corresponds to the off–centered vortex oscillations driven by a combined ef-
fect of the damping accounting for the external field and a nonuniform stray
field term counterbalanced by a nonuniform ST.
Fig. 4.18: Vortex orbit at 0 mT (red circles) in at 19.19 mT (black squares) to-
gether with the z-component of the stray field, displayed in the insets
(b) 0 mT and (c) 19.19 mT. Stray field magnitude at 19.19 mT in the
middle inset. Nanocontact area is marked in grey. The red and black
dots near the PC area indicate the vortex positions if no ST is present
at 0 mT and 19.19 mT.
Above 10 mT both the polarizer magnetization configuration and the
magnitude of the stray field close to nanocontact (middle inset of Fig. 4.18)
become more uniform. In particular, the negative OP magnetization com-
ponent in the polarizer becomes suppressed. Moreover, the maximum dis-
placement of the equilibrium position of the vortex (black dot in Fig. 4.18)
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is observed, resulting in the lowest oscillation frequency. The mode is also
affected qualitatively. An elongated orbit whose symmetry coincides with the
symmetry of the stray field magnitude, Fig. 4.18, is observed since the weak-
ening of the negative magnetization OP component in the polarizer allows
the negative polarity vortex to move to the left of the PC.
Fig. 4.19: Evolution of the IP components of the average stray field with the ap-
plied OP field. The y–component (red full circles) increases contrary
to the absolute value of the x–component (open black squares). In
the range marked I the decrease of the overall magnitude of the stray
field (blue diamonds) is driven by the decrease of the dominating x–
component. In range II constant average of the stray field is observed
owing the change of the sign of the y–component and its increasing
contribution to the overall average SF. In range III the increase of the
overall average SF with the external field is observed as a consequence
of the increase of its both IP components.
Above this critical field (10 mT) quantitatively similar behavior is re-
ported even if the inhomogeneous character of the stray field is not accounted
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for, since the IP component of the stray field starts to dominate its overall
magnitude. This IP stray field component increases as the field is increased
resulting the increase of the overall average stray field magnitude and the
frequency nonlinear blueshift with field in this range.
Reversing the polarity of the vortex, changes the magnetostatic field
within Py layer. As presented in Fig. 4.20, the equilibrium position in ab-
sence of ST is shifted as the polarity is flipped. Compare red central dot for
positive and blue central dot for negative polarity vortex. The correspond-
ing orbits are both off–centered but shifted in opposite directions resulting
in different frequencies (437 MHz and 394 MHz, respectively). It has been
recently demonstrated that the existence of two stable gyrotropic modes of
vortex core having different polarity result in different rotation frequencies
[78]. Comparing Fig. 4.20 to the color map the OP component of the stray
field, Fig. 4.18b, one concludes that the orbit of vortex with negative polarity
is shifted to the right from the PC, where the stray field OP component is
also negative. On the other hand, in case of vortex with positive polarity
the associated orbit is shifted leftwards, where positive OP component of the
stray field is present. Clearly the origin of this polarity dependent shift can
only be magnetostatic. Note, that the STT affects only the magnetization
inside the PC irrespective of the core polarity of the vortex gyrating outside
the PC. Hence, from the magnetostatic point the better the alignment of
the external field with the core polarity the lower vortex displacement and
in what follows with it associated energy cost [77]. That is the reason why
the trajectory of a vortex with negative core polarity is more confined on the
side where the positive, and more elongated where the negative, OP stray
field is present.
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Fig. 4.20: Orbit at 1.431 mT positive OP field compared for a vortex of a positive
(red) and negative (blue) polarity. The corresponding frequencies are:
437 MHz and 394 MHz, and the equilibrium position (without ST) are
marked with red and blue dot respectively.
4.6 Conclusion
Within this chapter a broad numerical study of the ST induced magnetization
dynamics in the trilayer system Py/Cu/Co in the PC geometry with the
nontrivial locally constricted profile of the polarizer (thick Co layer) has
been considered. The results [65] lead to the conclusion that the ST–induced
dynamics in such a contact is governed by the formation and rotation of
the magnetization vortex in a flat (thin) layer. Calculations of the realistic
current distribution in this contact and incorporation of the corresponding
Oersted field allowed for the determination of the lowest energy configuration
in the sample, defining the Py to be the active layer. This result clearly
indicates that in ST–based oscillators the vortex nucleation process depends
on the exact distribution of the current and associated Oersted field, rather
than on the layer thickness.
Further systematic numerical study of the frequency dependence on the
current strength provided not only the qualitative explanation of the experi-
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mental observations, but also resulted in an excellent quantitative agreement
between simulated and measured data. In particular, the Co layer stray
field acting on the Py layer has been demonstrated to strongly influence the
magnetization dynamics, deforming the vortex orbit which resulted in the
appearance of significant higher harmonics in the oscillation power spectra.
Hence, vortex expulsion from the area below the PC was shown to be the
combined effect of the ST and the stray field. Additionally, the dependence
of the vortex displacement on the current has been predicted, thus explaining
the existence of the threshold and the critical currents for the steady–state
oscillation regime.
Finally, numerically obtained system response to external field is also in
an excellent agreement with the measured data. It has been shown that at low
external fields, the highly inhomogeneous stray field plays the crucial role in
the excitation of vortex mode. Taking into account that this stray field comes
from the locally constrained geometry of the Co layer, the geometry–driven
vortex mode is believed to have been observed. This result demonstrates a
novel way of tailoring vortex STNOs by manipulating the geometry of the
pinned layer.
5. INTERLAYER COUPLED VORTICES IN SINGLE
POINT CONTACT
This chapter is dedicated to the study of a flat spin valve structure in point
contact geometry with no exchange bias. The sample investigated in the
previous section is reconsidered, thus, now with the flat profile of both lay-
ers. Hence, in this case the Oersted field shows to favor nucleation of two
vortices, one in each ferromagnetic layer, of the same chirality. For the sys-
tematic study the thickness of Co layer is reduced and a trilayer consisting of
Co(5)/Cu(5)/Py(5) is investigated. Limiting cases of ST active on each one
of the layers separately and simultaneously are studied indicating the possi-
bility to manipulate the frequency by proper design of the structure (favoring
or blocking ST effect on one of the layers). Additionally, a specific trilayer
is considered, F1(5)/Cu(5)/F2(5), where both ferromagnetic layers are made
of the same material.
5.1 Introduction to double vortex oscillator.
As far as vortex based STNO, it has been shown in a vortex based STNO
that the OP component of the magnetization in the pinned layer is essential
for the vortex to be excited into steady motion [39, 43]. Very recently it
has been predicted that also a nonuniform IP magnetized polarizer [41] can
excite current driven vortex dynamics. Still, in many of the studies so far the
polarizer has been assumed to be static in time. To fulfill this assumption in
the historically first STNO the spin valve was fabricated with the pinned layer
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made ferromagnetic material characterized by large saturation magnetization
and/or much thicker than the free layer. Significant thickness assures that
the STT, active only at the interface [72], influences only the magnetization in
the tight vicinity of the interface and, therefore, prevents dynamical evolution
of the magnetization across the whole thick layer. Moreover, the use of
ferromagnets of large saturation magnetization in the design of pinned layers
further decreases the effect of ST exerted on it as it is inversly proportional
to the saturation magnetization of the material.
Additionally, layer designed for the reference (pinned layer) might be fixed
by introducing exchange bias or synthetic antiferromagnet (SAF) pining. The
latter is the state–of–the–art solution for pillar structures and provides up to
200 mT of biasing field. However, SAF design encounters number of technical
difficulties to be successfully applied in the PC geometry. Therefore, most of
the PC devices investigated experimentally up to now were fabricated with
the IrMn layer giving up to 50 mT of pinning bias.
Since the model [6] requires the polarizer to be static the concept of mag-
netization dynamical evolution in both ferromagnetic layers has not been
explored for a long time. The idea of two active layers became interesting
first when vortex based STNO started attracting lots of attention. Only
very recently the possibility of both magnetic layers supporting vortex con-
figuration in a pillar geometry has been investigated [46]. Moreover, it has
been demonstrated that synchronization of two oscillators in such systems
leads to great improvement in terms of reported linewidth [15]. No study
of such STNO pair in PC geometry has been performed so far. Therefore,
this chapter is dedicated to modeling of a trilayer PC structure where both
ferromagnetic layers are found to be in a vortex state.
5.1.1 Geometry and convention
The system under study is a trilayer F1/Cu/F2 in a PC geometry with the
contact radius of 20 nm. None of the layers is exchange biased, so that
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both layers can, at least in principle, evolve dynamically. In the convention
adapted hereafter electron flow from bottom to top defines positive current
direction and both current directions are investigated. First, F1 = Co and
F2 = Py are chosen for the study presented below.
In general, vortex nucleation can be favored in a ferromagnetic layer
whose thickness exceeds the exchange length and provided that the aspect
ratio (thickness/lateral size) is kept small [74]. The latter is always fulfilled
in a PC design as it is a laterally extended geometry. However, simula-
tions of such structures are limited to certain computational sizes and are,
in general, very time consuming. Therefore, lateral size of 1µm × 1µm is
chosen for further study with the 5× 5× 5 nm3 mesh and single mesh layer
of Py as shown in Fig. 5.1 is considered. To check the prediction of thick-
ness constrained discarding of the ST induced dynamics in thick layers, first
t = 15 nm Co layer is assumed and some general qualitative study is carried
out. Since STT is a purely superficial effect [72] in 15 nm of Co it is active
only in the vicinity of the Cu/Co interface. From the computational point of
view it imposes severe constraints on the mesh in z–direction. Dealing with
these issues, however, is far beyond the subject of this chapter. Therefore,
an alternative approximation is proposed i.e. numerically the torque is only
implemented to the top of the Co layer which is represented as a shade in
Fig. 5.1. This approach should, at least partly, offset the uncertainty in the
frequency estimation.
Note that in terms of quantitative study full micromagnetic modeling of
this structure leads to prohibitively long computational times. Hence, for
further systematic study the thickness of Co layer is decreased to t = 5 nm
yielding results in reasonable computational time frame.
Theoretical description of STT in structures with two different ferromag-
netic materials has not been delivered yet. Neither the case of two active
ferromagnetic layers has been treated theoretically in the ballistic transport
limit. Therefore, in the first assumption, Slonczewski – like torque term [6]
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from the existing model, accounting for a fixed polarizer, is considered in
equal from for both layers. Detailed description of the numerical model is to
be found in Ref. [46]. In the following the limiting assumptions of torque act-
ing separately either on Py or Co and finally on both layers simultaneously
are investigated.
Fig. 5.1: The geometry of studied system. In the convention adapted the electron
flow from Co to Py defines positive current direction. Shaded areas define
torque sensitive part of the layer. As the initial state for dynamical study
two vortices of the same chirality and polarity are assumed.
5.1.2 Simulation parameters and methods
Saturation magnetization, exchange constant and damping constant were set
to 0.64·106A/m, 1.3·10−11J/m and 0.01 for Py and 1.4·106A/m, 3.0·10−11J/m
and 0.01 for Co, respectively. Sixth order Runge–Kutta solver was employed
for time integration. ST (if applies) is exerted only on one mesh layer.
For this structure no current and associated Oersted field distribution
calculations are performed. The reason is twofold. First of all both lay-
ers are assumed flat indicating that no complex current distribution is to
be expected. Second, no experimental report on such structures is avail-
able. Without experimental specification of the exact fabrication process
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and material parameters uniform current distribution and infinite wire ap-
proximation for the calculation of the Oersted field seem to be good first
approach to the problem that has never been studied. Thus, considering
arguments presented in [79], that the infinite conductive wire approximation
always highly overestimates the realistic distribution, a correction factor of
0.4 is introduced to the strength of the Oersted field.
5.1.3 Nucleation and torques
We start with Co(15 nm)/Cu(5 nm)/Py(5 nm). The sample is initially sat-
urated in negative z–direction (sign convention as in Fig. 5.1) and then the
system is allowed to evolve to lowest energy state in absence of external
field, at the current of 10 mA and with ST active in both layers. As a re-
sult two vortices of the same chirality and the same polarity are nucleated
as schematically shown in Fig. 5.1. Nucleation process at negative current
evolves similarly yielding, however, opposite chirality of vortices.
The STT, depending on the current direction, in a spin valve where both
ferromagnetic layers are in vortex state, acts either stabilizing or destabilizing
on each of the configurations [16]. Let us first concentrate only on the IP
polarization acquired by the electrons corresponding to positive current. In
this case electrons proceed from cw curled vortex in Co layer where they
polarize and impinge on Py, Fig. 5.2a. In general, there is some remaining
net torque since the cores are not identical but in practice cw vortex in Py
is stabilized. On the other hand, electrons reflected from Cu/Py interface
polarize ccw and act destabilizing back on Co cw vortex, Fig. 5.2b. In this
case dynamics can be expected. In order to extract ST contribution to the
dynamics in each layer both limiting cases are investigated separately, i.e.
ST active only on Py layer and only on Co layer. Finally, the combined ST
effect on both layers is studied in order to determine the dominating torque.
When inversing the current direction, analogous to reasoning as in Fig. 5.2,
the torque acts stabilizing on Co layer, destabilizing on Py and their compe-
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tition is observed when both enabled.
5.2 Positive current
Assume the ST is active only on the Py layer (Fig. 5.2a). As explained above
in this case, for the positive current direction, the initial cw vortex in Py layer
is subject to the stabilizing ST effect and no dynamics is expected what is
confirmed by the results of numerical study.
Fig. 5.2: Positive current. Shaded areas indicate ST sensitive regions in case of
ST acting on Py (a), Co (b) and simultaneously on Py and Co (c). The
transmitted / reflected electrons result in stabilizing / destabilizing effect,
respectively.
Now, if only Co layer is subject to ST (Fig. 5.2b) its initial configuration
is being destabilized and dynamics, at least in principle, can be expected.
Again simulations confirm this prediction yielding picture of complicated
dynamical evolution at the test current of 5 mA. Surprisingly, not only the
vortex in Co but also the one in Py are expelled from the PC even though
no ST effect is active in the latter.
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As shown in Fig. 5.3a less mobile Co vortex moves at the edge of the PC
whereas the Py vortex is expelled far from it. The direction of the gyration
is cw in both cases owing the fact that vortex polarity and the sense of its
rotation are bonded by right hand rule. Since there is no ST exerted on
Py layer the motion of the vortex within must be sustained by the energy
flow supported by the temporal evolution of the magnetic configuration in
Co layer. The only non–local interaction accounted for in Py layer is the
magnetostatic field. Hence, the energy flow essential to maintain gyration
of vortex in Py layer is provided by the magnetostatic interactions with
ST driven vortex in Co layer. This is a completely novel effect in vortex–
based STNO and as such to author´s best knowledge has never been studied.
Therefore, its implications and consequences are going to be investigated in
detail in further sections of this chapter.
Follow the temporal evolution of the average magnetization x–component
(mx) inside the PC, as presented in Fig. 5.4a. In the initial time window,
Fig. 5.4b, the motion of Py vortex corresponds to a low frequency gyration
yielding simple sinusoidal evolution of mx (red). On the other hand, in Co
layer (black), the mx seem to be a superposition of a low and a high frequency
gyration. Thus, the evolving configuration in Py layer affects the dynamics
reported in Co layer, while vortex behavior seems to superpose its own high
range eigenfrequency over the low frequency present in adjacent layer.
In the final time window, Fig. 5.4c, it becomes clear that the oscillators do
not gyrate independently and two clear eigenfrequencies can be distinguished.
Still, in absence of STT on Py layer, the vortex within remains displaced
further from the PC center than the ST driven vortex in Co layer. Thus, this
higher mobility effect is attributed to the different thickness and saturation
magnetization of each layer, i.e. thinner and lower Ms Py layer allows for
larger vortex displacement.
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Fig. 5.3: Positive current of 5 mA, ST acting only on Co layer. Orbits of the
vortices in Py and Co layers, (a). Frequency spectra as extracted from
temporal evolution of the average mx component inside the PC, (b) and
(d), in Py and Co layer, respectively. Frequency spectrum as extracted
from calculated GMR signal, (c).
While the low frequency is found in both spectra, Fig 5.3b and d, the high
frequency is only present in data set corresponding to Co layer. The resulting
GMR spectrum, however, can not be represented easily as the combination
of the two above mentioned, Fig. 5.3c.
Interestingly, if one considers ST effect simultaneously on both layers as
shown in Fig. 5.2c no dynamics is reported in the studied current range. On
one side, the stabilizing effect on the magnetic configuration in Py layer ’pins’
its vortex in the sample central position. On the other hand, even though the
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Fig. 5.4: The temporal evolution of the average mx component inside the PC in
Py (red), Co (black) and associated GMR signal (green) at the current
of 5 mA, (a). Zooms at the initial phase of simulation, (b), and in the
final time window, (c).
destabilizing ST effect on Co layer is present, no dynamics is observed. This
observation can be explained as follows. Provided that vortex core size in
each layer is similar the reflected electrons are polarized almost antiparallel to
the configuration in Co, i.e. the angle between the considered magnetization
and the orientation represented by the polarizer is close to 180◦ where ST
amplitude is close to zero. Therefore, its impact is negligible. If any trigger
could destabilize this initial angle than the dynamics should be observed.
Note that the dynamics is neither observed assuming ST acting only on
Py layer as corresponding to Fig. 5.2a nor when both layers simultaneously
are subject to ST as in Fig. 5.2c. This qualitative similarity leads to the
conclusion that ST effect on a ferromagnet of lower saturation magnetization
is predominant and is activated at lower threshold current. This is going to
be confirmed in the following sections.
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5.3 Negative current
For this current direction qualitatively similar results are observed when ST
active is active on: only Py layer (ST–Py) and on both layers simultaneously
(ST–BL) and, therefore, these cases shall be discussed together. Some output
is also observed when assuming ST active solely on Co layer.
Fig. 5.5: Negative current, ST active only on Py layer. Main figure: frequency
spectra as extracted from the temporal evolution of magnetization x–
component inside the PC in Py (red), Co (black) layer and from GMR
signal (green) at the current of −5 mA. Vortex orbit in Py and Co layer
in inset (a), PC area marked grey. Temporal evolution of the normalized
GMR signal, inset (b). The same color legend for all subfigures.
The orbit of vortex in Py layer indicates that it is expelled far from the
PC as presented in red in insets (a) of Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6 corresponding
to ST–Py and ST–BL. In both cases vortex cw gyration outside PC leads
to well defined low frequency. On the contrary, much lower amplitude os-
cillations are observed in Co layer (black) indicating minor cw movements
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of the vortex inside the PC (grey). Therefore, even though vortex in Py
layer oscillates well outside the PC area, the movement of the vortex in the
adjacent Co layer inside the PC lowers the output GMR signal. Consider
main graphs of Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6. The amplitudes of Py (red), Co (black)
and GMR (green) frequency spectra show that both vortices move with the
same frequency but the resulting output signal is rather low because of the
presence of the vortex inside the PC in Co layer. ST acting solely on Py layer
leads to the frequency of 56.4 MHz, whereas if additionally ST also on Co is
considered the frequency reads 76.7 MHz. This difference is the consequence
of the change in the energy balance in Co layer caused by the activation of
the ST.
Furthermore, the appearance of one sole frequency in the GMR spectra
indicates that the oscillators remain synchronized and in ST–BL case the
ST is not effective enough to support second eigenfrequency. This can be
understood, since Co layer characterized by high saturation magnetization
might not respond to ST effect at current as low as the test −5 mA. So
the frequency corresponds to the vortex moving in Py layer where the dis-
placement throughout the trajectory around the PC reaches 310 nm ST–Py
and 175 nm ST–BL, respectively. Thus, the displacement is defined by the
competition between the ST and the dissipation. The first expels the vortex.
Additionally the magnetostatic interactions favor alignment of both cores in
z–axis but the strength of this interaction decays with distance. Hence, most
probably large core displacement is ST related. One should not discard the
possibility that the boundaries of the computational area can be influencing
the frequency but this issue is beyond the interest this chapter.
Finally, the impact of ST influencing only the top of Co layer is inves-
tigated. For this current direction one expects stabilizing effect of electrons
polarized in Py and transmitted into Co. However, considering that the ini-
tial vortices in both layers are not identical, in particular there is a difference
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Fig. 5.6: Negative current, ST active both layers. Main figure: frequency spectra
as extracted from the temporal evolution of magnetization x–component
inside the PC in Py (red), Co (black) layer and from GMR signal (green)
at the current of −5 mA. Vortex orbit in Py and Co layer in inset (a),
PC area marked grey. Temporal evolution of the normalized GMR signal
inset (b). The same color legend for all subfigures.
in the core volume in each material, there is some net torque remaining.
Its presence it then reflected in system dynamic response. As presented in
Fig. 5.7a vortex in Co is driven into very low amplitude cw oscillations. This
breaking of symmetry magnetostatically triggers vortex in Py to move away
from the PC and, owing negative core polarity, oscillate in cw direction.
Since no ST is accounted for in the Py layer it is the change in the overall
magnetostatic field caused by the magnetization dynamics in Co layer that
couples the vortex in Py to oscillate with the same frequency (570 MHz).
Thus, low amplitude vortex oscillations in Co layer, i.e. its presence inside
the PC, induce rather low output GMR signal as indicated in Fig. 5.7b.
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Fig. 5.7: Negative current of −5 mA, ST active on Co layer. Vortex orbit in
Py layer (red) and Co layer (black), with PC marked grey, (a). The
normalized GMR signal, (b).
5.4 Systematic study, Co(5 nm)/Cu(5 nm)/Py(5 nm)
Previous section dealt with the system where Co layer thickness was rela-
tively large and, therefore, only a qualitative study could be carried out in the
reasonable time frame. To perform systematic numerical study, in the follow-
ing, the Co layer thickness is decreased and a Co(5 nm)/Cu(5 nm)/Py(5 nm)
trilayer is considered. However, as the results of qualitative study indicate
the vortex in Py layer is extremely mobile and its displacement is significant.
This might result in the appearance of the surface charges on the lateral
sides of the computational area and, in turn, as discussed before it might
have great impact on the frequency. Magnetostatic contribution from the
boundary effect can not be corrected. However, to decrease the influence
of artificial surface charges on the vortex dynamics, we have used a steeper
attractive Oersted potential resulting in the vortex frequency increase and
displacement confinement. For this purpose the Oersted field is calculated
based on the infinite wire approximation but without the correction factor,
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on the contrary to the approach adapted in previous section. This procedure
is advantageous from the practical point of view having minor consequences
on the qualitative behavior of the system.
5.4.1 Positive current
For the electron flow from Co to Py layer the dynamics is observed as in
previous section only in case of ST activated on Co layer. The remaining cases
(ST–Py; ST–BL) yield no dynamic response which has been qualitatively
explained before.
An interesting behavior is observed when ST is considered active only
on Co layer. Both vortices, already at the threshold current of 0.5 mA, are
expelled away from the contact area. However, vortex in Co layer shows
to be more mobile, i.e. its displacement is larger than the corresponding
one in Py layer. An example of the orbit at 5 mA is presented in Fig. 5.8b,
where black open squares correspond to Co vortex and red open circles to Py
vortex trajectory. In the low current regime (I < 9mA) each vortex moves
cw with its own eigenfrequency (fCo and fPy) that exhibits blueshift with
current, as presented in Fig. 5.8a. The temporal evolution of the average
magnetization x–component inside PC in Co (black) and Py (red) layer and
the GMR signal amplitude (green) are presented in Fig. 5.9b together with
the example spectra at I = 4 mA, Fig. 5.9a. The appearance of two distinct
frequencies comes from the individual energy balance in Py and Co layer,
owing to different material parameters and the presence of ST only in the
latter. Also, what is going to be proven later, it is essential that both vortices
remain outside the PC for two eigenfrequencies to be observed.
The direction of gyration of both vortices is cw and, therefore, the result-
ing GMR signal represents the difference of these eigenfrequencies fCo − fPy.
The amplitude of the GMR signal decreases with current because both orbits
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Fig. 5.8: Positive current, ST active only on Co layer. Frequency as function of
current for the readout inside the PC in Co layer fCo (black), Py layer
fPy (red) and extracted GMR signal fGMR (green). The latter exhibits
frequency that corresponds to fCo−fPy up to the critical current of 10 mA
where Co vortex core changes the polarity. Right vertical axis: the am-
plitude of the GMR signal as function of current with the jump indicating
qualitative change in the behavior of vortices, (a). Orbits of vortices gy-
rating in Py layer and Co layer at 5 mA both cw in agreement with right
hand rule (red open circle, black open square, respectively) and 13 mA
both ccw because positively charged vortex core in Co layer forces mag-
netostatically ccw movement of negatively charged Py vortex core (green
open circle, blue open square, respectively), PC area is marked grey (b).
shrink as the current is increased. Since there is no ST acting on Py layer,
the energy sustaining oscillations comes from the temporal evolution of the
magnetostatic field generated by the moving vortex core in the Co layer.
The last one, owing ST effect, increases its velocity, thus, providing steeper
potential well for the oscillator in Py layer, which is why its displacement
decreases with current.
At 10 mA a qualitative change in the behavior is observed. The resulting
GMR signal is no longer the difference of two frequencies but it reflects
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solely the Co eigenfrequency and Py vortex decays to oscillate within PC
area. This change is the consequence of vortex core switching in Co layer.
Thus, vortex in Co layer reaches the critical velocity and as the core switches
the direction of gyration is changed, i.e. it orbits the center outside the PC
area in a ccw manner. At the same time vortex in Py, which preserves its
negative polarity, decays to oscillate with minor amplitude very close to the
PC center. Interestingly, it first continues to gyrate in cw direction but its
movement becomes complicated to, finally, after some tens of nanoseconds
begin to move ccw, which is against the right hand rule. In general, one would
expect cw gyration of vortex to be preserved as the core remains polarized
in the negative direction. Hence, it is the magnetostatic interaction between
opposite charged cores of vortices in Py (negative) and Co layer (positive after
core switch) that forces the first one to move ccw, following the direction of
the ST driven motion of the second. This results in the downward jump in
the associated GMR amplitude Fig. 5.8a.
Finally, in the high current regime, I>10 mA, GMR frequency completely
decouples from the eigenfrequencies observed before but the oscillators re-
main synchronized to a common frequency. The GMR frequency spectrum
becomes rich in higher harmonics in extremely high range (above 22 GHz)
and it can not be related easily to the eigenfrequency of the synchronized
oscillators. Meanwhile, the displacement of vortices in Co and Py layers de-
creases as indicated in Fig. 5.8b (13 mA) and both oscillate in ccw direction
inside the PC.
Above this critical current, I>13 mA, multiple high frequency peaks ap-
pear in the GMR spectra, while the amplitude of the signal becomes negli-
gible. The Co vortex undergoes successive core polarity switching below PC
area. Each switching event is followed by the change of the direction of the
low amplitude gyration and the emission of spin waves. On the other hand,
vortex in Py layer preserves its negative polarity and oscillates cw within the
PC area in a complicated manner accompanied by the spin wave nucleation.
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Thus, this movement can not be easily represented as a superposition of well
defined low/high frequency components. Therefore, because it is beyond the
interest of this work, no further study is performed for currents above 16 mA.
Fig. 5.9: Torque active only on Co layer, I = 4 mA. Frequency spectra for the read-
out inside the PC in Co layer (black), Py layer (red) and resulting GMR
(green), (a). Temporal evolution of average magnetization x–component
and GMR signal that served for calculation of the spectra presented, (b).
The same color legend for both subfigures.
Note that even though ST is active only on the ferromagnet of higher
saturation magnetization both vortices move with separate frequencies as
long as the cores are of common polarity. Once the core of Co vortex has
switched only one frequency was reported while the vortices decayed to move
below the PC. Moreover, the coupling of the oscillator of lower saturation
magnetization Py layer is strong enough to force its ccw movement despite
the negative core polarity.
5.4.2 Negative current
At the negative current, the oscillations are observed as previously in cases
of ST–Py or ST–BL. However, on the contrary to results of qualitative study
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with thicker Co layer, no output is reported when activating ST only on Co
layer (ST–Co). Some very minor movements of vortices inside the PC are
observed at low currents (−3 mA) but the displacement does not exceed few
nanometers and it decreases with current. Moreover, the output GMR signal
is negligible throughout studied range (down to −10 mA) and, thus, ST–Co
is considered as yielding no dynamic output.
Fig. 5.10: Negative current. ST active on Py (full red circles) and simultaneously
on Py and Co (full black squares, black squares filled grey). Left axis:
frequency as function of current. Right axis: GMR signal amplitude as
function of current (open symbols). If torque is activated only on Py
layer the frequency increases and the amplitude of GMR signal decreases
with current. If torque is activated on both layers more complicated
behavior is observed. For details see text.
On the other hand very rich dynamics is observed in the remaining cases.
In general, more mobile Py vortex is shifted to a well defined orbit outside
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the PC whereas Co vortex remains inside it. Interestingly, its low amplitude
movement is synchronized with the eigenfrequency of Py vortex and the
oscillators remain locked throughout the whole studied current range. On
the contrary to results from previous section (positive current, ST–Co), no
trace of two separate eigenfrequencies is found. Thus, in previously discussed
in the current range where two frequencies were reported (and the GMR was
shown to be their difference), both vortices moved in common direction and
both were expelled from the PC area. As soon as one of the vortices (in Py
layer) decayed to the inside of the PC (at 10 mA) only one eigenfrequency
was reported despite the common gyration direction (which inversed for both
vortices).
Thus, in the case studied in this section (negative current, ST–Py) the
appearance of only one frequency is to be expected if Co vortex remains in-
side the PC and two frequencies if Co vortex is expelled from the PC. Note
that, two frequencies were reported when assuming ST effect active on a fer-
romagnet of high saturation magnetization (Co, positive current) and, as will
be shown below, only one is found when ST active layer is of low saturation
magnetization (Py, negative current). The reason is simple. It is easier to
destabilize and expel a vortex in a material characterized by low saturation
magnetization where demagnetizing effects are weaker. Additionally, certain
magnetostatic core–core interactions are present. Hence, if Co vortex moves
driven by the ST, by means of magnetostatic interaction it favors movement
of vortex in Py layer and the latter responds, see Fig. 5.8b at 5 mA. On the
other hand, when Py is driven into motion by ST effect, it is displaced much
further from the PC center, Fig. 5.11b. Thus, the core–core interaction,
which scales with the distance, is then not sufficient to force the movement
of vortex in Co layer where stronger demagnetizing effect are present and,
therefore, the vortex in the latter remains inside the PC. This, in turn, leads
to the situation where only one frequency can be reported.
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Even though, the displacement of Co vortex is larger in ST–BL than in
ST–Py, which is attributed to the additional ST term in the energy balance in
Co layer in the first, the Co vortex remains inside the PC in ST–BL. Thus,
in this case, as will be shown, the magnetostatic interaction is not strong
enough to expel the Co vortex outside the PC but its impact on the overall
dynamics manifests itself in the introduction of important higher harmonics.
(a) (b)
Fig. 5.11: Negative current, ST on Py layer. Frequency spectra for readouts at
the PC in Co layer (black), Py layer (red) and resulting GMR (green),
all exhibiting the same frequency of 103 MHz at I = −5 mA. Temporal
evolution of average magnetization x–component and GMR signal that
served for calculation of the spectra presented in the inset, (a). The
orbit of the vortex gyrating cw in Py layer at different currents. As
the (absolute value of) current is increased (|I| ↑) the corresponding
displacement of the vortex increses, (b).
In ST–Py case one observes frequency nonlinear blueshift with absolute
current value as indicated with full red circles in Fig. 5.10. The oscillations
are observed at relatively low threshold of −1 mA and continue until the
critical current of −16 mA. Moreover, the highest output signal is present
at the threshold current and later it decreases as the current is decreased.
Very minor cw movements of vortex inside PC in Co layer yield little ampli-
tude change in the temporal evolution of the corresponding overall average
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Fig. 5.12: Snapshots of the magnetization evolution in Py layer at different time
instants. In color the z–component. Vortex core polarity charges pe-
riodically, vortex–antivortex creation and expulsion and the spin wave
radiation is reported.
magnetization as indicated in (black) inset in Fig. 5.11a. On the other hand,
vortex in Py layer is expelled far from the PC which is reflected in the
maximal change of the average magnetization x–component in the PC as in-
dicated in (red) inset in Fig. 5.11a. This displacement shows to be function
of current, so that the vortex orbit expands as the absolute current value
is increased, Fig. 5.11b. Note, that the simulations are carried out for a fi-
nite structure, where the existence of computational boundaries introduces
magnetic charges once vortex is destabilized from the central position.
The dependence of th displacement on current confirms that in finite
structures ST influences the amplitude but not the frequency of the oscilla-
tions which is compatible with Ref. [41]. Moreover, since no ST is activated
on Co layer the mechanism driving its cw movement is the magnetostatic
coupling to the cw moving Py vortex. However, the movement of the first
one remains minor because the magnetostatic interaction with far displaced
vortex core in Py is not strong enough to expel the vortex core in Co layer
where strong demagnetizing effects favor vortex central position. Therefore,
up to the critical current only one frequency is reported.
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Fig. 5.13: Snapshots of the magnetization evolution in Co layer at different time
instants. In color the z–component. Vortex core polarity charges peri-
odically but no vortex–antivortex creation is reported.
After crossing the critical point (−16 mA) vortex in Py layer, under ST
influence, reaches the critical velocity and decays to the central position. It
remains there undergoing ST–induced irregular switching of polarities which
is followed by the nucleation and outward propagation of the spin waves and
creation and expulsion of vortex–antivortex (V–AV) pairs as presented in
snapshots in Fig. 5.12. This influences the state of vortex in Co layer whose
centrally situated core also undergoes periodic switching of the polarity but
without V–AV nucleation, Fig. 5.13. Thus, the demagnetizing effects in
Co layer prevent its vortex from evolving into complicated dynamics. The
processes of V–AV nucleation and spin wave radiation are highly complex and
are followed by the decrease of the output GMR signal and broadening of its
spectrum. The subject of this chapter is the characterization of oscillations
of two well defined vortices and, therefore, no further study is carried out
below current of −18 mA.
On the other hand, in ST–BL the dynamics becomes more complicated
due to the presence of two competitive torques. In general, frequency blueshift
with absolute current is observed as presented in Fig. 5.10 with black full
squares. However, two distinct regimes are observed. Down to the critical
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current of −11 mA a slow, nonlinear frequency blueshift and the associated
GMR signal amplitude decrease with current (black open squares, Fig. 5.10)
are reported. Moreover only one eigenfrequency is present i.e. one maximum
is found in the data extracted from PC in Py, Co layers and the associated
GMR data as shown in Fig. 5.14a. Even though the oscillators remain syn-
chronized to one frequency down to the critical current the presence of two
distinct torques manifests itself clearly already below −2 mA. In order to
explain it in detail reconsider Fig. 5.10 with respect to GMR signal ampli-
tude evolution with current as presented in Fig. 5.16. The differences arising
from the addition of the ST on Co layer are to be extracted by comparing
ST–BL to ST–Py.
At, and close to, the threshold current similar qualitative and quantitative
result is observed. Note that at negative current, as long as in Py layer the
vortex remains in the PC center the ST acting on Co is stabilizing its vortex
in the initial central position. Above that, recalling that ST magnitude is
inversly proportional to the saturation magnetization of the layer, the ST is
almost three times stronger in Py as compared to Co layer. Moreover, from
the experiments we know that there exists a threshold current for the ST–
driven vortex dynamics. This threshold is larger in Co layer where stronger
demagnetizing effects are present. Therefore, even though ST is present
in both layers, Co layer responds first at higher currents. Thus, the only
effectively acting torque is the one on Py layer (τPy À τCo) and results
resembling ST–Py at |I|<2 mA are obtained.
As the absolute current is increased the displacement of vortex in Co layer
becomes larger in ST–BL than in ST–Py as the first one accounts for the ST
contribution in Co layer additionally supporting vortex destabilization in Co
layer (once vortex in Py is destabilized). Still, ST–Py and ST–BL yield
picture of very low amplitude Co vortex oscillations within the PC. Thus,
for currents 2 mA ≤ |I| ≤ 6 mA torque acting on Py remains dominat-
ing τPy > τCo and one reports qualitatively similar result: GMR amplitude
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(a) (b)
Fig. 5.14: Negative current, ST on both layers. Frequency spectra for PC read-
out in Co layer (black), Py layer (red) and resulting GMR (green), all
marking the same frequency of 185 MHz at I = −6 mA. Temporal
evolution of average magnetization x–component and GMR signal that
served for calculation of the spectra presented in the inset, (a). The
orbit of the vortex gyrating cw in Py layer for different currents. As
the (absolute value of) current is increased (|I| ↑) the corresponding
displacement of the vortex first increases, I> − 6mA, then stabilizes,
−6 mA > I > − 10 mA, and finally decreases, I < − 10 mA, (b).
decreases with absolute current, Fig. 5.16, and Py vortex orbit expands,
Fig. 5.14b (compare at −3 mA and −5 mA). The remaining quantitative
difference in frequencies and corresponding GMR amplitude arises from the
larger displacement of Co vortex and its minor but detectable movement in
ST–BL.
At larger currents 7 mA ≤ |I| ≤ 10 mA the ST threshold in Co layer
is reached i.e. the effective activation of ST–driven dynamics in this layer is
achieved. This favors alignment of Co vortex core along the axis of Py vortex
– an effect which is additionally strengthened by the magnetostatic core–core
interaction. As a result Py vortex orbit is (in a short current range) almost
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Fig. 5.15: The frequency spectrum at −13 mA revealing the existence of two dis-
tinct peaks in Co (black) and GMR (green) spectra. Inset presents the
temporal evolution of the average magnetization x–component inside the
PC in Py (red), Co (black) layers and the corresponding GMR signal
(green).
independent of current, Fig. 5.14b (compare −7 mA, −9 mA) which, in turn,
stabilizes the GMR signal amplitude, Fig. 5.16.
Recall that at negative current no dynamics was observed in ST–Co case
because electrons polarized in Py acted stabilizing on Co layer configura-
tion. On the other hand, considering ST–BL, the competition between the
destabilizing (on low Ms ferromagnet) and stabilizing (on high Ms ferromag-
net) torque is observed providing the initial trigger for the dynamics to be
observed by destabilizing the first at low currents. Hence, the activation
of ST–driven vortex dynamics in Co layer is possible first at higher current
since ST response threshold in high Ms Co layer is higher than in a low Ms
Py layer. Thus, in this range the dynamics is driven by the superposition of
both torques effectively active (τPy ≈ τCo) and the magnetosatic interaction
between the cores. The velocity of vortices increases which translates into
steeper profiles of potential wells arising from the time derivative of magne-
tization configuration in each layer. Therefore, the expansion of Py vortex
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orbit is hindered and the GMR amplitude reaches minimum.
At the critical current of −11 mA an upward jump in frequency is re-
ported followed by a fast linear blueshift with current. An associated down-
ward jump in the GMR amplitude, Fig. 5.16, and the appearance of the
second peak in the GMR spectrum, Fig. 5.15, are identified. Moreover, Py
vortex orbit starts shrinking, compare −11 mA and −14 mA in Fig. 5.14b.
This qualitative change is traced back to the appearance of the second peak
(GMR2) in the output signal spectra corresponding to the four times the
base frequency, 4f, as presented in Fig. 5.15. This is the consequence of
compromise between the ST activation on Co layer and magnetostatic in-
teractions, i.e. vortex in Co layer moves as a superposition of two distinct
frequencies: low base frequency, f, of the cw movement and high frequency,
5f, of the cw movement imposed by the magnetostatic interaction between
the cores. Thus, combined with the cw low frequency movement of Py vortex
one obtains read out frequency of GMR2 = 5f − f = 4f.
Both frequencies (f, 4f) are observed down to the critical current of
−14 mA below which the vortices reach the critical velocity and the suc-
cessive polarity switching is observed. In Co layer the vortex tends to switch
polarity and remains in the new state oscillating outside PC in a nanosecond
time windows (before next core switching event). The polarity of the vortex
defines the direction of vortex gyration according to right hand rule so that
core switching is followed by the change of gyration direction. In Py layer the
vortex decays to central position and undergoes fast core switching followed
by the spin wave radiation. Study of this current range is beyond interest of
this work.
5.4.3 Results summary
Note that the strong influence of the Oersted field imposes the same chirality
of the vortices but the core polarity could, at least in principle, depend
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on a complicated dynamical nucleation process. Therefore, situation where
vortices exhibit opposite core polarities could also be a possible initial state.
Thus, not only the ST term but also the magnetodipolar interaction term
(magnetostatic contribution from neighboring layer) in the considered trilayer
are modified which should clearly have impact on the induced dynamics.
Hence, it is interesting to carry out qualitative and quantitative study in
order to define the range in which the frequency can be tuned by simple flip
of the core polarity.
In the following the ST contribution shall be divided into two parts which
are hereafter referred to as the in–plane and out–of–plane ST. Recall, that as
introduced in Section 5.1.3 and up to now the discussion was carried out only
with respect to the IP component. Hence, in the following both are to be
used for argumentation. The first one (IP ST) corresponds to the acquired
IP polarization of electrons defined by the vortex chirality and the second,
analogous, to the vortex polarity (OP ST) in the polarizing layer.
Thus, to get a different view of the results already presented, which will
allow easier comparison to the new results, it is convenient to summarize
them in form of a schematic chart as presented in Fig. 5.17. Observations
gathered up to now are presented in column I, where two vortices of the
same chirality and polarity were considered. All studied cases are separated
by defining the ST active layer, marked grey (top, bottom, both), and the
corresponding ferromagnets F1 and F2 (either Co or Py). This summary
provides a clear overview of the cases where dynamic response was observed.
First a brief summary of the comparison between observations emerging
from I and II is to be carried out and later the new findings are presented in
detail. The subfigures (a)–(h) of Fig. 5.17 schematically show the investigated
cases, marking with full corner triangle cases yielding dynamic output. In
general, at the test current of 5 mA the dynamics in II is observed only when
setting F1 to be Py and F2 to be Co layer, independent of the definition of
the ST active layer (top, bottom, both layers), while in I the oscillations are
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reported only in some particular (difficult to group out) cases.
Lower saturation magnetization ferromagnet as active layer. Consider
first Py layer to be ST active (target layer) as is the case in (a), (b), (g),
(h). Note that dynamics, observed in (a) and (b), is induced by the reflected
electrons which polarize with opposite chirality with respect to state in the
target layer. Therefore, in both (a) and (b) the same destabilizing IP ST
is present. Similarly, the same IP ST term (from transmitted electrons)
is observed in (g) and (h) where the dynamics is hindered by its stabilizing
effect. Moreover, in (h) no dynamics is observed even though the transmitted
electrons carry the OP momentum opposite to the vortex polarity in the
target layer acting, therefore, destabilizing. Presence (a) and absence (b) of
this OP ST lead to some further differences in the dynamical response which
shall be discussed in detail later.
Higher saturation magnetization ferromagnet as active layer. On the
other hand, assuming Co to be active layer and comparing (c), (d), (e) and
(f) one concludes that dynamics is observed only in presence on the OP ST
and independent of the IP ST as in (c) (IP ST present) and (f) (IP ST
absent). In (e) the electrons polarize exactly parallel to the state in the
target and, therefore, no dynamics is observed, while in the remaining (d)
even the presence of the IP ST does not induce any oscillations (at the test
current). Thus, in order to extract more information (c) and (f) are to be
compared systematically. If both layers are set active I (i), (k) and II (j),
(l) yield similar results and the exact comparison is to be carried out in the
following.
Above observations lead to the conclusion that in case low Ms ferro-
magnets (Py) being active layer the existence of the destabilizing IP ST is
enough for the oscillations to be sustained, while higher Ms ferromagnet (Co)
responds dynamically in presence of the OP ST. Note that in addition to the
ST effect the magnetostatic interaction plays important role if the distance
between the cores is small. Thus, in case of Py as active layer, the additional
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magnetostatic core–core interaction changes quantitatively response of the
system, (a) and (b). On the other hand, in case of Co as active layer, that
is less sensitive to ST because of higher Ms, but where strong demagnetizing
effects are present, the additional magnetostatic contribution might lead to
disappearance of dynamic response, compare (c) and (d).
5.4.4 Two vortices of different polarity
In the following a detailed qualitative and quantitative discussion of the re-
sults highlighted above is presented. This study, depending on the definition
of the ST active layer: Py, Co, both, provides a full comparison between
the result emerging when employing different initial states as presented in
Fig. 5.17. Hence, considering Py to be active layer (a) and (b) are to be com-
pared, analogous, (c) and (f) when setting Co to be the free layer. Finally,
both layers are allowed to evolve dynamically upon the ST effect and results
arising from I and II are compared, (i) and (j).
Note that when assuming vortices of different polarities (column II in
Fig. 5.17) the dynamics is observed independent of the definition of ST layer
in the sample but as long as Py is set the top ferromagnetic layer, (b),
(f), (j). Interestingly, the comparison of frequency evolution with (absolute)
current in these three cases, as presented in Fig. 5.18a, points out common
quantitative results, i.e. the frequency values are similar. On the other
hand, the amplitude of the GMR signal, Fig. 5.18b, indicates the existence
of some qualitative differences between the observed oscillations. In general,
at high currents the vortex in Py layer reaches critical velocity and switches
its polarity yielding back the situation of two vortices of equal chirality and
polarity. The following sections proceed with the quantitative study.
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ST active on Py layer
ST–Py is studied first and comparison between cases yielding dynamic out-
put, (a) and (c) in Fig. 5.17, is carried out. Note that results of (a) were
presented in Figs. 5.10 and 5.11, and are now to be compared to the results
of (c) in Fig. 5.19. The current applied in both cases corresponds to electrons
flowing flow Py to Co layer. Following similarities are observed:
• frequency blueshift with current
• GMR amplitude decrease with current
• extremely low vortex mobility in Co layer
• existence of one sole eigenfrequency in the GMR signal
• no higher harmonics in the GMR spectra,
and the differences as comparing (c) to (a)
• steeper slope of the frequency blueshift with current
• much higher frequency values reaching an order of magnitude quanti-
tative difference at the critical current
• significantly smaller vortex displacement in Py layer (30 nm as com-
pared to 250 nm)
• current independent orbit of the vortex in Py layer (as compared to
orbit expansion with current).
The reason for the appearance of the above mentioned differences is
twofold. The change of the vortex core polarity in the polarizing Co layer
not only affects the profile of the ST but also the magnetostatic field in the
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trilayer. Two vortices act as two magnetic dipoles and, therefore, the move-
ment of one tend to force the movement of the other. The character of this
interaction is defined by the relative orientation of the cores.
Note that even though the ST term is directly proportional to the applied
current, the relative displacement of the vortex core in Py layer is found to
be current independent, Fig. 5.19b. At the same time vortex core in Co layer
undergoes ccw circular motion of minor amplitude (5 nm away from the PC
center). Thus, small distance between the cores in neighboring layers implies
that core–core magnetostatic interaction could be of importance in defining
quantitatively the gyration frequency. Moreover, qualitatively the minor ccw
motion of vortex in Co layer arises from the coupling to the ccw movement of
vortex in Py layer. Otherwise it would move cw owing its negative polarity.
At the current of −14 mA the vortex in Py layer reaches critical velocity
and its polarity is switched. This transition is followed by the reappearance
of the mode observed in Fig. 5.10, i.e. vortices of the same polarity with
all the consequences: expansion of the orbit into the one as in Fig. 5.11b,
the corresponding jump in the GMR signal amplitude, critical current cor-
responding to the periodic switching of the core and spin wave emission as
thoroughly discussed before.
Recently developed model [80] demonstrates that the current indepen-
dent vortex orbit is a result of the balance between the dissipative Oersted
field term and ST. These two terms represented by surface integrals and cal-
culated numerically show to counterbalance each other just outside the PC
when considering vortices of opposite polarity, which is in agreement with the
micromagnetic simulations, Fig. 5.19b. For qualitative explanation of this ef-
fect see Fig. 5.20. The vortices are represented in black, while the direction
of polarized electrons in red. Note that the IP ST acts destabilizing on the
vortex while the OP ST favors central position of the core if the vortices are
of opposite polarity. Thus, the resulting core displacement is a compromise
between the two ST terms and the dissipative Oersted field effect. On the
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contrary, in the case of the same polarity the vortex is expelled far from the
contact as both IP ST and OP ST destabilize its central position.
It is worth mentioning that minor vortex movements inside the PC in
Co layer neither qualitatively nor quantitatively influence the dynamics in
the adjacent Py layer i.e. no change in the outputs is observed even if the
configuration in Co layer is assumed fixed in time. Thus, an interesting
feature is observed if the magnetostatic field created by Co layer is neglected.
In this case only the dynamics in Py layer is resolved while the configuration
in Co serves only for the determination of the ST profile.
Consider the case of the same vortex polarity shown in left hand side of
Fig. 5.21. Py layer study and trilayer study yield quantitatively the same
results. This indicates that if the cores are far apart then the ST is the
main factor determining the frequency and the displacement of the oscil-
lating vortex. The second was to be expected as the strength of core–core
magnetostatic interactions is inversly proportional to the distance between
them so this term is negligible at significant separation.
On the other hand, if vortices remain close to each other (see the right
hand side of Fig. 5.21), the core–core interactions might influence the fre-
quency of the vortex oscillating in the free layer. Still, in absence of pining
centers, defects and physical boundaries the orbit of the gyrating vortex is
solely defined by the counterbalance between the ST and dissipation associ-
ated with the Oersted field.
Following conclusions can be drawn from the results presented above.
ST and the dissipative Oersted field term are the factors determining the
displacement of the vortex core in the free layer [80]. On the other hand
the magnetostatic core–core interactions scale inversly proportional to this
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displacement so the frequency of the oscillating vortex is influenced quanti-
tatively only if the intercore distance is small.
ST active on Co layer
Setting Co to be the ST active layer leads to observation of dynamic output
in cases marked as (c) and (f) in Fig. 5.17. Note that according to the
adapted current sign convention (positive current = electron flow from Co
to Py) (c) represents positive current direction while (f) the negative one.
Hence, assuming higher Ms ferromagnetic layer to be subject to ST leads
to sustained output for both current directions, depending on the relative
polarity of the vortices. At positive current the dynamics is found for the
same core polarization while at the negative in the opposite case as shown
in Fig. 5.22.
For sake of simplicity the following explanation of behavior at negative
current is carried out referring to its absolute value, Fig. 5.25. The oscilla-
tions start at the threshold of 0.5 mA. Up to 6 mA the orbit of the vortex
in Co layer is very confined, while Py vortex oscillates close to the PC. Both
movements are ccw and the orbits are current independent in this range
(compare −2 mA and −3 mA in Fig. 5.23b). Thus, ccw direction of Co
vortex gyration is against the right hand rule and is a consequence of magne-
tostatic coupling to ccw movement of Py vortex. Only one eingenfrequency
is visible, Fig. 5.23a, and the corresponding GMR amplitude increases with
the absolute current.
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Fig. 5.16: Five qualitatively different current ranges where the initially effectively
active ST on Py layer is gradually complemented with the ST effect
on Co layer activating itself at higher current. Close to the threshold
only ST on Py is effectively active, τPy À τCo, and it keeps dominating
the dynamics at low currents leading to expansion of Py vortex orbit,
τPy > τCo. The effective activation of ST on Co layer stabilizes the
Py vortex on a fixed orbit resulting in the stabilization of the GMR
amplitude τPy ≈ τCo. Finally, interplay between the torque and mag-
netostatic interactions leads to shrinking of Py vortex orbit and the
associated jump in the GMR amplitude, τPy < τCo. Below −14mA
Py vortex reaches critical velocity for core reversal and both vortices
undergo periodic polarity switching. The quantitative difference in the
resulting GMR amplitude between ST–Py and ST–BL in the range be-
tween −2 mA and −14 mA arises from larger displacement of Co vortex
in ST–BL.
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Fig. 5.17: Left hand side, scheme of the initial states corresponding to both vortices
of the same chirality and polarity in I and opposite polarity in II. I:
the results of previously discussed study ordered by activating the ST
on each and both layers and alternating the material of the top and
bottom layer (either Py or Co). Right hand side, schemes of the trilayer
corresponding to cases (a) – (h). The initial states in the ferromagnetic
layers and the state of the polarized electrons are presented. Depending
on the current direction and the definition of the ST active layer the
electrons are referred to as reflected or transmitted. Full corner triangles
mark cases yielding dynamic output.
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Fig. 5.18: Frequency evolution with current defining Py (black triangles), Co (red
inverted triangles) and both layers (green left triangles) to be ST ac-
tive, (a). The resulting frequency blueshift with absolute current yields
quantitatively similar values in all cases. At high currents the polarity of
Py vortex is switched. The amplitude of the GMR signal corresponding
to the cases from (a), indicates qualitative differences in the oscillations
observed, (b).
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(a) (b)
Fig. 5.19: Comparison of results of systematic study corresponding to Fig. 5.17a
and Fig. 5.17b, Py set the ST active layer. Left axis: frequency evolu-
tion with current arising when considering vortices of common polarity,
full red circles and of opposite polarity, full black squares; right axis
corresponding GMR signal amplitude with open symbols, (a). Below
−13 mA the polarity of the vortex in the top Py layer switches. The
current independent trajectory of the vortex moving close to the PC
(grey) in Py layer, (b). Vortex in Co layer undergoes some minor oscil-
lations in the PC center (not shown).
Fig. 5.20: Scheme of studied cases together with some quantitative results for com-
parison. Vortices are represented in black and the profile of the ST in
red.
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Fig. 5.21: Schematic representation of the results when only Py layer is simulated.
Comparison to the trilayer study in numbers in the tables.
Fig. 5.22: ST–Co. At positive current the dynamics is found for a common core
polarization while at the negative in the opposite case.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 5.23: Spectra extracted at the current of −3 mA in Py (red, right vertical
axis), Co (black, left vertical axis) layer and the resulting GMR signal
(green, left vertical axis). The temporal evolution of the average mag-
netization x–component in the PC and the associated GMR that served
for the calculation of the spectra in the inset with the same color legend,
(a). One eigenfrequency is observed in the system. The displacement of
the vortices in Py and Co layer at different currents, (b).
At the absolute current of 7 mA the appearance of additional frequency
is found. This is the consequence of reaching the threshold for ST–driven
dynamics in Co layer. Thus, the existence of two frequencies in the GMR
spectrum is associated to the complicated evolution of vortex position in Co
layer which yields strong higher harmonics. Moreover, vortex orbit in Py
expands (compare −2 mA and −8 mA in Fig. 5.23b) and an upward jump
in the associated GMR amplitude is observed.
At the absolute current of 8 mA one more higher harmonic becomes vis-
ible. The two additional side peaks in the frequency spectrum are visible as
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Fig. 5.24: Spectra extracted at the current of −8 mA in Py (red, right vertical
axis), Co (black, left vertical axis) layer and the resulting GMR signal
(green, left vertical axis), (a). Visible higher harmonics in the GMR
spectrum come from the appearance of higher harmonics in the oscilla-
tions in Co layer. The temporal evolution of the average magnetization
x–component below the PC and the associated GMR that served for
the calculation of the spectra, (b). The same color legend for both
subfigures.
presented in Fig. 5.24. Co vortex trajectory is represented as a superposi-
tion of two different movements, first one being ccw and yielding the base
frequency. Thus, magnetostatic interaction with the ccw moving core in Py
layer (positive polarity) drives Co vortex, against right hand rule, in the ccw
direction. Second, the cw eigenoscillations yield additional higher harmon-
ics. While three (3f) and seven times (7f) the base frequency are observed
in spectrum representing the Co layer, the fourth and eighth harmonics are
visible in the GMR spectrum. Hence, the 3f and 7f cw movements of Co
vortex combine with the ccw f movement of vortex in Py layer and results in
3f + f = 4f and 7f + f = 8f in the corresponding GMR spectrum. Recall that
for a vortex pair gyrating in common direction the output GMR represents
the difference of the eigenfrequencies (Fig. 5.8).
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The vortex in Py layer gyrates ccw on a well defined orbit that is indepen-
dent of current (compare −8 mA and −12 mA, Fig. 5.23b). The amplitude
of the GMR signal decreases with the absolute current value as a result the
current dependent displacement of the vortex core in Co layer. This complex
superposition of frequencies and the existence of well defined oscillations in
Py layer, where no ST is present, indicate the significance of the magne-
tostatic contribution to the synchronization of the vortices, i.e. in absence
of magnetostatic coupling to the ccw moving vortex in Py, the vortex in
Co layer would undergo simple cw movements owing its negative polarity.
Moreover, the sum of frequencies appears only as a side peak in the read
out GMR spectra because Co vortex remains inside the PC. Both vortices
moving in opposite directions outside the PC would yield the frequency sum
as the main output.
At the absolute current of 16 mA the 7f mode in Co layer is suppressed
which results in change of vortex orbit in Py and the appearance of an up-
ward jump in the associated GMR amplitude, Fig. 5.25. On the contrary
to previously reported feature: Py vortex orbit remained current indepen-
dent within ranges (0 mA, −6 mA) and (−7 mA, −15 mA) with a single
jump defining two fixed orbits, above 16 mA Py vortex orbit shrinks. This
can be understood as follows. At larger currents the effective destabilizing
effect induced by ST on Co layer becomes dominant over the magnetostatic
interactions. Recall Fig. 5.17f where the transmitted electrons are polarized
with the same chirality as the vortex state in the target Co layer. Thus, the
destabilizing effect, once Py vortex approaches the PC area, comes solely
from the combination of the positive OP momentum carried by the polar-
ized electrons impinging at the negative polarity target vortex. This favors
core switching but not the lateral displacement of the vortex in the target.
However, before the core can be switched vortex must reach certain critical
velocity. Hence, at high currents the increase of vortex velocity translates
into steeper slope of the time derivative of the overall magnetization state in
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Co layer. This effect is the only driving force for the vortex in Py layer as it
provides the energy to sustain the oscillations. Thus, the current dependent
increase of Co vortex velocity introduces a current dependence into the Py
vortex displacement.
At the critical (absolute) current of 51 mA the vortex in Co layer changes
the polarity. The configuration of two vortices of common polarity and chi-
rality is then stabilized and no dynamics is observed above this current.
Inversing the direction of current leads to behavior discussed in Sec-
tion 5.4.1.
Fig. 5.25: ST active on Co layer. Output frequency evolution with current, to-
gether with the higher harmonics and the resulting amplitude of the
GMR signal.
ST active on Py and Co layers
Activating ST effect on both layers leads to following observations. At the
threshold current Py vortex is expelled from the the PC and it oscillates on
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Fig. 5.26: Left axis: frequency as function of current when both Py and Co are
subject to ST effect, both vortices of the same – red full circles and
opposite – black full squares polarity, only the base frequency is shown.
Right axis: the associated GMR amplitude with open symbols.
the same orbit as presented in Fig. 5.19b with the ccw direction of gyration.
The resulting frequency is in the same order of magnitude but the associated
GMR amplitude is similar to the case of the same vortex polarity only in the
low current range, Fig. 5.26. The differences in the behavior become visible
as the absolute current is increased. Frequency blueshift with (absolute)
current is much faster for the case of opposite vortex polarities.
Below the absolute current of 4 mA one single peak (full black squares,
Fig. 5.27b) in the frequency spectra is observed corresponding to the eigen-
frequency of coupled vortices whose oscillation amplitude stays constant (full
black circles, Fig. 5.27a). The current of −4 mA seems to be the threshold
for the ST–driven dynamics in Co layer because the vortex within starts
oscillating inside the PC area. No expansion of the vortex displacement is
observed. Still, as explained earlier, ST dependent velocity of vortex in Co
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layer increases steepening the potential well sustaining vortex oscillations in
Py layer thus influencing the displacement of the core in this layer.
A complicated superposition of two frequencies in Co layer is observed:
ccw movement results in low frequency movement (f), while cw movement
results in the appearance of 3f mode. Taking into account that the direction
of the high frequency (cw) movement of the vortex in Co layer is opposite
to the direction of vortex gyration in Py layer (ccw) the 3f peak appearing
in Co spectrum translates into the sum of both frequencies: f + 3f = 4f in
the GMR spectrum (GMR2), see red circles in Fig. 5.27b. The appearance
of this second frequency results in the decrease of the peak amplitude of the
base mode and the upward jump of the associated GMR signal followed by
its decrease as the absolute current is increased, see Fig. 5.27a.
At −7 mA the spectrum extracted from the data corresponding to PC in
Co layer becomes even more complicated and additional peak at 2f is found.
This peak leads, as discussed previously, to the appearance of the 3f peak in
the GMR spectrum (GMR3, full green squares Fig. 5.27b). The appearance
of second harmonic in Co spectrum is followed by the increase of the GMR
amplitude down to the current of −10 mA. At this current an additional side
peak is observed in the GMR spectra (GMR4), marked by full blue squares
in Fig. 5.27b, corresponding to the 2f mode i.e. high frequency cw Co vortex
core movement is superposed with the low frequency Py vortex core ccw
movement resulting in the frequency 3f − f = 2f. After the appearance of
this mode the GMR amplitude stays constant down to the critical current of
−15 mA where the Py vortex velocity exceeds the critical value and changes
the polarity. Thus, the reappearance of the mode as reported for a system
of two vortices of common chirality and polarity is observed, Fig. 5.26.
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Fig. 5.27: Left axis: frequency as function of current when both Py and Co are
subject to ST effect, both vortices of the same – red full circles and
opposite – black full squares polarity. Right axis: the associated GMR
amplitude with open symbols.
5.5 Two equal ferromagnets
Note that considering two vortices of opposite polarity leads (II in Fig. 5.17)
to the decrease of the output GMR amplitude as compared to the case of
common polarity (I in Fig. 5.17) if only the low Ms ferromagnetic layer is
subject to ST, Figs. 5.19a. This quantitative change in terms of the GMR
amplitude is rather small compared to the increase of the quantitative fre-
quency response. Thus, manipulating the relative polarity of vortices in a
sample where the low Ms ferromagnetic layer is ST active tunes frequency an
order of magnitude leaving almost unchanged the output amplitude of the
signal.
When activating ST solely on the high Ms ferromagnet (Co) the change of
relative polarity brings about the need of changing current direction in order
to sustain the output, Fig. 5.22. Larger output signal amplitude is observed
in I as compared to II but very similar quantitative result is reported in
terms of frequency (in the current range where both vortices preserve their
initial polarities). Thus, the choice of polarities rather than influencing the
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frequency defines the output signal amplitude (quantitatively).
The above observations can be easily understood recalling that low Ms
ferromagnet is more susceptible to ST and that the relative displacement
between the cores depends via ST effect on the polarities of the cores.
Hence, if both layers are subject to ST, Fig. 5.26, quite significant increase
in terms of frequency and decrease in terms of signal amplitude (comparing
II to I) are reported but without the need of changing current direction to
preserve the dynamics. Thus, the qualitative behavior is largely defined by
the ST acting on a susceptible low Ms ferromagnet and the magnetostatic
interactions.
In the following, symmetric spin valves are investigated in order to de-
termine the importance of the material on the system response in terms of
frequency and amplitude of output signal. Term symmetric corresponds to
trilayers where both ferromagnetic layers are made of the same material,
Py(5 nm)/Cu(5 nm)/Py(5 nm) and Co(5 nm)/Cu(5 nm)/Co(5 nm).
5.5.1 Common polarity
Recall cases yielding dynamic output assuming vortices of common chirality
and polarity as presented in Fig. 5.17. Here, the study is carried out for the
trilayer, where the ferromagnetic layers are made of the same material and
compared to previously obtained results. Figure 5.28 summarizes the main
findings which are to be discussed in detail in the following. Note that the
electrons are assumed to flow from top to bottom layer defining the chirality
of both vortices.
Sustained oscillations are reported in cases denoted as (a1) and (c1) which
analogous to (a) and (c) represent ST activated only on the top layer. Thus,
in (a1) and (c1) the polarizer is made of the same material as the target layer
(Py and Co corresponding to trilayers Py/Cu/Py and Co/Cu/Py, respec-
tively).
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Fig. 5.28: Vortices of the same chirality and polarity are considered. The results
obtained for the asymmetric trilayer are summarized in the left panel (as
I in Fig. 5.17). In case of symmetric valves Py/Cu/Py and Co/Cu/Co
dynamics is observed in (a1) and (c1), whose results are to be compared
to (a) and (c), respectively.
Py(5 nm)/Cu(5 nm)/Py(5 nm)
Comparing (a1) to (a) one concludes that the qualitative behavior remains
similar, thus, quantitatively some differences are observed, Fig. 5.29. Follow-
ing qualitative similarities are observed:
• frequency blueshift with current
• vortex orbit expansion (in top layer) with current, Fig. 5.29c
• vortex oscillations within PC in the bottom layer
• existence of the cut–off current and core polarity switching above
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From the quantitative point of view, except for the similar GMR amplitude,
the response is rather different. Comparing (a1) to (a):
• larger vortex displacement in top layer, Fig. 5.29b
• lower cut–off current
• lower frequency values
• almost constant frequency throughout the whole current range in (a1)
are observed. The first can be understood as follows. Recall that the only
driving force for the oscillations to be observed in the bottom layer where
no ST in present is the coupling field with the vortex moving in the top
layer. Thus, part of the energy that is pumped via ST effect into top layer
is converted into the vortex gyration within and small part is coupled back
to the bottom layer where minor oscillations are observed. Even though
core–core magnetostatic interaction is stronger, the energy cost of sustaining
oscillations in the bottom layer is larger, in (a) where high Ms ferromagnetic
material is considered than in the case of low Ms ferromagnet, (a1). Thus,
in the latter more energy is directly translated into sustaining oscillations in
the top layer and, therefore, vortex displacement is larger and cut–off current
is lower.
The reason for reporting lower frequency values as comparing (a1) to (a)
is trivial. The change of the material the polarizer is made of changes the
magnetostatic coupling field, which is weaker in case of lower Ms Py polarizer,
(a1), and, thus, the overall energy balance in the top layer is changed leading
to lower output frequency.
Explaining the last observation from the list pointed out above is more
complex. In general, frequency of vortex oscillations shows to be strongly
dependent on current. In (a1), however, the frequency stays almost constant
over the whole current range, where well defined oscillations are observed.
Nevertheless, in (a) the observed frequency blueshift with current is also
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rather slow. It can be explained as follows. Once the cores are very far apart
any further change of the cores distance is not that crucial in terms of chang-
ing internal fields within the structure, which are responsible for frequency
determination. Thus, considering that the vortex core displacement in the
top layer in (a1), Fig. 5.29b, is very large the (almost) current independent
frequency is to be expected.
Fig. 5.29: Top Py layer is the active layer, while Py or Co are considered for the
polarizer: Co/Cu/Py and Py/Cu/Py, respectively. Thus, in the color
legend black corresponds to results obtained in the first, while blue in
the latter. Left axis, full symbols: frequency as function of current; right
axis, open symbols: the corresponding amplitude of the GMR signal,
(a). Comparison of the vortex orbit in the top Py layer at the current
of −8 mA, (b). Py/Cu/Py, vortex orbit expansion with current, (c).
Note, that close to the threshold current the amplitude of the GMR am-
plitude increases rapidly when assuming the polarizing layer to be made of
Py (Py/Cu/Py), while it remains almost constant when Co polarizer is con-
sidered (Co/Cu/Py), open symbols, Fig. 5.29a. This difference in the GMR
amplitude at the between the currents of −1 mA and −2 mA arises from
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the rearrangement of the relative displacement of the vortices. Thus, at the
threshold of −1 mA both are expelled from the PC but surprisingly vortex in
the bottom Py layer, even though no ST effect is activated there, is expelled
further than the corresponding vortex in the top layer, that is under the in-
fluence of ST, Fig. 5.30b. Hence, having plotted the average x–component of
the magnetization inside the PC in both layers one concludes that vortices
oscillate out–of–phase, Fig. 5.30a, which leads to the destruction of the out-
put signal amplitude. Already at −2 mA the ST drives the vortex in the top
layer further away from the PC. At the same time the other vortex decays
to oscillate inside the PC, Fig. 5.30c and d, explaining the observed initial
jump in the GMR amplitude.
Fig. 5.30: Py/Cu/Py, the average magnetization x–component extracted from the
configuration in the PC in bottom (black) and top (red) layers together
with the resulting GMR amplitude (green) at −1 mA and −2 mA, (a)
and (c), respectively. The corresponding orbits of vortices moving in
the top and bottom layers, (b) and (d).
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At the cut–off current of −14 mA the vortex in the top layer preserves
its negative polarity and continues its cw gyration very far from the PC.
In the middle of the sample the magnetization OP component undergoes
periodic switching which is followed by the spin wave radiation. On the other
hand, vortex in the bottom layer remains very close to the PC exhibiting
systematic core polarity switching which is accompanied by the change of
the gyration direction. This additionally triggers spin waves generation that
expand outwards. These highly complex processes in both layers give rise to
irregular output signal and the decrease of its amplitude.
The situation becomes even more complicated at −15 mA. In the bottom
layer, where no ST is present, magnetostatically triggered periodic core po-
larity switching is observed, which is followed by the spin wave generation. In
the top layer, however, the temporal evolution is more complex. At first the
vortex gyrates in a ccw direction (owing its negative polarity) far from the
PC which is why it is not influenced by the spin waves nucleated in the PC.
Thus, the local distortion of the magnetic configuration owing the spin wave
propagation soon affects the vortex evolution. First a V–AV pair (both of
negative polarity) is created inside the PC. Numerous complicated dynamic
processes are observed: antivortex switches the polarity and the pair is being
expelled from the PC. Soon the vortex separates from the antivortex and is
destroyed by the spin wave radiation while the antivortex continues moving
on a complex trajectory. Thus, the initial vortex changes the polarity and
when it gets closer to the antivortex an additional V–AV pair of positive
polarity is created. This V–AV quadrupole is soon annihilated and a single
negative polarity vortex is created in the PC. It it expelled from the PC and
starts to gyrate close to the PC area accompanied by the spin wave radia-
tion. Subsequent core polarity switching is observed followed by the change
of the gyration direction. Finally, the vortex decays to the PC and remains
there undergoing complicated dynamics including spin wave nucleation and
creation and expulsion of the antivortices. These processes are highly inter-
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esting but lead to chaotic readout signal and are far beyond the interest of
this work.
Co(5 nm)/Cu(5 nm)/Co(5 nm)
Consider now a trilayer, where both ferromagnetic layers are made of Co. At
the test current the dynamics is observed only if the top layer is subject to
ST. Therefore, a comparison between (c) and (c1) of Fig. 5.28 can be carried
out systematically. In general, similar frequencies are observed, Fig. 5.31,
and the vortex orbit in top Co layer in both cases shrinks as the current is
increased.
On the other hand, numerous differences can be pointed out. First of
all the mobility of vortex in the bottom layer is larger in (c) than in (c1).
Hence, the ST effect is active only on the top layer and only part of the
energy is transferred back magnetostatically to the bottom layer. This one
in (c) is made of Py and in (c1) of Co which justifies the observation of
larger displacement of vortex in the first. Thus, in (c1) the vortex in the
bottom layer remains inside the PC throughout the studied current range.
This, in turn, leads to lower output amplitude of the GMR signal and the
existence of one sole frequency in the reported spectra. Both oscillators yield
the same frequency which corresponds to the final eigenfrequency reported
in the system. In (c) each layer supported different frequency mode and
the GMR readout was the difference between the eigenfrequencies of each
oscillator.
Moreover, the GMR amplitude in both cases decreases with current but
the nonlinear and discontinuous behavior in (c) is rather more complex as
compared to the monotonic tendency observed in (c1). On the other hand,
the corresponding frequency exhibits nonlinear blueshift with current. Purely
ST–driven motion of magnetic vortex shall, in principle, be characterized by a
linear frequency increase with current owing the proportionality between the
ST and the applied current value. Thus, the above mentioned nonlinear be-
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havior must arise from the magnetostatic interactions with the bottom layer.
These interactions are stronger in case of using ferromagnetic material char-
acterized by high Ms. Therefore, in (c) where Py is assumed for the material
of the polarizer the magnetostatic contribution does not affect the linearity
of the frequency blueshift with current. On the contrary, in (c1), where the
polarizer is made of higher Ms Co the presence of the magnetostatic contri-
bution is manifested by the appearance of the nonlinear frequency blueshift
with current.
This trend is observed up to the critical current of 20 mA, above which
vortex in the top layer decays to oscillate close to the PC reaching the critical
velocity for core reversal. As a result change of the gyration direction and
the generation of spin waves are observed. Thus, this mode is not stable
and successive switching of polarity is observed. Notably, each such event is
followed by the vortex expulsion from the PC. Thus, the velocity of oscillat-
ing vortex increases again and the subsequent polarity flip is reported. On
the other hand, vortex in the bottom layer remains inside the PC preserving
its polarity and oscillating with minor amplitude. However, the complicated
processes in the top layer lead to the irregular and low output signal. There-
fore, the study is not continued for larger currents.
Static cases
In case of activating the ST on bottom layer no oscillations are observed, be-
cause independent of the layer material the resulting ST is acting stabilizing
on the configuration in the bottom layer. While some remaining net torque
could be expected in case of two different ferromagnets due to core size dif-
ferences in each material resulting in some initial dynamic effect, no such
behavior is foreseen when assuming equal ferromagnets. Thus, no dynamics
is observed, analogous to (e) and (g) from Fig. 5.17.
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Fig. 5.31: Top Co layer is the active layer, while Py or Co are considered for the
polarizer: Co/Cu/Py and Co/Cu/Co, respectively. Thus, in the color
legend black corresponds to results obtained in the first, while blue to
the latter. Left axis, full symbols: frequency as function of current; right
axis, open symbols: the corresponding amplitude of the GMR signal,
(a). The orbit dependence on current of vortices in top and bottom
layers, (b).
Similarly, when activating the ST on both layers simultaneously, owing
the identity of the initial configuration in both, no initial ST is present in
the system and as a consequence no dynamics output is reported.
5.5.2 Opposite polarity
Recall the dynamic cases when assuming vortices of opposite polarity in
an asymmetric trilayer (II in Fig. 5.17). Considering symmetric structure
the output analogous to (b), (f) and (j) is reported but only when Py is
chosen the ferromagnetic material. In Co/Cu/Co trilayer the initial state of
vortices of common chirality but opposite polarity is not stable (at the test
current). Thus, in the dynamic study one of the vortices changes the polarity
which leads to the results as described above where common polarity case
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was considered. This leads to the conclusion that in a trilayer where high
Ms Co ferromagnet is employed the minimization of magnetostatic energy
favoring the common polarity dominates the ST effect (at the test current)
and, therefore, core switching event is observed already at low current. On
the other hand, using ST susceptible Py in a Py/Cu/Py yields dynamic
output as presented schematically in Fig. 5.32. The results of systematic
study are discussed in detail for each case in the following paragraphs.
Fig. 5.32: Vortices of the same chirality and opposite polarity are considered. The
results obtained for the asymmetric trilayer are summarized in the left
panel (as II in Fig. 5.17). Assuming symmetric valves the dynamics is
reported only if Py is chosen as the material for the ferromagnetic parts
of the trilayer. Sustained oscillations arising from (b1) and (f1), (j1) are
systematically studied and compared to (b), (f) and (j), respectively.
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ST on top layer
Consider first the ST effect active on the top layer. If both layers are made
of Py, (b1), dynamics response analogous to (b) is observed, Fig. 5.32. Sim-
ilar frequencies and GMR amplitudes are reported throughout the studied
current range, Fig. 5.33a. Thus, slightly larger frequency as comparing (b1)
to (b) is further associated with a more confined orbit, Fig. 5.33b. Notably,
along with favoring positive polarity in the top Py layer (OP ST), the overall
ST effect increases the vortex velocity, which finally leads to the switch of
vortex polarity below the critical current of −8 mA, so that trends presented
before in Fig. 5.29 (vortices of common polarity) are continued.
The reason for observing slightly higher frequency values as comparing
(b1) to (b) is analogous to the discussion carried out when comparing (a1)
to (a). Just that now the OP component of the ST and the core–core in-
teraction change the sign. Thus, considering Py polarizer, (b1) the overall
energy balance in the top layer is changed leading to slightly lower vortex
displacement and higher output frequency, Fig. 5.33. Still, qualitatively cur-
rent independent orbit is reported. The explanation of this observation has
been delivered in previous paragraphs.
ST on bottom layer
Recall that as shown in Fig. 5.32 (initial vortices of opposite polarity) if
only the bottom layer was subject to ST the dynamic response was reported
assuming polarizer made of Py (top) and the ST active Co layer (bottom),
which corresponded to subfigure (f). In the following both layers are assumed
to be made of Py and the studied case is denoted as (f1). Thus, there are
quite a few differences in the dynamic response as comparing results arising
from (f1) and (f).
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Fig. 5.33: ST active on the top Py layer. Frequency and GMR amplitude depen-
dence on current, compared for the trilayers Cu/Co/Py in black and
Py/Co/Py in orange, (a). Comparison of the vortex orbit in the top
Py layer at the current of −8 mA, (b). The same color legend for both
subfigures.
First the comparison in terms of frequency and the output signal ampli-
tude shall be carried out, Fig. 5.34. Following quantitative differences are
observed as compared (f1) to (f):
• slightly lower frequency
• four times larger threshold for the appearance of higher harmonics
• lower critical current (twice)
Hence, in both cases frequency blueshift with current is observed. As has
been explained earlier the nonlinear character of the frequency increase with
current in (f1) is the consequence of the fact that the ST driven dynamics
is additionally assisted by the magnetostatic interactions between the cores.
Moreover, a lower critical current is reported because critical velocity for the
core reversal in the symmetric valve where Py layer is subject to ST is reached
at lower currents as compared to ST active Co layer in (f). As a result of the
polarity switch of the vortex in the bottom layer the overall configuration in
represented by two vortices of equal chirality and polarity. The transferred
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electrons polarize in the top layer exactly parallel to the state in the target
bottom layer so that no effective ST is present at the interface. Therefore,
the oscillations are damped. Note, that qualitatively the same behavior at
critical current is observed in (f1) and (f).
The reason for reporting higher frequency values is straightforward. Re-
call Fig. 5.33a. The frequency in the symmetric Py/Cu/Py trilayer was
slightly higher than in case of the asymmetric structure when assuming ST
active on the top layer. The explanation was based on the statement that in
case of Py polarizer, (b1) Fig. 5.32 the overall energy balance in the top layer
was changed because of the use of low Ms ferromagnetic material, Fig. 5.33.
Here, however the frequency as compared (f1) to (f) is slightly higher. This
can be justified as follows. In (b1) Fig. 5.32 the ST acting on the top layer
arises from the reflected electrons. Thus, the IP ST destabilizes the vortex
in the top layer from the aligned position but the OP ST stabilizes the core
in the central position. On the other hand in (f1) the ST exerted on the
bottom layer arises from the transmitted electrons. Hence, only the OP ST
is acting destabilizing while the IP ST favors aligned position. Thus, the
corresponding displacement of the vortices as compared (f1) to (f) is smaller
and the frequency higher. This presence of the OP ST is also the cause of
lower critical current for core reversal observed in (f1).
Having considered above explanations the reason why the threshold for
the appearance of higher harmonics at higher currents in (f1) becomes clear.
In presence of ST on one layer, the dynamics in the adjacent layer and in what
follows the appearance of higher harmonics arise from the magnetostatic in-
teractions between the ST driven and free vortex. There interactions depend
on the material parameters. Thus, the core–core interaction in a vortex pair
of opposite polarity in Co/Cu/Py trilayer is stronger than in Py/Cu/Py case
which is why the first support higher harmonics at lower currents.
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Fig. 5.34: ST active on the bottom Py layer. Frequency and GMR amplitude
dependence on current, compared for the trilayers Cu/Co/Py in black
and Py/Co/Py in orange, (a). The orbit of the vortices in both layers
at different currents, (b).
Consider the oscillations close to the threshold current, Fig. 5.35a. At
the current of −1 mA only one frequency is present in the GMR spectrum
and it corresponds to the sum of frequencies supported in each ferromagnetic
layer, Fig. 5.35b. This is the result of both vortices oscillating in opposite
directions outside the PC each with their own eigenfrequencies, Fig. 5.35c,
which leads to large output amplitude. Thus, down to −3 mA the orbit of the
vortex in the top layer expands with current, while in the bottom layer vortex
remains close to the PC edge (not shown). However, already at −2 mA two
distinct modes are observed, Fig. 5.36. In addition to previously present high
frequency GMR2 a distinct low frequency oscillations are observed in certain
time windows, GMR1. The appearance of this frequency is the result of the
magnetostatic coupling between the cores, which forces common gyration
direction of both vortices. Moreover, the vortex in bottom layer decays to PC
which below −3 mA is followed by the disappearance of the high frequency
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Fig. 5.35: Frequency and the GMR amplitude as in Fig. 5.37 but only at low
currents, (a). Frequency spectra obtained at−1 mA for the data readout
inside the PC in top (green), bottom (black) layers; the resulting GMR
(light blue) corresponds to the sum of these frequencies, (b). Temporal
evolution of average magnetization x–component inside the PC in top
and bottom layers and the associated GMR, (c).
mode. The associated orbit of vortex in the top layer starts decreasing with
current, Fig. 5.33b. This phenomenon has been previously elaborated on.
The appearance of the high frequency mode, its coexistence with the low
frequency mode and its disappearance at currents very close to threshold is
a very interesting and complex effect.
ST on both layers
Consider now the case of both layers set subject to the ST and compare dy-
namic output reported in the symmetric Py/Cu/Py, (j1), to the asymmetric
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Fig. 5.36: Temporal evolution of the GMR signal, (a) together with the evolution
of the average magnetization x–component inside the PC in top and
bottom layers in different time windows corresponding to high and low
frequency mode, (b) and (c), respectively.
valve Cu/Co/Py, (j), Fig. 5.32. Note that different stabilizing and destabi-
lizing effects are present in both layers. The polarity of the vortex in the top
layer is stabilized via OP ST from the reflected electrons, while the central
position of the vortex is destabilized by the IP ST. In the bottom layer, in
turn, the polarity is being destabilized and central position is favored because
of the IP ST. Still, quantitatively similar (slightly higher) single frequency
and the GMR amplitude (slightly lower) are observed, Fig. 5.37a. The expla-
nation of higher frequency values has been provided in previous subsection
when discussing the comparison between (b1) to (b). On the other hand,
slightly lower output signal amplitude comes from higher mobility of the
vortex in bottom layer, Fig. 5.37b, as compared (j1) to (j) because of replac-
ing higher Ms Co layer by lower Ms Py layer. In (j1) the relative separation of
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the vortices is smaller and, thus, the angles between the neighboring cells in
top and bottom layer defining the amplitude of the output signal are lower.
Despite these quantitative similarities, still, a couple of qualitative dif-
ferences shall be pointed out. First of all no higher harmonics are observed
in the spectra as it was the case in (j). Thus, the appearance of these side
maxima modified the GMR amplitude so that highly non monotonic depen-
dence with current was observed, open black squares Fig. 5.37a. In turn,
(j1) yields almost linear increase of the GMR amplitude with absolute cur-
rent, open orange circles Fig. 5.37a. The linearity of this dependence arises
from presence of one single frequency in the readout spectra throughout the
whole current range. This in turn has to do with the fact that the threshold
current for ST–driven dynamics depends on the material. Thus when both
ferromagnetic layers are equal as in Py/Cu/Py valve only one threshold value
is present. On the contrary, in Co/Cu/Py two different threshold, for Co and
Py, respectively, are to be found.
On the other hand, the increase of the GMR amplitude is traced back to
the increase of the displacement of vortices in both layers, Fig. 5.37c, whereas
it is essential that vortex in top layer remains in the vicinity of the PC.
Interestingly, below the current of −9 mA (j1) yields irregular behavior. On
the contrary, (j) first led to the appearance of the critical current (−15 mA) at
which the polarity switching in the top vortex was observed followed by some
oscillations to finally support irregular core switching and associated spin
wave radiation below that current. In other terms, recalling Fig. 5.17 below
the critical current the polarity switch transformed (j) into (i). Similarly,
one would expect such transformation between (j1), Fig. 5.32 and analogous
Fig. 5.28. Thus, no dynamics was observed in Py/Cu/Py when vortices of
common polarities were considered, Fig. 5.28. Therefore, below the critical
current of −9 mA (j1) yields directly the irregular dynamics in both layers.
In the top layer vortex remains close to the PC and undergoes subsequent
switching of the core polarity which is followed by the change of the gyration
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direction and spin wave radiation. In the bottom layer the vortex is found
inside the PC oscillating with minor amplitude and triggering spin waves
nucleation when changing the core polarity. As the current is further de-
creased (−11 mA) the vortex in the top layer preserves its negative polarity
and is expelled far from the PC. Since the distance to the sample center is
significant the vortex trajectory is not affected by the spin waves generated
in the PC. No change in the behavior of vortex in the bottom layer is ob-
served. Thus, considering to complexity of dynamics reported the results are
only presented down to the critical current of −9 mA where regular oscilla-
tions are still supported and no further study is carried out below −11 mA.
Apart from that, the reason of observing lower critical current comparing
Py/Cu/Py (−9 mA) to Co/Cu/Py (−15 mA) has been already thoroughly
elaborated on in above subsections.
5.6 Conclusions
This vast study of interlayer coupled vortex pair dynamics brings about
dozens of conclusions and confirms some features theoretically expected. For
example it has been shown that the threshold current for vortex ST–driven
dynamics in Py layer is lower than in Co layer and so does the critical cur-
rent for the core polarity reversal. Vortex velocity increases with current as
the consequence of ST linear increase with current. Thus, once the critical
velocity is reached the core polarity switches.
In general, vortex polarity defines its gyration direction according to right
hand rule. Thus, if common polarity of vortices is assumed in an asymmetric
trilayer (F1 6= F2) each vortex might move with its own eigenfrequency (f1,f2)
and the resulting output signal will represent the difference between these fre-
quencies, f2− f1. Analogous, considering opposite polarity (opposite gyration
direction) the resulting frequency shall be the sum of the eigenfrequencies.
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Fig. 5.37: ST active on both ferromagnetic layers. Frequency and GMR amplitude
dependence on current, compared for the trilayers Co/Cu/Py in black
and Py/Cu/Py in orange, (a). Comparison of vortex trajectory in top
and bottom layers at the current of −8 mA in case of symmetric and
asymmetric structures, (b). Expansion of the orbits of both vortices
with current in Py/Cu/Py structure, (c).
Furthermore, in case of opposite polarities one might observe vortex motion
inside PC being superposition of the ccw and cw high and low frequency
movements. The low frequency corresponds to the movement in the direc-
tion against right hand rule but magnetostatically coupled to the movement
of the other vortex outside the PC. The high frequency movement, in turn,
corresponds to a higher harmonic. Thus, the resulting output signal reflects
the base frequency and its sum with the higher harmonics is observed.
The appearance of higher harmonics changes the output signal amplitude.
Highest GMR amplitude has been observed in case of both vortices gyrating
in phase outside the PC.
Two vortices magnetostatically influence each other. This interaction
scales with the distance and, thus, the frequency supported in the system is
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only affected by these interactions if the cores are close enough. Both polarity
combinations: common and opposite are stable within some current range
and lead to dynamic output except for a symmetric trilayer, where two high
Ms ferromagnetic layers are assumed. In the first case (common polarities)
vortex orbit shows strong dependence on current, while in the second no such
feature is observed. This is compatible with the latest model [80].
Interestingly, magnetostatic interactions might lead to vortex motion even
in absence of ST. Provided that ST is active in one of the layers and vortex
is triggered into motion, the time dependent changes of configuration give
rise to energy flow into the layer where no ST is present. Thus, sustained
oscillations of the vortex within might be observed. This energy feeding the
vortex in the neighboring layer might even lead to the change of its polarity
because of the steepening of the potential well with the increasing velocity
of the ST driven vortex.
Hence, finally one concludes that the optimal situation i.e. highest output
signal could be observed if in an asymmetric trilayer ST effect could be
activated only on the high Ms and blocked on the lower Ms ferromagnetic
layer. The electrons shall flow from the first to the second layer, respectively,
and polarize by reflection while two vortices of common polarity are set as
the initial state. This way, in high Ms ferromagnet vortex is expelled from
the PC via ST effect and the other vortex is easily driven into motion by the
processes as described above. Blocking and enabling ST effect would have to
be manipulated on the fabrication level when defining the interfaces.
6. COUPLED VORTICES DYNAMICS
This chapter recompiles some preliminary work done considering a particular
device, in which a 2× 2 pseudo–matrix of PCs [14] has been fabricated and
its response to SPC has been investigated. Lately it has been demonstrated
experimentally that in such a structure it is possible to synchronize multiple
STNOs. Similarly to the device studied in one of previous chapters, here the
PCs were opened using the AFM nano–indentation technique [47], resulting
in a non–flat profile for the upper ferromagnetic layer. Although very con-
vincing evidence of phase–locking was provided in Ref. [14], the impact of
this geometry on the dynamic properties of the system was not studied nu-
merically. Hence, this chapter proceeds with the preliminary computational
description of the system.
6.1 Experimental findings
In the sample, as presented in Fig. 6.1a, the distance between the contacts
reads 500 nm. However, arrays of different spacing (up to 10 µm) were
also studied. Interestingly, in the samples with larger spacings few tens of
mT external positive OP field had to be applied in order to sustain the
output. Only the device with the interdistance of 500 nm exhibited behavior
as presented in Fig. 6.1b, i.e. in absence of applied field a broad power
spectrum was observed with four closely spaced peaks which merged into
two and finally one peak as the current was increased. The reduction of
the peak height in the reported spectra was accompanied by the increase
of the output power. Therefore, this observation has been interpreted as a
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synchronization of multiple STNOs.
The authors argued that the magnetic configuration, allowing for the
above observations, is composed of four vortices, nucleated at the contacts,
four antivortices and an additional vortex in the middle of the sample. Ac-
cording to [14] such state can be nucleated and stabilized at the current of
40 mA. Note, that all contacts are connected to common top and bottom
electrodes. Therefore, the array can be seen as a parallel connected matrix
of resistors, i.e. single contact can not be controlled independent. Authors
further elaborated that lowest energy state in such a configuration requires
that the neighboring V-AV exhibit opposite polarity. This, configuration
was called the antiferromagnetic chessboard. Thus, its nucleation was only
obtained in absence of any IP field. Already in presence of a field as low
as −1.2 mT during the nucleation process led to destruction of the synchro-
nization feature. Moreover, the latter was most efficient in terms of output
power in absence of external field, so that any additional applied OP field
caused a decrease in the output power peak, Fig. 6.1c. Before the acquisition
of each spectrum a large OP reset field of 0.7 T was applied.
None of the ferromagnetic layers is exchange biased in the system and
the dynamics was only observed for the current direction corresponding to
electron flow from Co to Py layer. Thus, authors argued that 4 nm thick Py
layer was the passive polarizing layer. In what follows the electrons reflected
from Au/Py interface impinging back on the Au/Co interface exerted ST on
the array of vortices and antivortices nucleated in 15 nm thick Co layer.
6.2 Current and Oersted field distribution
In order to define the active layer in the system first the exact distribution of
current and the associated Oersted field must be known. For this calculation
the commercial finite element software [75] has been employed and the whole
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Fig. 6.1: The geometry of 2×2 pseudo–matrix of PCs, (a). Measured output power
at different currents and in absence of external field, (b). The main peak
amplitude at different applied OP fields [14], (c).
spin valve including the electrodes has been accounted for. Owing the 25◦
inclination in the vicinity of all contacts, and based on the results from Chap-
ter 4, one expects that highly nonuniform current distribution is going to be
found across the sample. Indeed, the calculations reveal rather complicated
profile of the current density in the structure, Fig. 6.2. Similarly to results
obtained in Chapter 4 current distribution in Py layer is pretty uniform but
in Co layer much more current flows at the edge of the contact rather than
inside it.
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Fig. 6.2: Current distribution, as calculated with MagNet software [75], in the
cross–section corresponding to Co (a) and Py (b) layer together with
zoom close to one of the contacts.
The presence of an array of contacts complicates even more the distri-
bution of the associated Oersted field. This field as a vectorial sum of the
contributions from all four contacts breaks the circular symmetry. Again,
analogous to results presented in Chapter 4 the maximum value of the Oer-
sted field in Co layer is much larger than the corresponding maximum in
Py layer, Fig. 6.3. Moreover, the above mentioned breaking of symmetry
imposes that outside the square defined by the contacts the Oersted field is
stronger than inside it. This asymmetric potential, in turn, shall influence
the dynamics of the vortices.
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Fig. 6.3: Current associated Oersted field, as calculated with MagNet [75] software.
Density plot as in tilted side view of the STT tilayer (a), in the cross–
section corresponding to Co (b) and Py (c).
6.3 Remarks
The next step would be to introduce the result of the above presented cal-
culations into the full micromagnetic study. In analogy to Chapter 4, first
the dynamical part of the valve shall be identified. Hence, the free and the
reference layer should be defined. This task, considering the complexity of
the geometry and the size of the computational area required for the calcula-
tions are far beyond the time frame of this work. Thus, the investigation of
coupling mechanism in arrays of PCs remains reserved for the future study.
7. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
The work presented here was focussed on the computational analysis of dy-
namics supported in STT devices. The discovery of spin transfer itself is
rather recent [6, 7]. Thus, even though it has been one of the most in-
tensively studied subjects in solid state magnetism over the last decade the
understanding of numerous mechanism is still far from being complete. One
of feasible future applications of STT requires the development of a reliable
STNO. Particularly interesting are the oscillators working in absence of ex-
ternal field. An example of such device was investigated within this work
where in presence of a nonstandard ST profile the oscillations were sustained
even without any applied field. Remarkably, the design of the structure, i.e.
materials, thickness etc. has a great impact on electron transport properties.
Within this work, a numerical solution based on the theoretical model [16]
was developed for the determination of the STT angular dependence. This
allowed for prediction of interesting behavior in nonstandard, asymmetric
trilayers. Results of systematic micromagnetic study yielded an excellent
quantitative agreement with the experimental findings [17]. Interestingly,
this work demonstrated that the dynamics which was believed to be driven
only by the STT in reality was also based on the presence of the magneto-
static contribution from the pinned layer.
Later, a vortex mode has been investigated. Again the main motiva-
tion behind the study was providing the explanation for the experimentally
observed features. Once more an excellent match between the numeric and
experimental results was obtained, thus revealing a novel way of tailoring vor-
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tex based STNO. It has been demonstrated that the dynamics of a magnetic
vortex in the free layer might be determined by the design of the pinned layer
geometry. This discovery added important insights into, still poorly known,
vortex dynamics in PC devices.
Hence, the main obstacle on the way to successful application of vortex
based STNO is the output power and linewidth. An interesting solution to
the problem of linewidth is the synchronization of two vortices nucleated one
in each ferromagnetic layer in a standard spin valve with no exchange bias.
The computational study of linewidths in point contact devices would be very
demanding and particularly time taking but the determination of qualitative
of dynamics in such systems is perfectly within possibilities of state–of–the
art computations. Thus, within this work a vast study of interlayer coupled
vortex based STNO has been performed. The definition of the ST active layer
in the sample and choice of core polarities has been demonstrated to have
great impact on the behavior of the system. In particular, optimal conditions
for the improvement of output signal amplitude have been defined. These
results will be highly valuable for the future desgin of vortex based interlayer
coupled STNO.
The examples studied within this work required application of micromag-
netic modeling technique. In particular, point contact geometry and vortex
mode can only be investigated numerically using micromagnetic framework
since single spin model does not allow for implementation of spatially nonuni-
form states. Considering all the methodological issues involved and long
computational times systematic micromagnetic studies of point contact de-
vices are rather rare in the literature even though often, considering sample
geometry, the system description is beyond the approximations of theoretical
models. Thus, only computational study can reveal the nature of experimen-
tal findings.
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